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The Planet & its Continents <BACK TO TOP>
Note: Any information included in this section may be old or out-dated. Should a question arise to what is right & current to the world today, please ask the DM.
Faerûn is no more than a small territory hugging a larger world, which in turn is only the 3rd world of 8 orbiting a central sun, which is entirely encapsulated in a crystal sphere
within a swirling chaos, which in turn is only one in myriad alternate dimensions. But for the races of Toril, for the elves and dwarves and gnomes and halflings and humans,
Faerûn has a very important name: It is home.
Abeir-Toril (Ah-BEER Tor-RILL), more commonly called Toril is the name of the orb that Faerûn & the Forgotten Realms are set upon (just as Earth is the orb that Eurasia is set
upon). The name is archaic, meaning cradle of life, and is rarely used in everyday speech.
Abeir-Toril is an Earth-sized planet dominated by a large continent in its Northern Hemisphere as well as a number of other large landmasses scattered about its surface. This
northern continent is called Faerûn in the west, Kara-Tur in the east, and Zakhara in the south.
Abeir-Toril has a single satellite, Selune (also the name of the goddess of the night sky & navigation). This luminous, heavenly body is followed in its path across the sky by a
collection of shining shards, called the Tears of Selune. These tears are said to be nothing more than a cluster of ordinary asteroids & debris that trail the moon in its path, yet the
Tears remain reflective & bright even when the moon is new in the sky.
In addition to the moon, there are 7 visible planets that wander against the star-misted sky. They are dusky Anadia, green Coliar, blue Karpri & Chandos, ringed Glyth, odd-
appearing Garden, and disk-shaped H’Catha. All follow regular paths around the sun. The stars are distant & eternal, and form themselves into patterns & constellations that each
culture names according to their own desires.
A Torillian year is 365 days of 24 hours each. An orbit of Selune is roughly 30 days.
Ahki Anishinaabe (very rough translation of Ojibwe: Land of the original people) [originally by David Howery, modified by me] <BACK TO TOP>
Included here is a mini-glossary of terms & phrases that might be encountered.
Salutations
Boozhoo Greetings
Aanii Hello
Aniish na? How are you?
Beindigain Come in
Aaniish Eshnikaazyin What is your name?
______ Ndishnikaaz My name is ________
Migwetch Thank you
Gi zah gin I love you
Gigawabamin Nagutch See you later
Gigawabamin Menawah See you again
Baamaapii Until later
Giminadan Gagiginonshiwan It was nice talking to you
Biwabamishinam Menawah Come see us again

Family
Nini Man
Ikway Woman
Ikwaywug Women
Needonnisug Brothers
Neekonnisiwin Brotherhood
Nokomis Grandmother
Mishomis Grandfather
Mishomisinonnig Grandfathers
Wedigaywin Union / Marriage
Oondadizoowin Birth
Binoojiing Child
Neejawnisug Children
Gwewinzenhs Boy
Kwayzenhs Girl
Gwewizaynsug Sons
Neegoosis My son
Neezhoday Twin
Zhishay Uncle
Chiahyaog Elders
Odoidaymiwan Clan system
Odoidaymiwug Clans

Personal Parts
Weenessisee Hair
Okunnug Bones
Ostegwan Head
Otawug Ear
Oskenzhig Eye
Ojohnz Nose
Odoon Mouth
Okakaygun Chest
Obekwun Shoulder
Onik Arm
Odayin Heart
Omisud Stomach
Oneejawin Womb
Oningeen Fingers
Oniinge Hand
Okad Leg
Ogeegwun Knee
Ozid Foot
Ahnikayziddaynce Toes

Colors
Misskwa Red
Mukaday Black
Wabiska White
Ozawahn Yellow

People
Anishinaabe The original people
Oshkabaywis Helper
Giwisayininiwug Hunters
Gitigaywininiwug Planters
Ahdawaywinineeg Traders
Ogimaa Leader
Wabunukeeg Daybreak people
Iskodaywatomi Fire People
Odaywatomi Potawatomi
Ohkwamingininiwug Ice people
Oshkibimadizeeg New People
Chimookamonnug Long Knives
Zhaagnaash White people
Mukadayikonayayg Black coats

Animals
Owayseug Animals
Ahnimooshug Dogs
Ahmik Beaver
Gazhagayns Cat
Gawg Porcupine
Maengun Wolf
Misabe Mukwa Grizzly bear
Mizheekay Turtle
Mukwa Bear
Mushkawujibemiday Deer fat / Tallow
Muskodayn Bishikee Buffalo
Nigig Otter
Wabizhashi Martin
Wawashkeshshi Deer
Wazhushk Muskrat
Zhongwyzh Mink
Binayshee Bird
Banaysheug Birds
Migizi Eagle
Ahjijawk Crane
Papasay Woodpecker
Mahng Loon
Ziishiib Duck
Deedeens Blue jay
Zhinggibiis Helldiver
Gigoon Fish
Gigounhnug Fish (pl.)
Gitchie Manameg Whale
Mitigookamaig Whitefish
Megis Cowrie shell

Weather
Noodinoon Winds
Chinoodin Big Wind
Baybeemisaysi Whirlwind
Geezheebasun Tornado
Animikee Thunder
Wawasum Lightening
Gimiwun Rain
Mushkobewun Flood
Mikwaniwun Hail
Gooskoosay Ahki Earthquake
Wawasayg Northern lights
Kisinaa Cold
Nigwaankot Cloudy

Plants
Gitigan Garden
Gitigannug Gardens
Gitigayminon Seeds
Ogeebiccoon Roots
Manomin Wild rice
Ahsayma Tobacco
Mushkodaywushk Sage
Weskwu mashkoseh Sweetgrass
Gisheekandug Cedar
Weegoobbee Basswood tree
Weegwas Birch tree
Ahgimak Ash wood
Ininaig Maple
Opwagunatig Sumac
Papakoosigun Willow tree
Weegobee Basswood tree
Manone Ironwood tree
Mitig Log
Begew Pitch / Sap

World
Ishpiming Universe
Ahki Earth (land)
Neebageesis Moon
Ohshkagoonjing Geesis Crescent moon
Geesis Sun
Ahnung Star
Ahnunggokwan Star world
Wabun Ahnung Morning star
Ahsin Rock
Ahsinneeg Rocks
Ishskwaday Fire
Bawshkinaway Smoke
Nibi Water
Zhewatagun Salt
Zhewitaganibi Salt water
Bugwayji Wild / Natural places
Maygwayyawk Forests
Kitchi Kabekong Great Falls
Animikee Wabu Thunder water
Gichi Gumee Great Freshwater seas
Michi Zeebee Greatest river
Ogima Kway Zeebee Lead woman of all rivers
Zahgaegun Lake
Minisi Island
Mushkodayng Plain
Chiwajiw Hill
Chi Wajiwan Big Mountains
Papashkwag Deserts

Feelings & Emotions
Zahgidiwin Love
Manajiwin Respect
Bapeewug Laughter
Mahwee Crying
Winanimiziwin Terror
Gwayahkooshkawin Balance
Ninoododadiwin Harmony
Ekandasowin Knowledge
Ahmunnisoowin Intuition
Niboowin Death
Gizhiday Hot
Gisinaw Cold



Directions
Mekanayzn Path
Babamadizwin Journey
Chibimoodaywin Migration
Giwaydin North
Giwaydinnoong North direction
Zhawan South
Zhawanoog South direction
Ninggabeun West
Ninggabeuhnoong West direction
Wabun East
Wabunnoong East direction
Wayndahnimuk Four directions
Giwetashskad Circle
Nawayee Center

Seasons & Time
Zeegwung Spring
Neebing Summer
Beboong Winter
Dagwaging Fall
Waaban Dawn
Bedabun False dawn
Jibwah Before
Nongo Today
Kizheb Morning
Naakwek Noon
Shkwa naakwek Afternoon
Naakshig Night
Shki Naakshig Evening
Aabta dibikaag Midnight

Medicine
Gitchie Manito Great Mystery
Ekinamadiwin Teachings
Mushkeeki Medicine
Mushkeekiwinun Medicines
Gishkibidagunnun Medicine bundles
Mudjimushkeeki Bad medicine
Mamakajiwin Miracle
Manitouwabi Spirit
Geebawug Spirits
Midewinini Midewiwin (Grand Medicine) priest
Nagamoon Song
Daywayganatig Drum beater
Neegawnnakayg Prophets
Neegoniwabungigaywin Ability to see into the future
Bawazigaywin Dream
Bawajigaywin Vision Quest
Animikeeg Little thunders

Numbers
Bezhik One
Niish Two
Niswi Three
Niiwiin Four
Naanwan Five
Nigodwaaswi Six
Niizhwaswi Seven
Nishwaaswi Eight
ZhaanGswi Nine
Midaaswi Ten

Cultural Things
Odaynahwing Towns / Villages
Odaynahwaynsun Small villages
Weegiwahm Lodge / House
Wesinniwin Food
Muckadaymashkeekiwabu Coffee (Black Medicine Water)
Midjim Provisions
Ishkoday Ahsin Flint / Fire Rock
Dikkinagun Cradleboard
Gahskeebidaggun Bandolier bag
Wagakwud Axe
Ahbwi Paddle
Jeemonnug Canoes
Weegwasi Jeemon Birchbark canoe
Ahsubbi Net
Awkik Vessel
Zhooshkudabahn Sled
Muzineebi Carving
Mitigwakik daywaygun Water drum
Sheshegwun Shaker
Opwagun Pipe
Opwagunahsin Pipestone
Ozawabik Copper (yellow) medallion
Zooniyawabik Gold
Zhoonay Money

Midewiwin (Grand Medicine)
The Mide Society, or Midewiwin, practice a religious rite taught to its members by the legendary hero Nanabozho to give life through the transmission of spirit power. The Megis
shell is the main symbol & one of the sacred objects of the Midewiwin. The best available information indicates that the Midewiwin worship no particular god or thing; this
association preserves knowledge of herbs to use in prolonging life. Basic Midewiwin belief holds that moderate, patient & respectful living as well as using plants & herbs given to
members by the Mide Manitou or “Grand Medicine Spirit” prolong life. The Mide Manitou “looked like a man, and lived on earth about a hundred years”. At one time he went
amongst the old men, teaching them the power & practice of the Midewiwin. He taught them to treat the sick so that people could live a long & full life. Four lesser manitou, or
spirits, subordinate to the Mide Manitou hold custody of the cardinal directions. Dozens of Manitou beneath them take animal forms. The bear & animals living in water are most
closely associated with the Midewiwin. The Anishinaabe belief is that the manitou takes animal form & gives rise to the great respect hunters accord animals.
The Midewiwin teach that good conduct results in a long life & evil acts inevitably bring sickness & bad luck to the offender. This society teaches men to be moderate in speech &
manner, thoughtful in action. Midewiwin ideals are practicing patience, truthfulness, and honesty, and showing respect to old people. Social pressure usually enforces the code.
The Midewiwin consist of 4 or 8 degrees, depending on local custom. Members advance from one degree to another by making offerings to the older members & undergoing an
initiation consisting of moral instructions as well as lessons in the names & uses of medicines. Instruction in the higher degrees pertains to special mysteries of the Midewiwin, the
properties of rare herbs, and the nature of poisons. Only initiated members of the Midewiwin understand the manner of recording on birch-bark scrolls the lectures given to each
member & the Midewiwin records.
The land
The heart of the People’s lives is the land & the life that grows there. The People live at nature’s mercy. When it is kind, the People have plenty, but when nature is harsh, they
suffer. None of the People actually own land, as it is understood in feudal lands. Instead, they are more like caretakers, making use of the land but not owning it; they do not buy or
sell land. It is necessary for each tribe to defend its villages & hunting territories as a practical matter, but tribal boundaries are not marked out with signs or fences.
The continent is varied in terrain & climate. Two mountain ranges divide the land. The smaller range near the East Coast is older, smaller, and much more weathered. The great
ranges in the west stretch the entire length of the continent. There are numerous hills & plateaus. The rivers in the southwest cut many canyons in the hills, including a legendary
one hundreds of miles long. Forests cover much of the continent, including the mountains. Most of the east has dense forests of pine & broadleaf trees. The taiga, a belt of pine
forest, stretches across the continent in the north. The land between the forests of the mountains is a vast sea of grass: the Great Plains, home to vast game herds & horse-riding
natives. The western mountains have several interior basins that are harsh deserts. The natives here are skilled at finding water. The basins also have many salt flats & a few lakes
that have extremely high salt levels, since there are no outlets. In the southeast, the lowland basins & heavy runoffs combine to form vast tracts of swamp. The West Coast is
blessed with abundant rainfall, and forests grow lush. Giant sequoias & redwoods are found here.
Wildlife
The lands of the People are filled with animal life. The People know them well, and live among them in harmony. They take what they need for food or religious use, but never to excess.
Hoofed animals abound on the continent. Most valuable to the people, is the bison, a walking mountain of meat & hide. There are many types of deer: moose, white tail, mule deer,
and wapiti. Forest caribou sometimes can be found in the taiga. Bighorn sheep & mountain goats roam the western mountains. The pig-like peccary roams the southwest. The fleet
pronghorn antelope lives on the prairie in large herds. The wild horse is a fairly new resident of the plains.
Of course, where there are herbivores, there are also carnivores to prey upon them. Wolves & cougars are abundant across the continent. Coyotes are the wily canines of the desert.
Foxes, ranging from the red to gray to kit, are found in all terrain. Jaguars sometimes are found in the far south, as they wander up from the tropics. Weasels, martens, fishers,
otters, and wolverines are abundant furbearing hunters. Black bears inhabit forests & mountains across the land. The aggressive grizzly lives in the western mountains, from the
taiga to the desert, and a particularly large & fierce subspecies lives on the prairie. Polar bears visit the far northern coast in spring.
Vast flocks of birds darken the skies during migration, including ducks, geese, cranes, trumpeter swans, and passenger pigeons. Sacred eagles, hawks, and falcons soar in the sky.
Enclaves of huge condors are found on the West Coast, while vultures are common over much of the west. Owls are common, from the tiny burrowing owl to the barn owl & great
horned owl. There are numerous edible birds, such as grouse, sage hens, quail, ptarmigan, heath hens, and turkeys. Less useful birds include the crow, parakeet, heron, and magpie.
Reptiles are common across the continent, but are of small size compared to other continents. The exception is the alligator of the southern swamps, which can reach lengths up to
19’. Poisonous snakes are abundant; cottonmouths & water moccasins of the south, coral snakes in the west, and rattlesnakes from coast to coast. Two odd lizards of the southwest,
the Gila & beaded lizards, are the only known poisonous lizards.
The coastal areas are rich in wildlife. Seals, ranging from the giant elephant seal to sea lions & fur seals, are abundant on the West Coast. Manatees are found along the southeast
coast, while colonies of sea otters live along the northwest shores. Walruses live only in the far north.
The continent is well watered, with numerous lakes & rivers. This provides homes for hundreds of species of fish: trout, salmon, pike, bass, gar, sturgeon, etc. In the seas are
literally thousands of species, from sharks & barracudas to tuna & cod. The great whales are abundant, including killer whales, sperm whales, and gray whales. Porpoises &
dolphins can be seen in the bays.
Of course, there are many mundane creatures: opossums, beavers, bobcats, rabbits, etc. While not all animals are used by the People, all are part of the web of life across the land
that the People live within, and all are honored in religion or folklore. There is no creature so small or unimportant as to receive no respect.
Some prehistoric creatures may also be found in the land’s vast mountains & forests. Dire wolves are rare predators of the southwest coastal plain, and the sabertooth cat,
smilodon, also lives there. Mammoths are scarce residents of the taiga; they are fast dying out as the natives hunt them for their meat & hides. Ground sloths live in hilly regions
that have thick shrubs & trees. The giant lion (spotted lion) lives in the western mountains; unlike normal lions, the males have no manes, and both sexes are colored much like
cougars. This leads to confusion among outsiders traveling in the mountains. Other Stone Age creatures could include the mastodon, giant camel, and giant bison.



Monsters
Many monsters of this land are partly or completely spiritual or elemental in nature, rather than physical. The gahongas are an example of this. However, there are several monsters
that are solid & physical creatures, such as the big-heads & ohdowas. Others are detailed below.
The ohmah is a giant wild man who lives in the high mountain forests of the west. He is also called hoquiam, ahtik, and tokimussi. The ohmah stands up to 10’ tall, weighs over
600lbs, and is incredibly strong. They are covered with long black hair, and their skin is dark. They live in small family groups, and are generally shy & peaceful. However, the
ohmahs will attack anyone who tries to settle on their foraging grounds. The ohmah looks very human, except for their long hair, bullet-shaped head and heavy brows. They also
have a powerful stench noticeable up to 10’ away. Treat the ohmah as the sasqualaminoi (from the Dragonlance setting), but without immunity to magical cold.
There are huge monsters in the northern lakes. They are long-necked, flippered creatures that attack any who try to swim across their waters. Treat Lake Monsters as plesiosaurs.
Coastal tribes believe that there are counterparts of land animals in the seas. Thus, there are sea bison, sea bears, etc. Treat these animals as their land counterparts, except that they
have flippers & gills, swim at a speed of 18, and move on beaches at a speed of 3. These tribes also tell tales of whales that live in landlocked lakes. Treat these as killer whales &
narwhals. Only the largest lakes could support larger species.
The hunting snake is a giant constrictor that befriends exceptional warriors or shamans. It will go hunting when the tribe is starving, and bring back game. Rarely, snakes of the
spirit world take human form & mate with humans, producing monstrous half-breeds. Treat these as yuan-ti, but of varying alignments; not all are evil. Giant sea snakes are seen
near the southwest coasts. A fearsome foe is the two-headed rattlesnake; treat it as a giant poisonous snake but with two bite attacks.
Other races
The People are not necessarily the only intelligent race in this setting; versions of demihumans & non-human races are present. They are rare, but they exist. None of these races
possess technology (forged metal weapons, armor, etc.) much beyond that of the People.
Faerie creatures exist in this setting. Dryads inhabit some of the forests’ trees, various types of sprites exist all over the continent in appropriate locales, and sylphs ride the winds
above the plains or mountains.
Dwarves live in some hilly regions, but these are not the gruff bearded folk of Old World folklore. These dwarves look & dress like the People, but they are evil cannibals. Treat
these dwarves as the duergar, except that they have no metal & are unaffected by sunlight.
Giants also live in the hills & mountains. All are evil & monstrous, but look & dress like the People, and use the same weapons. Treat these as hill giants or verbeeg.
The creatures from the Monstrous Compendium volumes found in this land are listed below:
Vol. 1-3: herd animal (buffalo, antelope, sheep), ant (swarm), ant lion, badger, barracuda, bat (all), bear (all), beetle (water), boar, great cat (jaguar, mountain lion, giant lynx),
centipede, crocodile, crustacean (all), crimson death, wild dog, dolphin, eagle, eel (all), elemental (all), firestar, fish (all), frog (all), fungus (all), galeb duhr, ghost, hawk (all),
hornet, horse (pony, wild, riding), lamprey (all), leech (all), lycanthrope (werebear, werewolf), small mammal (all but cats & pigs), octopus, owl (all), carnivorous plant (all),
poltergeist, porcupine, rat, ray (all), scorpion (all), sea horse, shadow, shark, skeleton, skunk, snake (poisonous), spectre, spider (all), squid, swanmay, toad (all), urchin, vulture
(all), water weird, weasel, whale (all), wolf, wolverine, wraith.
Vol. 5 - Greyhawk appendix: iguana, vampiric mist, carnivorous plant (all), camp rat, ravens (all), sea snail, turtle (all), mist wolf.
Vol. 6 - Kara-Tur appendix: flame spirit, ikiryo, and nature spirit.
Vol. 12 - Forgotten Realms appendix: wild cat, carnivorous plant (black willow), tempest, and skuz.
Vol. 14 - Fiend Folio appendix: apparition, thunder children.
Many of these monsters are not Native American in origin, but they fit in well with their concepts of ghosts & spirits. The elemental, spirit, and undead creatures given in the lists
provide variety in the campaign. The People invariably simply call all of them “spirits” or “ghosts”, which is confusing to outsiders.
The unique monsters of the Maztica boxed set exist only in the tropical regions, but could be encountered if the PCs go to the south.
Other PC races: Elves seem to be a natural addition to this milieu. Any of the land-based, non-evil races of elf inhabit the land’s forests. Sea elves live in the coastal waters. Gray
elves live high in the western mountains. The Snow elves (Dragon 155), live in cold climes, and reside in alpine valleys high in the mountains or in the cold regions to the north of
the lands. There are tribes of gnomes living in the eastern mountains, and tribes of wild or wood elves in the northern forests. Halflings live as members of any of the 3 cultures,
but their small size would serve them well (with concealment, etc.) in the rocky badlands of the desert southwest.
The People
The 3 cultures described here are the most populous ones, but there are many smaller cultures, such as the adobe-brick builders of the southwest, the whale hunters of the
northwest, and the farming villages of the south. In spite of this variety, there are some similarities between the cultures’ peoples.
Appearance: All the People have black or brown hair & dark eyes, although a few have lighter brown hair. Their skin color ranges from reddish to bronze or brown. Nearly all the
people have distinctive high cheekbones & aquiline noses. Most are lean & muscular, due to constant hard work & lean diets.
Alignment: The people are strong individualists. While there are laws & morals to be obeyed, the natives insist on personal liberty. Even chiefs are obeyed only as long as they
give good advice. In game terms, the majority of the People are neutral. Of course, PCs may be any alignment they choose.
Languages: There are innumerable languages & dialects among the people. Even natives within a certain culture cannot always speak with each other; the tribes of the northern
plains cannot speak with those of the southern plains. However, there is a common language used from coast to coast, for trading & negotiating, sign language. Through the use of
hand gestures, the People can communicate basic ideas or trade offers. The sign language relates to their pictography; for example, lightning is drawn as a jagged line, and signed
by zigzagging on the hand. Sign language is graceful & expressive. It is assumed that all PCs of the People know two languages, their tribal tongue & sign language; other dialects
may be learned as normal.
Trade: The tribes do not exist in isolation. Like cultures everywhere, the tribes trade excess items they produce for items they cannot obtain themselves. For example, mountain
tribes trade the hides of bighorn sheep for vegetables from the east. Trading is done at neutral villages, where even blood enemies can meet in peace. New ideas & inventions
spread quickly along the many trails that crisscross the continent. The trails are so important that even their enemies do not bother those who travel on them (with only the
intention to trade).
Demeanor: With friends & family, the People are boisterous, happy, mischievous, and talkative. They enjoy stories, songs, and jokes. However, pride & dignity are important
qualities. When outsiders are met, the people present the most stoic & dignified bearing they can muster; this can change once the strangers are befriended.
Law: The People do not have laws engraved in stone, but do have a system of rules & punishment. Theft is a rare crime, since the People have no possessions that cannot be made
by many others; a tribesman always can obtain what he needs without stealing it. The only penalty for theft is the return of the item, or something in trade for it. The exception is
when taking something from another tribe; this is not only allowed, it is encouraged. Treachery is punishable by death on sight. Many crimes are punished by public humiliation, a
hard blow to those whose lives are based on personal honor.
Technology: The People are skilled craftsmen, but none have any metal. They work with native materials only: stone, bone, wood, and sinew. Even with this limitation, the People
produce colorful & functional items. Their possessions are all portable, as the tribes are nomadic.
- Weapons & armor: The preferred weapons of the People are the short bow, war club, spear, hand axe, and knife. Bows are either simple short bows or composite short bows.
Arrows are tipped with flint or bone, and are color coded to identify the owner & his tribe. Spears range from the short ones of the eastern tribes to the lances of the plains’
inhabitants. Clubs range from the simple cudgel to the spiked, ball-headed war club & sling club. The latter has a stone in a flexible leather strap, operating much like a flail.
Everyone carries knives, mainly as tools. In game terms, only the following weapons are available to the people: bow (short, short composite), flight arrow, club, horseman’s flail
(sling club), morning star (war club), hand axe, knife, light horse lance, sling & stone, spear.
There is no class restriction on weapons; any class can use any native weapon. Thus, clerics can use knives, and mages can use spears. Armor is limited to the shield. Body armor
is not worn, since mobility is preferred over weight. Shields are usually painted with many symbols. They are round wooden frames covered with smoked hide; bison is preferred.
Warfare: While the tribes use different tactics, depending upon the local terrain, there are points in common. All take advantage of mobility & maneuvering in battle. Open warfare
on a large scale is rare. Most conflict is a matter of raid & counter-raid.
The dense forests dominate warfare in the east. The tribes there have no horses, and could not use them easily in the forests anyway. The warriors fight on foot, using the trees for
cover. Melee is a rather disorganized affair, since the trees break up formations. The tribes are adept at hiding & ambushing foes. Flint hatchets are preferred melee weapons, once
bows have reduced the numbers of the enemy.
The plains’ tribes go to war mounted on fast horses. The level terrain & mounted archers dominate tactics. Bows are used from horseback at first, but eventually, all the warriors
resort to melee with clubs & hatchets. Battles can change direction quickly, as the warriors are skilled at leaping off of & onto their horses.
War is uncommon in the southwest desert, since mere survival is so time consuming. Most conflicts are over water sources & arable ground. The desert warriors are superb
guerilla fighters. They excel at ambushes & have a knack for concealment. They use the cliffs & mountains in their lands to hit their enemies from an unexpected direction, or to
hide from stronger foes. The desert tribes have no horses, and would be hard pressed to feed them if they did.



If a warrior has fought bravely, it is no shame to retreat from a lost battle. If cornered, warriors fight to the death. This is done partly to avoid the shame of capture, and partly
because of the treatment of captives. The People have cruel policies toward captured warriors, who are put to death in horrible ways. With this fate in mind, it is no wonder that
warriors prefer a clean death in battle.
Outsiders often use the terms “warrior” & “brave” as if they are the same. Actually, a brave is a man who has not yet killed an enemy, while a warrior has made at least one kill.
The year
The people have a pattern of life dictated by the seasons. The People must store up food in the spring & summer to survive the winter.
Spring is the season of preparation. Weapons are repaired or made. Hides are treated & prepared for processing into clothes & shelter. Soon, the tribes move from winter camps to
summer camps. The farming tribes plant their seeds as soon as the frosts are gone. Little hunting is done, but the women do much foraging.
Summer is the season of ceremonies & hunting. The women tend gardens & forage, and the men go to the hunt or to war. The plains’ tribes capture & train wild horses. This is
also when they hold their dangerous bison hunts. There are many ceremonies held at tribal gatherings.
Autumn is the season of harvesting. Food is gathered, dried, and stored in underground caches. Before the first snowfall, the tribes move to their winter camps.
Winter forces the People to be less active, although the eastern tribes stay busy trapping small game. The others relax, tell stories, and teach their history to the children. Most of
the winter food comes from their caches. When spring approaches, the people prepare to move, and the cycle begins anew.
Religion
Rather than create an entirely new pantheon, use the Native-American deities given in the New Gods section; these have been given excellent descriptions. The new monsters &
spells are also appropriate.
The people have a great variety of beliefs, with many points in common. They see the world as filled with spiritual power that must be honored. Success can be gained only
through the favor of the spirits, so sacrifices are made to them; sacrifices are things like food or materials, never anything living. Success required an offering of thanks, such as
part of the meat gained from hunting.
Since the Great Spirit made them all, animals are brothers to the People. Animals possess abilities that the People can emulate, and they represent several qualities. The bison
represents life itself, the bear is wisdom, the wolf is craftiness in war, and the butterfly is the bringer of dreams. One of the most important is the eagle, which symbolizes courage.
With hardship & danger a constant part of their lives, the People have many small rituals of thanksgiving for survival. Short prayers are said at dawn & sunset, before battles, and
before hunting. A prayer of thanks follows success in war or hunting.
Death is a mystery to the People. While they have the concept of an afterlife & heaven, it is abstract. When one of the People dies, her spirit usually rises to a plane to reside in
eternal happiness. This heaven is wildernesses where the spirits will hunt, fight enemies, and feast for eternity. It is a mixture of Valhalla & the Happy Hunting Grounds (see the
Manual of the Planes). The DM either can create a special Outer Plane for the people’s religion, or modify a layer of the Happy Hunting Grounds.
A spirit will rise to the heavens only if his fellow tribesmen give the corpse a proper burial. A man, who was scalped, strangled, or not given the proper burial has a 10 percent
chance to arise as a type of undead spirit; roll 1d6 to see what he becomes: 1-3 shadow; 4 wraith; 5 ghost; 6 spectre. The undead will prey upon its former tribesmen. This rarely
happens, but when it does, the tribe must muster all its clerics & magical weapons to combat the creature.
Note: This is a greatly simplified version of Native-American religions. Their true faiths are much more complex. The DM is encouraged to read further on his own for a true
understanding of this subject.
Women
Outsiders describe the People as a male-dominated culture. Appearances seem to support this conclusion, since women are seen doing all the planting, foraging, etc. But this is not
a matter of male dominance; it is a loose agreement for division of labor. It is true that women do all the “domestic” work, but they also produce the clothing, tack, and other items
needed for daily life. They prepare meat & meals, forage for berries & roots, and collect wood & water. In turn, men are expected to hunt & defend their camp, families, and tribe.
Women refuse offers from men to help with their work; they are not drudges. They take part in dance ceremonies, sit on counsels, give advice, and berate their men in public, if
deserved. If necessary, women fight to protect their children. Women are respected for their crafts, advice, labor, and the reasons that men value women all over the world.
Still, women have an unexciting role in a gaming sense. This can be dealt with in two ways. First, the PCs can all be male. Second, and better, the above customs are loosely kept
in place, but exceptional women can become adventurers. In general, if a player wants to run a female PC, there should be no obstacles.
The tribe
The word “tribe” is used casually when dealing with the People, and is not always clear. In general, a tribe is a group of people who are allied by a common culture & language.
Tribes are often splintered into smaller groups, and these groups are divided into numerous camps & villages. Only by dispersal can the People get enough to eat. Only in times of
great crisis or festival does the entire tribe gather in one place. Like all cultures, the People have wars & feuds between different tribes. In addition, there are often internal feuds
within a tribe, although rarely within a village.
Government
No culture can survive without leadership, and the People are no exception. Unlike most medieval cultures, the chiefs of the People are not a hereditary line. The chiefs have little
authority, compared to feudal kings or oriental emperors. Chiefs are elected, not born. Most tribes have a head chief & lesser camp chiefs in charge of the villages. The chiefs meet
in counsel to discuss matters of importance, such as when to move camps & when to make war. In times of war, temporary war chiefs are chosen to lead the war parties.
To be elected, a camp chief must be known for charity & courage. Giving to those in need is the highest virtue. A warrior may become a war chief through extraordinary deeds of
bravery. A PC warrior may become a war chief if he is of a higher level than any other warrior is in his tribe. However, camp chiefs cannot be war chiefs.
Above all, a chief must be successful. Those who fail are either forced into retirement or killed. Thus, dictators are rare among the People. A few evil shamans & mystery men
have maneuvered their way to camp-chief status, and proved to be the worst leaders; but fear of their magic keeps them in power for life. On the other hand, spell-casters are
sometimes great war chiefs, since war strategy can be used by anyone.
While the chief counsel works well for the people, it discourages the development of large nations. Long distances prevent frequent meetings. Tribes with boats or horses have the
largest nations, since they allow for rapid travel.
Names
Each of the People may have several names in his lifetime. While women usually have only one name (one exception could be female PCs), men have one name as a child, and
another as an adult. Names are usually based on nature, animals, or some feature of the person. Historical examples include Red Cloud, Spotted Eagle, Touch the Clouds (a very
tall man), and Standing Bear. Chiefs who retire take a third name. Men who turn traitor or are disgraced are called a different name than their given adult name.
Clothing
The people wear clothing that is both colorful & functional. Men in the hotter lands may wear only a breechcloth & moccasins, while those in the north wear heavy furs. Much of
their clothing is fringed, to help shed water. Women wear long dresses & leggings.
In addition to being functional, clothing can be very decorative. Fringes, tassels, beads, and painted quills are used as decorations. Everyday clothing is less decorative, as the
decorations wear out quickly.
Shelter
The People use native materials to create dwellings. The woodlands’ tribes build bark-covered lodges over a frame of woven branches. The plains’ tribes build tepees, a hide cover
over a framework of 4 main poles & 11 smaller poles. The desert tribes build small wickiups, a brush covering over a frame of branches. All tribes prefer to base villages at sites
where there is plentiful water & shelter from the wind. Scouts must be able to see enemies approaching in time to give a warning. Farming tribes need to have arable land, while
the desert tribes like to be near stands of mescal, a plant that provides much of their forage.
The horse
The plains’ tribes have been mounted for a few hundred years, and it has drastically changed their lives. Horses are vital to their way of life. Since they require large ranges of
grass, horses live only on the plains. None are found on the desert or in the forests, and none have passed into the tropics; horses fare badly in tropical regions, due to disease &
poor fodder. The natives, who can’t really care for horses, and don’t have the concept of riding them anyway, usually eat those horses that do wander into the forests & deserts.
The horses of the plains are small (averaging 14 hands & 700lbs), but amazingly hardy. It survives on grazing alone, requiring no grain. They come in a variety of colors: pinto,
piebald, appaloosa, gray, white, and many mixed colors. The head looks overlarge for the body. The People’s horses are very calm animals, able to gallop into war or among
stampeding bison. In many ways, a warrior’s favorite horse is also his best friend.
The bison
This wild relative of the cow is an important source of food & leather to many of the people. To the plains’ tribes, it is literally the source of life. The bison is regarded as tangible
proof of the favor of the spirits who created the world.



Bison have shaggy coats & small curved horns. There are 3 races: the large wood bison of the east & north, the small mountain bison of the western mountains, and the numerous
plains bison. Bulls may stand 6’ at the shoulder & weigh over a ton. Two distinguishing features are the hump on the shoulders & the bulls “beard”. Most are dark tawny brown to
black, but others are blue, gray, yellow, or mouse. Rarest of all is the white bison, a sacred animal.
Bison are usually calm animals, except for bulls in rut. Calves are born in the spring & mature in 6 years. Bison are constant grazers, moving as grass is depleted in one area to
another where it has recovered. Hunters or thunder can cause bison to panic & stampede. Nothing is more feared than to be in the path of hundreds of running bison.
Bison are difficult to hunt on the plains, due to the level terrain & vast areas to run away in. The easiest way to hunt is to bog them down in snowdrifts, but this is limited to winter
months. The tribes also may run the bison over cliffs or corner them in box canyons.
The most dangerous hunt is the chase on horseback. The chase requires brave men & trained horses. The bow is used at short range (ideally one bow length) to maximize its
power. However, this required riding among the running bison, where a single misstep or fall leads to instant death under bison hooves. A horse trained for the chase or war is the
warrior’s most useful mount.
The products garnered from the bison such varied items as meat, clothing & shields from the skins, cups or spoons from horns, bow strings & thread from the sinews, and fuel for
their fires from the dung.
In addition to food & possessions, the bison is a source of religious inspiration to the plains tribes. The bison skull is used in many ceremonies & prayers; some are enchanted to
hold great powers.
Characters
The People’s culture does not allow certain classes. The paladin, with his unbending devotion to law, fits in poorly with the independent People, and does not exist here. Psionicists
are ill suited for this setting. Bards are strongly Celtic in nature, and unfit for a fantasy America. The role of druids is filled in this setting by the Shaman priest kit detailed below.
The most common class by far is the fighter, which exists in every tribe; the goal of nearly every man is to be a warrior. Rangers also are common, and are appreciated for their
tracking & hunting prowess. Those high enough in level to cast spells are also regarded with some awe. Priests are not common, but 1 or 2 are found in every village. Mages are
the rarest class, found only in the largest villages. Thieves also are rare, but 1 or 2 live in every village, serving as scouts & spies rather than burglars. The unique classes from the
Maztica boxed set are found only in the Aztec lands in the tropics. Note that none of the men are 0-level characters among the People, all are 1st level warriors, at least. Most
women & children are 0-level, except for a few exceptional women. Kits from the CBH are available to races from that book, if such are used with this setting.
Proficiencies: For the full flavor of a Native-American campaign, the DM should have a copy of the Wilderness Survival Guide (WSG); after all, the whole continent is wilderness.
Many of the proficiencies given in the PHB are inappropriate for this culture, due to culture or technology. All proficiencies dealing with metal, reading/writing, gems, or advanced
sciences are absent. Wilderness proficiencies are not only allowed, they are vital.
All characters of the People, regardless of class, have the following proficiencies when created. Those marked with an asterisk are found in the WSG: direction sense, fire building,
weather sense, animal lore, endurance, hunting, running, tracking, alertness *, plant lore *.
Other proficiencies are given to beginning PCs of all classes of a particular culture:
Eastern Woodlands: boating (canoes)*, swimming, fishing.
Great Plains: animal training (horse), land-based riding (horse), and survival (plains).
Southwest desert: mountaineering, survival (desert).
Mage & priest PCs also begin with the following proficiencies: dancing (ceremonial), singing (ceremonial), ancient history (oral), healing, herbalism, local history (oral), religion.
Thief PCs start out also with the animal noise proficiency from the Complete Thief’s Handbook (CTH).
Due to the many NWPs that PCs start out with at 1st level, they receive no NWPs at this time. However, they will gain slots at higher levels as per normal. The following
proficiencies can be bought by PCs, as they earn enough slots to buy them: artistic ability (pictographs), fishing, land based riding (horse), gaming, rope use, swimming, blind
fighting, jumping, survival, animal noise, set snares, foraging. Note that some of these are given to particular cultures automatically.
Weapon proficiencies are given & gained as per normal, and only fighters may specialize & with only one weapon. Note again that there are no class restrictions on weapons; a PC
of any class may use any native weapon.
In all villages, there are those who know the following craft proficiencies. PCs also may learn these if they wish: leatherworking, weaving, bowyer/fletcher, weaponsmithing (but
remember, no metal).
Equipment: The People do not have a system of money, so new PCs do not have starting currency. New PCs can have any normal items desired, so long as it is found in their
culture. The PC is assumed to have had years to make or trade for any needed items. So long as they are in good standing with their tribe, PCs will be given the items they need;
the People provide for their needy. PCs can make much of what they need, with the proper proficiencies. PCs of the plains start out with 1 horse & tack; it is customary to give a
child a horse to care for & learn to ride.
The following items are available to all cultures & all PCs: leggings, sheath, shirt, vest, moccasins, backpack, belt pouch, bucket, quiver, blanket, needle, awl, torch, waterskin,
dog, shield.
A few items are available only to PCs of certain cultures. The eastern woodland tribes have dugout canoes & the short bow. The plains’ tribes have horses, tack, and composite
short bows. The desert tribes have short composite bows also.
Magic: While mages & priests cast spells as per the normal rules, there are limits to the spells available. Any spells affecting metal, jewels, or other items foreign to their culture
are prohibited. Spells that don’t affect these items, but have material components that are not available in this culture, are allowed; simply change the material component to a
native material.
Kits
The Character Handbook series introduced the idea of kits, a special background for the basic classes, which gives certain benefits, penalties, and goals. Five kits for PCs of the
People are presented here, along with suggestions for using existing kits from the Handbooks. Note that proficiencies & equipment have been discussed earlier, and are not
repeated here. There are no wealth options, and all the People are human (unless the DM decides otherwise). None of these kits can be abandoned. The only requirements are those
for the basic class (fighter, mage, etc.).
Fighters
If desired, warriors of the People can be of the savage kit from the Complete Fighter’s Handbook (CFH), or the beast-rider kit for plains tribes. Three new kits, one from each
culture, are presented here.
Eastern woodland warrior
Description: The eastern forests are ruled by nations of nomadic tribes. This is the most populous region on the continent. The warriors are superb woodsmen who use the tree
cover to great advantage in battle. Like all the People, these warriors place high value on pride & dignity. The warriors are soldiers, hunters, husbands, and fathers.
Role: Warriors are the providers for the tribes. They bring in game, plunder other villages, and protect their own camps. They strive to be brave & honorable, and to keep the
respect of peers.
Special benefits: Woodland warriors have the same combat bonuses as elves when fighting in the forests. As such, they have a -4 bonus to surprise enemies. They also are able to
move their full movement rate & fire a bow once (1 arrow) in 1 round.
Special hindrances: Woodland warriors have no real hindrances. However, they have no knowledge of survival on the plains or deserts, and are at a disadvantage in those lands.
Great plains warrior
Description: The life of the plains’ warrior revolves around the horse & the bison. The warrior’s only wealth is the number of horses he owns. He revels in combat, not necessarily
to the death, but to gain glory, honor, and respect.
Role: The plains’ warrior is a brave & dignified horseman. Swift raids, dangerous bison hunts, and harsh winters punctuate his life. Defenders, hunters, and raiders, the warrior is
the base of every tribe.
Special benefits: The plains’ warrior is an excellent mounted archer. He is able to fire a bow from a moving horse at the full rate of fire (2 shots per round) with no penalties to hit.
Special hindrances: Plains warriors are at a disadvantage when in the eastern forests or southern deserts, since their horses are hard to feed & less useful in battle.
Southwest desert warrior
Description: The desert tribes always are on the verge of famine. This causes them to be fiercely protective of their sparse resources. Simple survival is a daily struggle.
Role: The desert warrior is a master of ambush & concealment. Honor is less important than winning & surviving. Trickery, ambush, and massacre are acceptable. Warriors have
detailed knowledge of every source of water in their territory, and can live off the land. They have great endurance, and can jog for hours at a time.
Special benefits: Desert warriors excel at concealment. In 1 full round, the PC can conceal himself in his native terrain so completely that he has a -4 bonus to surprise enemies. Of
course, this doesn’t work if the PC is observed in the process.



Special hindrances: Desert warriors are brutal to captured enemies, and are hated & feared by outsiders. When away from their own lands, they suffer a -3 reaction-roll adjustment
from outsiders.
Priests
The priests of the People are highly respected by all their tribe. The savage priest kit from the Complete Priest’s Handbook (CPH) may be used, or the special kit presented below.
Shaman
Description: The shaman is a priest of nature. He is closely attuned to the spirits of the wilderness. His powers are used to intercede on behalf of his tribe, to keep them healthy &
fed. He is a connection between the deities & men.
Role: The shaman is a unique man in his village, as there is rarely more than one per town. People look to him to bring good luck by speaking to the spirits on their behalf. He is an
interpreter of omens, an advisor, healer, ceremony leader, and historian. A shaman is not dedicated to one deity, but appeals to them all.
The shaman can cast spells from these spheres: Major access to all, animal, elemental, healing, plant, protection, sun, weather; Minor access to charm, combat, divination,
necromantic, summoning.
Special benefits: At higher levels, the shaman is able to enchant magical items (see below). He has a good knowledge of celestial cycles, and can predict the appearances of comets
& eclipses. In times of hardship, the shaman can summon game animals (bison, wapiti, etc.). He can summon 5HD of animals for each of his levels. The animals will move within
1 mile of the village, but they must be hunted in normal ways.
Special hindrances: Shamans have no special hindrances.
Mages
Wizards are rare among the People. It takes a lot of mental skill to learn magic without the aid of spellbooks. As for kits, the savage wizard from the Complete Wizard’s Handbook
(CWH) can be used, or the special kit given below.
Mystery man
Description: The mystery man is so called because he deals with mysterious powers. Clerical magic is understood since it comes from the deities, but wizardly magic is feared. The
mystery man is an advisor & source of power.
Role: The mystery man is a shadowy figure in his village, somewhat feared by the others. He is sought out as the source of amulets, bundles, and potions. They not only deal with
the unusual, mystery men look unusual in some way; odd colored skin or hair, strange dress, etc. It is this uniqueness that allows them to take up magic. In the minds of the People,
power is found in the unusual.
Special benefits: The mystery man will always be provided food & water; he is not expected to hunt. He is able to create some magical items at higher levels  (see below).
Special hindrances: Mystery men cannot be specialized mages.
Thieves
The classic AD&D thief does not exist among the People. With no system of money, no houses, no chests, and nothing that can’t be made at home, there is no need for burglars.
However, there is a need for another type of thief, the tribal scout, who is a spy & observer. This kit, described below, is similar to but not the same as the Scout kit in the Complete
Thief’s Handbook.
Tribal scout
Description: The scout is a loner, continually spying on his tribe’s enemies. His skills are tilted toward stealth & observation.
Role: The tribal scout is a brave man who lives on the edge of his tribal territory. His job is to find & report any enemies or other dangers to his village. Skilled in survival &
woodlore, the scout is a rugged individualist. In war, the scout rides ahead of the war party to spy out ambushes.
Special benefits: The thief’s find traps skill is replaced by a new skill, detect ambush. The percentages are the same. This skill allows the scout to see an ambush prepared by an
enemy; the DM should roll this secretly. If successful, the scout has found each body of warriors taking part in the ambush. Beginning scouts do not have the limit of 30 points per
skill. At higher levels, scouts do not have the limit of 15 points per skill that can be added per level.
Special hindrances: Scouts do not have these skills: pick pockets, read languages, open locks, and find/remove traps.
Magical items
Shamans & mystery men in ceremonies make the magical items of the People. Some items are found only in certain cultures (EW = eastern woodlands, GP = Great Plains,
SD = southwest desert).
Permanent items
These are magical items that have a permanent enchantment, and can be used by anyone of the proper class who possesses them. However, all these items will function only in the
hands of the People; a person of any other culture will find these items to be inert.
Snake belt: This item is made from the skin of a rattlesnake & enchanted by a mage of at least 15th level. The bearer may change himself into a giant rattlesnake (giant poisonous
snake) once per day, for up to 1 hour.
Calling stone: These are magical stones that call game animals. They were once just rocks that were naturally formed into the shape of an animal (deer, bison, etc.). When
enchanted by a shaman of at least 15th level, the rock can be used to summon 1-6 animals of the type that the rock resembles; they will move to within 1 mile of the PC’s village.
The animals must still be hunted in normal ways. The stone is usable once per week.
Medicine fire (EW): This is a medallion-like object of feathers & beads sculpted into the shape of flames. It is an item made by shamans of at least 20th level. In the hands of a
shaman, the medallion grants the following powers: protection as per a ring of fire resistance; burning hands (2/day, same level as bearer); fire shield (1/day); flame strike (1/day).
Tribal lance (GP): These are ancient lances that belong to the plains’ tribes, one per tribe. In the hands of a warrior of the tribe who owns it, the lance does damage as a heavy horse
lance +3, but is as light & handy as a spear. Any opponent who faces the wielder of the lance must save vs. spells or be stricken with a special type of fear; the character will be
unable to attack the lance bearer in any way, and cannot even bear to look at him. This does not affect the character’s ability to fight other opponents.
Pipe tomahawk: This hand axe has a hollow handle & a tobacco bowl opposite the axe head. Oddly, it is an item of both war & peace. The pipe is used at council meetings, and its
powers depend on whether war or peace is the issue. In peace councils, the pipe is passed from person to person in the circle around the fire. All who smoke from the pipe fall
under its spell, from which there is no save. Those who smoke must tell the absolute truth so long as the council lasts; no lies, evasions, or omissions are possible. The pipe cannot
force peace, but it creates an atmosphere of honesty for discussion. In war councils, the pipe bestows a bonus on every chief who smokes it. The chief is immune to all types of
fear, and all warriors within 100 yards need not make morale checks. A shaman of at least 20th level makes the pipe.
Bison skull totem (GP): A shaman of at least 20th level makes this very rare item from the skull of an albino bull bison. The skull is covered with mystical symbols. The totem may
be either wielded in the bearer’s hands, or hung on a pole in the village. When hung on a pole, all villagers within 1 mile of it receive these benefits: +1 on all saving throws &
protection from evil spell. In the hands of a spell-caster, the bearer receives these benefits: +2 on all saving throws, immunity to fear, protection from fear 10’ radius, protection
from normal missiles. The totem has several greater powers, usable once per day each, which are invoked by holding the skull over his head & chanting the command phrase: fear
(as wand of fear), insect plague, flame strike, sunray. If the skull is in danger of being captured by an enemy, it can teleport itself to the nearest friendly shaman of the same tribe.
Personal items
These items function only in the hands of the specific person they were made for. They are inert in anyone else’s hands, and become non-magical upon the owner’s death. Personal
magical items are created by spell-casters of at least 15th level. If the owner ever turns traitor, or uses the item against his own tribe, the spell-caster may call for the item’s return.
The item will vanish from the owner, and is lost to him forever.
Horn bonnet (GP): This headdress is made from the scalp of a bison. It is decorated with feathers & quills. Once per day, the bonnet will give its owner strength of 19, for 1 hour.
War bonnet (GP): This magnificent headdress is a headband of feathers, with 2 long trailers of eagle feathers to the sides. The bonnet gives its bearer very sharp vision & hearing,
meaning he is surprised only on a 1 in 10, when the bonnet is worn.
Medicine bow: This is either a short bow or short composite bow. In addition to being a bow +1, it has no penalties for medium or long ranges.
Sacred bundles: These items are described in the Legends & Lore tome, as well as the New Gods section.
Pronghorn cap (SD): This magical headdress is made from the scalp of a pronghorn antelope, horns & all. Once per day, the owner may move at a speed of 24, for up to 1 hour.
Medicine shield: This light round shield is made of hide stretched over a wooden frame, and painted with many symbols. It gives no AC bonus beyond the normal bonus, but the
bearer has the benefit of a protection from normal missiles spell.
War shirt: This is a vest-like garment that grants magical protection to a warrior. The shirt grants a base armor class of 1-6 (roll randomly) & immunity to all types of fear, magical
or otherwise.



Adventures
Adventuring groups of the People have far different goals than their counterparts across the ocean. There is no gold to collect, and magical items must be earned from the tribe by
brave deeds, not plundered from enemies. Mere survival plays a much larger role; there are no farmers providing food for all and no inns to buy food & provide shelter. PCs will
have to hunt for their own food, and for their village. A warrior’s first priority is to keep his people safe & fed. This is not an easy task in a world of wilderness. Warfare is never
far away, as enemy raids could happen at any time. Raiding predators or monsters are constant dangers.
A PC’s goal is honor & glory, not wealth. Prowess in battle is a valued trait. Most adventures involve threats to the home village, in the form of famine, drought, kidnappings, or
enemy raiders. The PCs will often be called upon to solve problems.
In time, the PCs likely will wish to explore the continent. The first step is to travel to the lands of another culture, which requires some adjustments. A plainsman will find his horse
less useful in the dense forests of the east, while a woodsman will find the desert a terrible place. It is possible to explore even further afield: the tundra, the tropics, or the equator.
It is possible to run a typical “dungeon” adventure; assume the ruins are the remains of an Aztec-like culture, or a pre-human culture.
The ultimate adventure is the clash of cultures, as expeditions from beyond the continent come to the People’s lands. The invaders could be from the Old World, the Orient, or
Maztica. Invasion too can come from the depths of the earth, as the races of the Underdark find tunnels to the continent. The People suddenly could find themselves facing orcs,
drow, duergar, or worse.
Bharata <BACK TO TOP>
First, I will include a mini-glossary of terms.
Bahadur - Warrior or hero. Term used as a name, title or adjective, generally
honorary.
Chela - One who is a disciple or follower
Dasa - Term for a slave or servant
Feringhi - Foreigner. Usually used for Westerners. Mleccha means the same thing.
Ghats - Name used for mountain ranges
Guru - Teacher, spiritual preceptor

Pandit - Learned man, used as title, honorific, or family name.
Rupee - Or Rupaya, literally "wrought silver." Standardized form of currency in
Bhatara & Malabaria equals 1 western silver piece.
Sangha - Religious community or monastic order
Sannyasin - One who has relinquished all worldly attachments and chosen a life of
contemplation.
Stupa - Funerary mound.

The Bharata have a pantheon, one labeled as Indian in Legends & Lore/Deities & Demigods. Gods include Varuna (sky, celestial order, law, justice), Kali (destruction, evil, eternal
time), Kama (love), Indra (war, storms, thunder), & Agni (fire, messenger).
Cholia - This country has dominated the southern end of this island continent for centuries. By a combination of military raids, sophisticated administration, and efficient revenue
collection, Cholians have established themselves as the overlords of southern Bharata, and once most of the continent. Changes in goals on the part of the dynasty now ruling
Cholia has focused most national attention away from military conquest & the acquisition of territory & more towards an interest in overseas trade. Though backed by a (locally)
powerful navy, Cholian expansion overseas has largely been cultural & economic. They are heavily involved in Malabaria & Tarawe island groups in the Sunlit Sea, and are active
traders in Malatara, Shou Lung, Kozakura, and many parts of Zakhara, notably Afyal.
The Cholians the most tolerant of the Bharatans (who as a whole are fairly tolerant), are almost Western in their toleration of other religions. However, like all of Bharatan culture,
there is caste or jati (plural jatis) system, such as is found in Bawa or Afyal but a good deal more rigid. Each person is born into a certain caste, and there will always remain. Rules
for interaction are set. The Singh class are warriors, serving in armies. They always serve a high-ranking person, institution or government. The Kshatriya is the ruling class of holy
warriors, who constitute the princes who administer Bharata over all matters secular. The Shikari are rangers, and serve the leaders on tasks ranging from big game hunts to
tracking Thugs. Swamis are of moderate importance, and are a unique form of wizard. Brahmins are the highest caste in Bharata & are the noble priests, supervising all things
religious (though they are dependent upon the Kshatriya for their livelihood). Thugs are horrible ritual murderers, in many ways outside the caste system. Fakirs are lower class
wandering entertainers, similar to Western bards or maybe Kara-Tur geisha. Kayastha are a caste connected with administrative, accounting, & clerical (not religious) occupations.
Chettiar are caste specializing in finance, banking, and money lending. Other classes encompass merchants (known as the Bania or Vaisya caste), peasant farmers, and thieves. The
lowest caste is that of Avarna or “outcaste” or “untouchable” (avarna means literally without varna or caste), They are regarded as “polluted”, irrevocably impure from birth and,
for that reason, excluded from normal social or religious interaction & rendered untouchable, and at an extreme in some areas of Bharata, unseeable.
Cholia is a major center of culture & civilization. The nation is famous for its literature, which has experienced a flowering in recent years. Cholian architecture is also notable,
characterized by a profusion of sculpture, many pillared halls & colonnades, series of receding terraces called shikhara built over shrines, and large gateway towers or gopuram
also covered with sculptures. Cholia has also been a center for learning of a more scientific bent, and is only exceeded by or equaled by some of the Zakharan city-states or Shou
Lung. Astronomy, mathematics (including negative quantities, quadratic equations, and square roots), and medicine are all fairly well advanced in Cholia.
King Rajaraja I is presiding over an unprecedented economic boom, as the Cholians are exporting massive crop surpluses, as well as spices, cotton, tea, skillfully woven textiles,
and gems. Major coastal cities include Kusha, Tanjore, & Bihar. Ashoka is the capital, and is noted for its vast capitol building, decorated by four lions.
Chalukia - Major power of northeast Bharata. Originally founded by horsemen from the mountains of Bharata, this nation has been the most expansionistic of Bharatan nations in
recent years, though at present is in a period of peace. Chalukia is noted for its family & dynastic politics and intrigue, its various religious denominations, and its recent expansion
in the arts. It is one of the finest sources of horses anywhere, and a major trading power. Extensive cotton crops & cultivation of groundnuts, food grains (especially rice), and oil
seeds are producing a booming economy. Dominant coastal cities include Aihali & Badami.
Palasia - A nation of northwest Bharata, it is a heavily religious nation, though it was founded by military exploits by its first 2 kings, Dharamapal & his son Devapala. The current
dynasty has seen an age of prosperity, peace, & artistic brilliance in northern Bharata, one that appears to be expanding into Chalukia. The brahmans are expanding into all sectors
of society, and many new universities and monasteries have been established in recent years. One of the notably features of this nation is the mighty Temple of the Sun in
Bhuvaneshvar. This towering & ornate structure, with seven mighty stone horses at its base (to symbolically pull the sun through the sky) is 225’ high; the largest stone structure
on Toril & only surpassed by the skyscrapers of Vakoth & Lapaliiya Prime. Major cities also include Bihar & Kanauj. Palasian products include coal, iron, tea, jute (used in
textiles and rope), cotton, and textiles.
Princely States - Region of multiple (a hundred or more) petty principalities, stretching over western & central Bharata. Ranging in size from a few hundred acres to several
hundred square miles, they are of a very diverse lineage. A tangle of familial & cultural ties makes exact classifications at times difficult. The Princely States have varying
relationships with the 3 great nations of the continent, as at various times they have either been allies or subjects of military conquest. During brief times of continental unity, the
conquering power sought to use them administratively, but their very existence sowed the seeds of dissolution & rebellion. Several of the Princely States export cotton, silk, fruit,
fruit products, rice, sugar, tea, and spices, while some of the more interior ones have rich timber resources. Major Princely States on the coast include Baroda, Cochin, Mysore, and
Travancore.
The Bhils or Adivasi - Nomadic tribes of central Bharata, they are occasionally encountered as individuals or small groups in the coastal cities. They are famous for their skills in
tracking, hunting, and archery, and are known for trading lamb, wool, and products from the hunt such as skins, hides, rhino horns, and ivory.
Malabaria - Archipelago of islands to the southeast of Bharata, settled long ago by a people racially distinct but similar in culture to the majority of the Bharatans (though many of
this race live in the southern state of Cholia). For the most part idyllic tropical isles in azure waters, disturbed only by dhows and junks, several of the islands have extensive tea
plantations. The Cholians are very active here, and their merchants are a common site. The main trading & port city in Malabaria is Sinhamil.
Faerûn <BACK TO TOP>
Faerûn (Fay-ROON) is the cradle of the Realms, the heart of the Forgotten Realms campaign setting. In discussion, Faerûn & the Realms are used interchangeably. Faerûn consists
of the northwest quarter of the dominant continent on Toril. Bound on the west by the Trackless Sea, on the south by the Great Sea, on the east by the wide expanses of the
Hordelands, and on the north by the ice of the uttermost north. The continent includes a number of large offshore islands, including Lantan, Nimbral, the Moonshaes, fabled
Anchorome, and Evermeet.
Regions of Faerûn
The Dalelands: Surrounding the edges of the old elven forest, Cormanthor, the Dales are home to a tough, independent people & many dark secrets of the past.
Cormyr: A rising power under the command of King Azoun IV, Cormyr is an established nation under the rule of law.
Sembia: A kingdom of allied merchant cities on the coast of the Inner Sea, Sembia is a land of opportunity and treachery.
The Moonsea: A small, deep lake, the Moonsea is bordered with independent city-states and their vassals. Great evil lies on the shores of the Moonsea in the form of Mulmaster &
the fell Zhentil Keep.
The Vast: Situated on the far side of the Dragon Reach, the Vast is the gateway to the east. The region is centered in its greatest city, Ravens Bluff, and is both friend & challenge
to heroes from throughout the Realms.



The Dragon Coast: A wild region of pirates, rogues & traders, the Dragon Coast includes the Pirate Isles of the Inner Sea. Its most powerful city, however, is shadow-plagued
Westgate.
The Western Heartlands: A wild, wide open space of endless plains, haunted moors, and monster-infested hills, the Western Heartlands is still an untamed frontier, waiting for the
birth of new kingdoms & leaders.
Waterdeep: The City of Splendors, the greatest city in the North, Waterdeep is a merchant’s dream, a wizard’s marvel, and potentially an adventurer’s worst nightmare. It sits upon
one of the great underground complexes of the Realms - Undermountain.
The Island Kingdoms: Diverse & mysterious, the kingdoms of the Trackless Sea include the Moonshaes, elven Evermeet, magical Nimbral, and wondrous Lantan.
The North: The North is defined as the region north of the River Delimbiyr, excluding Waterdeep & reaching to the Spine of the World (the mountains also known as the Wall).
This is a region of barbarian tribes & walled cities that challenge the dominance of the goblin races.
Anauroch: Anauroch is the Great Sand Sea, a spreading desert in northern Faerûn. Within its borders, entire ancient nations have been swallowed & lie waiting for any that would
brave the desert’s perils.
The Cold Lands: Crouched in the shadow of the Great Glacier, these areas include Thar, Vaasa, Damara & Sossal. They are under the continual threat of monstrous incursions.
The Unapproachable East: A land of magic & treachery, the Unapproachable East lies hard on the borders of the barbarian Hordelands to their east. Thay, with its fell Red Wizards
and the various nations that oppose it dominate the land.
The Old Empires: The eldest living cities & organized nations of the Realms, the Old Empires claim to be the birthplace of the modern world. Under the stagnant control of their
soulless god-kings, they remain, as they were millennia ago.
The Vilhon Reach: The southern coast of the Sea of Fallen Stars is a land of fallen nations, opulent cities, and ancient woods. It is a land of mercenary companies & petty
kingdoms in endless minor wars.
The Empires of the Sands: The southern countries of Amn, Tethyr, and Calimshan are a mixture of the established Realms & the wonders of the South, influenced by both cultures
& different from either.
The Shining South: The strange & magical lands of the far South are little more than legends to the natives of the Dales & Waterdeep, but they are legends of power & glory. From
the jungles of Chult, to mage-dominated Halruaa, to Luiren, land of the halflings, the South is a diverse & deadly land.
Hordelands <BACK TO TOP>
Beyond the lands of Thay & Rashemen is a land of endless emptiness, paling with its vast openness even the Shaar to the south or the Fields of the Dead in the Western
Heartlands. It is a treeless land occupied by barbarian herdsmen & raiders, the hollow link between Faerûn & Kara-Tur. It is called the Endless Waste in old texts. Its people call it
Taan & themselves the Tuigan. The modern natives of Faerûn call it the Hordelands, for out of this land came the engine of destruction known as the Horde.
Two years after the Time of Troubles, the barbarian tribes of this land united & like a swarm of ants surged westward into the lands of Faerûn. They conquered all that stood in
their way, and even the Red Wizards of Thay paid kind words & hard tribute to their majesty. Under the leadership of Yamun Khahan, they boiled into the civilized lands of the
Unapproachable East.
The Horde was turned back by the combined efforts of an alliance of western nations under the leadership of King Azoun IV of Cormyr. Yamun Khahan was slain & the Horde
disbanded, some of its elements returning to their barren land, others settling on the lands of their newfound conquests.
The Horde has left its mark on the Realms, with a new flood of refugees & immigrants moving westward into Impiltur & the Vast. The Sea of Fallen Stars has carried these
newcomers to all of its ports & beyond, and new heroes & legends have erupted in their wake. And still the Hordelands sit like a watchful beast eyeing both Faerûn & Kara-Tur,
and none know when they will erupt again in another Horde, and who can turn it back if they do.
Kara-Tur <BACK TO TOP>
Beyond the emptiness of the Hordelands lies a mystical & magical land known as Kara-Tur (Kah-rah-TOUR). It is a region very different from the lands of the Realms, and in the
past only the hints of whispers of legends have come across that land to this. With the coming of the Horde & the wave of refugees pressed before it, more facts, legends, and tales
of this land have passed from talespinner to talespinner. Many stories that cannot be placed elsewhere are said to come “from Kara-Tur when the world was still new”.
The more amazing of the tales, of mortals passing through walls without magic, steam-breathing dragons, or warriors with hidden powers, are easily discounted or explained.
However, it remains that the lands of Kara-Tur are very much unlike the native Realms.
Kara-Tur is known for 2 of its great nations, Shou Lung & Kozakura. Shou Lung may be the mightiest empire in the world, overshadowing the early days of Mulhorand, and the
entire empire is ruled from a central city by a sage king advised by the spirits of his predecessors. Kozakura is equally famous as an island of warriors where duty & honor mean all
to the loyal samurai & wandering ronin.
Kara-Tur’s influence on Faerûn is only distantly felt, and then mostly in the form of some tavern tale of great riches & wise dragons, or in some mysterious artifact which appears
in the court of a distant king. However, there are occasional travelers, both merchants & adventurers, from west to east & vice-versa, and care must be taken before challenging one
of Kara-Tur’s legendary warriors in combat.
Maztica <BACK TO TOP>
Beyond Evermeet in the Trackless Sea is a continent until recently unrevealed, known to its inhabitants as Maztica (Mahz-TEE-ka), the True World. Its existence has been hinted
at in various tales over the millennia, but only with the voyage of Captain Cordell in 1361 DR was the drape of isolation ripped aside & the True World revealed.
Maztica is a wild & almost untouched land, dominated by great jungles & thick forests. Its peoples live simply in small communities or religion-based city-states. Their magics
derive not from conventional (read ‘elder kingdoms’) forces, but through foci of feathers & claws. The entire scope of these abilities & the True World’s new gods is unknown.
The revelation of Maztica has had little effect on the bulk of the Realms, as there are more than enough new places to go & new monsters to vanquish without making a long sea
voyage. The greatest effects have taken place in the Empires of the Sands & the island kingdom of Lantan, both of which have laid claims to wide swaths of the land (without
consulting those who were living on it before the revelation). New riches have poured into these lands, making their rulers more powerful, but sending costs skyrocketing for
commoners.
Six years after the revelation, much is still unknown about this far land. Maztican individuals & artifacts have been drifting into the Realms, a subject of comment & curiosity. The
strange feather magic (pluma) & claw magic (hishna) have daunted sages, new vegetables have appeared in Faerûn, brought from Maztica, and the warriors of Maztica, like
warriors throughout the world, are judged by the strength of their arms & the spirit in their hearts.
Te Whenua (literally ‘The Land’ in the Maori tongue) [originally by Tim Martin, modified by me] <BACK TO TOP>
Although the many islands of Te Whenua are widely separated, nearly all of its people share a similar ancestry. In the distant past, all of the islands were settled by wandering
tribes, sailing the deep blue sea in catamarans guided only by the stars, the sun, and their knowledge of marine life. The dominant racial group is the Tangata Whenua, a brownish,
almost honey-skinned people of black hair. They are the most commonly encountered group, and can be found in most of the island chains. Two other racial groups exist. They are
darker skinned peoples, with differently textured hair. They bear much resemblance to the peoples of Uluru, and indeed much of the lands of these groups are near that southern
continent.
Although not overly populated with such, demihumans are present in this land. The lipsipsip or the menehune, are a small faerie-like people that are either spiritually tied to or live
in trees & stones. Tales often depict them as having a gnome or dwarf-like appearance (though the menehune are on the small side). The tangata (depicted as giants) are a sub-race
of tall elf. Virtually vanished from the islands in the present, the Tangata Whenua venerate them as an ancient & wise people, a race that taught them the skills of navigation, the
civilization-building laws of kinship, and the importance of land rights. Perhaps they journeyed off to some yet undiscovered island, unknown even to the Tangata Whenua?
The islands of Te Whenua teem with life. The luxuriant jungles are the ideal habitat for all varieties of insects, spiders, snails, and other invertebrates. The full range from
iridescent butterflies to deadly spiders can be found. Numerous amphibians, particularly tree frogs, feed on this bounty. With the exception of the rare snow covered peaks, reptiles
can be found anywhere, not only in the jungles, but on the beach & in the desert areas of the islands as well. They range in size from tiny lizards & harmless little tree snakes to
huge giant tortoises & monitor lizards. The largest of the lizards, such as the Komodo dragon, hunt & eat animals like pigs, deer (when present), and even the occasional human.
The islands are very well known for their birds, ranging from sea birds nesting in gigantic colonies, to brilliant feeders on berries & insects, to huge predatory birds like moas.
Owing to the great distance from continental landmasses & the difficulty for many animals to reach the islands, many islands have few if any native mammals. As a result, like the
reptiles, birds can adapt to niches normally fulfilled by mammals, like the kiwi basically functioning like a rodent that roots around in the dirt for insects & worms to eat, and more
notably many birds lose the ability to fly. With the often-time lack of predators, and the danger of being swept out to sea by storms, flying can actually be done away with in many
species. Unfortunately, some birds like the dodo are not able to adapt when predators do show up (notably man), and can become rare or even extinct.
While there are few native mammals (generally bats), the Tangata Whenua in their dispersal through the islands, have brought many with them. Their original purpose was to serve
as food, but inevitably they escape & flourish in the islands. Rats are always present, and can be found in any terrain. Pigs are quite common, and once some escape into the jungle
they are literally in “hog heaven”. Dogs are also found, sometimes ranging in wild packs.



As the islands are surrounded & dominated by the ocean, marine life is of particular importance. The lagoons, deep sea & in particular the coral reefs teem with fish which serve as
food not only for the skilled Tangata Whenua fishermen but for dolphins & sharks as well. Indeed, some of the largest sharks can be found in this part of the world. Other marine
life includes seals, whales, sea snakes, and sea turtles. Marine invertebrates include octopus, squid, crabs, and spiny lobsters.
Much of the islands in areas not heavily settled are densely covered in tropical forest. Several of the islands are the rainiest places in the world, resulting in dense jungles with
plants that bloom & produce fruit virtually year round. Some of the plants are quite valuable, as several of the islands have large stands of sandalwood trees. Kara-Turans are aware
of these islands & have referred to them as the “Sandalwood Islands”.
Although often lacking in large wildlife, the islands have many supernatural inhabitants. The buata is a forest creature & is in appearance similar to a huge, black, large-tusked wild
boar, but with some notable differences. It can walk upright on its hind legs much of the time & possesses a rudimentary intelligence. The buata, which gladly eats humans if it can
catch them, may be a primitive form of orc. The epalirai are dryad-like spirits of the forest. Little seen by even the natives, these in fact may be dryads, just known by a local name.
Tied to individual trees, they exist in the deep forest away from villages. The fe’e is a huge cephalopod, almost kraken-like in nature. This giant invertebrate makes it home on the
ocean-side of coral reefs, feeding on large fishes, sharks, and dolphins. While some islanders worship the fe’e as a god, all Tangata Whenua fear them greatly. Fortunately, they
stick to generally limited territories & are not known to journey inside lagoons or towards shore. Ogres referred to as kewanambo, live on isolated islands & are known to attack &
eat humans. Mermen live in the coral reefs & around the many islands & are called by the natives the ponaturi. Generally, human relations with the ponaturi are peaceful, though
occasionally there are disputes over fishing. The yakirai are spirits of the sky, oftentimes mischievous. The yakirai include sylphs, sprites, and the sakina (from the Al-Qadim
setting). The poukai is a giant, man-eating bird of the islands, greatly feared.
A variety of other creatures could be used successfully in this setting, without destroying its flavor & atmosphere. Owing to the lush jungle & frequent absence of land predators,
giant insects, spiders, centipedes, and millipedes are ideal. Giant scorpions might even be used in the drier, volcanic areas of the islands. Giant snakes & giant lizards are very
realistic encounters as well. Amphibian monsters like giant frogs would lurk in the lush jungles in sizeable numbers. Bird monsters of all sorts also fit well, particularly giant owls,
giant eagles, and the like, and flightless birds like ostriches & phorohacos (also known as moas). Since bats are often the only native mammals on these islands, bat-like creatures
such as the azmyth might also be considered. The Tangata Whenua have a strong belief in faeries. The aforementioned menehune are often said to be brownie-like. In the areas of
active volcanoes, creatures from the Elemental Plane of Fire or the Paraelemental Planes of Magma or Smoke might be found, including elemental vermin, elementals,
paraelementals, magmen, and firebats.
Undead for the most part, are not found whatsoever in these islands. As for lycanthropes, they too are curiously not found here, with the exception of the wereshark. These islands
are also not known for its dragons either, though one (rarely, if ever) can run into bronze & pearl dragons.
A primary motivation for exploration of the islands & continued contact with them might very well be in the area of commerce. The natives live off a rich & varied diet. Taro,
yams, and gourds are staple food items grown by the Tangata Whenua. Domesticated rats, dogs, and pigs are raised for food and trade. Foraged from the rain forest are roots, wild
bird eggs, and wild berries. Tangata Whenua are a hunting & fishing people, and often augment their diet with birds, lizards, feral pigs, insects, seals, and fish. The occasional
beached whale can provide a bonanza, with one enough to feed an entire village, though the natives themselves are generally not whalers. There is much for an interested outsider
to acquire from the islands. Major trade items include pearls, pearl shells, exotic seashells, coral, and seal skins. Smoked trepang or beche-de-mer (a type of sea cucumber) is a
major trade item, eagerly sought by connoisseurs from Kara-Tur. Sandalwood is a huge item for export. A fragrant wood, sandalwood is used for carvings & burned as incense. In
demand in churches & temples, sandalwood is quite rare on the mainland. However, large, virgin stands of sandalwood exist in the islands, representing enormous potential wealth.
The tropical climate found on these islands is also ideal for the growth of spice producing plants. Expeditions to these islands are launched for the sole or primary purpose of
finding new sources for such luxuries as nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon, or cardamom, allowing the islands to experience a huge influx of people. PCs might, after an adventure, not
have chests of gold as their treasure, but sacks of cinnamon or mace!
As for what the native Tangata Whenua would desire in return, the most popular items would be utensils, tools, and cloth. Metal fishhooks and nails are a big hit with the islanders,
who otherwise have to use painstakingly hand-carved bone, wood, or obsidian ones. Virtually anything metal should be a success with the islanders, as they lack metalworking
skills or in many cases metal to be worked in the first place. Curiously, many Tangata Whenua were found to have a strange desire for salted pork, which weary ship crews gladly
traded for fresh fish, fruits, and vegetables.
Like people anywhere, the Tangata Whenua have the same needs as most anybody else does; they need their crops taken care of, their injured & sick healed, monsters driven away,
and somebody to defend them from hostile neighbors. As a consequence, the same basic classes can be found in this setting. The most common class by far would be that of
warrior or fighter, with such kits as amazon, savage, or wilderness warrior quite appropriate. Priests are also to be found, similar to the amazon priestess or savage priest kits. They
are generally called kahuna & often their main interests are divination, curing disease, and returning the dead to life. Wizards also exist, and one called a tohunga, practices the art
of makutu or magic.
The areoi is a religious order organized by the Tangata Whenua deities Oro-Tetefa & Uru-Tetefa. Almost paladin-like in a way, these celibate warriors are recruited from the
nobility & seek to “do good” among the island folk. The areoi are noted by their maro, or feather girdles, a sign of great prestige.
Owing to their maritime heritage, the fafaki-tahi will be encountered. The name literally meaning “feeler of the sea”, the fafaki-tahi is a type of ranger, especially adept at ocean
survival, and uses clues from the sea & from birds to track others, including across stretches of open water.
The oripo is a type of bard found in Tangata Whenua society. Sage-like in nature, the oripo’s main tasks, culturally speaking is to remember & recite the genealogies of the
captains & navigators who first settled their home island, and also of their descendents.
Owing to the many different tribes that settled on a multitude of islands, the number of gods in the Tangata Whenua pantheon is huge, all out of proportion to the number of
worshippers. There are literally hundreds of gods that could be included, but I list here several, which could be further developed at a later time.
As close to nature as they were & their life so dominated by their marine environment, nature gods & goddesses figure heavily in Tangata Whenua worship. Rangi is an important
god, worshipped as god of the sky & the winds. Other weather & sky deities included Maui (the sun), Apu-Hau (storms & squalls), Ua (rain), and Rona (the moon). Pele is a well-
known goddess, and is evil, as she is associated with fire, volcanoes, and eruptions. There is no single nature deity but rather a group; Paikea, god of sea monsters; Moko, god of
lizards & reptiles (and also magic), Tane-Mahutam, god of forests; Haumia Tiketike, god of uncultivated plants; Rongo, god of cultivated plants; Papa, god of the earth; and
Tangaroa, god of the ocean & fish.
There are of course important deities involved with moral, cultural, and ethical matters. Atonga is a demigod, given divine status as the creator of the first canoe & of the first song.
Oro-Tetefa & Uru-Tetefa are twin brothers, gods of good & of special importance to the areoi. Hine-Nui-Te-Po rivaled Pele as the most evil goddess or deity, as her venue was
night, darkness, and death. Her rival/partner was Merau, goddess of the dead & the nether world (referred to as Reinga or Milu). Kuku Lau is goddess of illusion, mirages, and
deception.
An important concept in Tangata Whenua religion is that of mana. This is similar to Zakharan or Kara-Turan honor, though it is tied to concepts of divine favor as well. It is not an
alignment issue, more of a somewhat intangible - but important - measure of skill, duty, courage, and honor to one’s kin. Much like the emphasis on family found in Kara-Tur, the
family & one’s kin comes before just about anything else, and mana is partially a measure of this.
Mauia - Mauia is an archipelago located far from any other landmass. It has the most stratified of the island cultures, with 3 main social divisions: the ari’i (chiefs), ra’atira (lesser
chiefs or landed gentry) & manahune (commoners). The ari’i rule over the tribal & kin groups of the islands, and serve as both secular & religious rulers. The ra’atira appear to be
the main landowners, and provide economic & administrative assistance to the ari’i. The manahune included commoners from farmers & fishermen down to servants, war captives,
and sacrificial victims. The islands of Mauia are divided into 6 or 7 tribal coalitions, formed by conquest, marriage alliances, and diplomacy. There appears to be a shifting balance
of power amongst them with no one ari’i able to dominate too many others. As a result, the politics of Mauia is often very fluid & dynamic. One family of ari’i however, the
Pomares, seem to be on their way of forming Mauia into a true kingdom. Their leader, known simply as Pomare, seems very friendly to foreigners, and has asked to engage in
trade to obtain more modern weaponry & missionaries. He already calls himself the “King of Mauia”, though it is unclear what effect this will have. On the one hand it would
destroy the island’s traditional political system, but on the other hand Mauia is now likely going to enter the sometimes-vicious world of international trade & politics & it may
need the strength unification could provide.
Pahulu - Pahulu is a large island group in the middle of the ocean. Pahulu is a unified state under the Kamehamehas, unlike Mauia, despite a very similar culture. There is simpler
social stratification in Pahulu than in Mauia. There are a relatively small number of chiefs, ali’i, of various rank who rule over the bulk of the population, known as the
maka’ainana. While Mauia is divided between various ari’i, Pahulu is one kingdom, divided into a series of chiefdoms each ruled by a high chief of a family dynasty. Each island
chief has a kahuna nui or priest who advises on spiritual & ceremonial matters, and a kalaimoku, whose concern is with secular affairs. While in Mauia the overwhelming political
reality may be that no leader may gain paramountcy, here no one is able to conquer his leader, as the chiefs often rule with an iron hand. As in Mauia, though, the leader must be a
warrior king, as the Pahulus have a long tradition of continual struggle as the high chiefs sought to defend & extend their domains by diplomacy & military strength. The island
chiefs and the Kahmehamehas are very aggressive, and they have made abortive attempts in the past to capture visiting foreign ships & personnel. Despite that, though, the
Pahuluans express friendship & an interest in trade. With vast groves of sandalwood, a variety of exotic tropical fruits, seal skins, coral, pearls & pearl shells, as well as being a
very attractive climate to settle, trade with Pahulu is very tempting. Upon hearing of Faerûnish culture, the Kahmehameha asked for settlers to set up shops, as he wants hotels,



taverns, blacksmiths, general stores, dry-docks, etc. He appears to want to be like these Western rulers he hears about, and with his trade resources, it is only a matter of time
before somebody is likely to oblige him. The Kahmehameha seems poised to try to profit from the foreign “invasion”, and may potentially be a dangerous person to deal with.
Iutia - Iutia is a widely spread out island archipelago to the north of Pahulu. In contrast to Mauia, which is not united, and Pahulu, which has just recently become united, Iutia has
always (so it seems to the natives) been a united kingdom. Even less socially stratified than Pahulu (though stratification certainly does exist), Iutia has always been ruled by the
Tu’i Tonga, who claims absolute authority in all spiritual & secular matters. However, this seems to work well for the people of Iutia, as they have not known war for thousands of
years. When foreigners arrived, the only weapons they found were a few bows & arrows for hunting birds. The warrior groups are largely for show, and the areoi is a social & civic
club, almost completely without martial skills. This seemed to be literally a paradise, & a number of visiting peoples, weary after a long voyage, have sought to settle here, living
off the land & becoming beachcombers. Desertion is a big problem in Iutia. Iutia, despite its autocratic government, comes closest to the ideal of a tropical paradise, innocent of the
ways of the larger world.
Maoria - Maoria is one large island & several smaller islands to the southwest of the kingdoms discussed above. Much larger than any other “islands group”, the terrain of this
chain includes grasslands, dense forest, and snow-capped peaks. Colder than Iutia, Pahulu, or any other island peoples domain, the Maorians wear heavier clothing & build sturdier
structures. More than the other islands (by far) cloth seemed to be a big hit as a trade good. Also, they are less reliant on agriculture & more reliant on hunting, especially the large
- sometimes dangerous - giant flightless birds call moa. There appears to be virtually no social stratification in Maoria, except on a limited family basis. Maorians are able to move
up & down the social ladder, in contrast with the majority of non-Western cultures that exist, as on Wa in Kara-Tur & on Mauia for example. Also, what stratification does exist
appears merit based. The Maorians stress mana more than any other islander group, as each leader must have qualifications & justifications for leadership beyond familial ties &
kinship. Further leveling the political playing field, the Maorians believe in the concept of utu, or vengeance; that one may seek justice (not necessarily violent) on any other
member of society - ruler or not. The Maoria live in 50 or more tribes or iwi, each having its own territory. Boundaries constantly changed due to migration & warfare. Though
Maoria has little of Pahulu’s sandalwood, there are still large timber resources, and no island can surpass it in seal resources & potential nearby whaling grounds.
Tarawe - Tarawe is an island group to the east of the other kingdoms. The overall culture of these tropical isles seems similar to that found in Pahulu, Iutia, and Mauia, but here
the islanders are at their most divided. In Pahulu, chiefs rule over whole islands & in Mauia they rule over large sections of islands, but in the Tarawe islands each village is
separate & distinct, able to act as it pleases. They are many dozens of independent villages, and as a result there is nothing approaching a dominant power. Each village consists of
a number of extended families, ruled by a matai or head. To further evidence Tarawe division, each matai cannot wield autocratic powers, but is a first among equals, with the
result that inter-village politics are sometimes quite chaotic. Exacerbating the situation at times are foreign merchants, as each village has a separate trading relationship, often at
the expense of other villages. A skillful foreign trader can use the division inherent in Tarawe politics to his or her advantage.
Rapanui - Rapanui is an isolated island group, consisting of 1 large island & 1 smaller one, located well to the south-southwest of most of the kingdoms listed above. These
somewhat barren, windswept & fairly chilly islands are located in rough seas, and there are no natural harbors on either island. As a result, exploration has been difficult & trade
has been greatly hampered. The main features of this desolate island of relatively small population are the huge, ancient sculptures of heads & bodies, littering the hillsides. Staring
solemnly out to sea, neither the natives nor foreigners have been able to figure out who built these strange stone statues or why. The least advantaged of any islander group, the
natives live off shellfish, some meager agriculture, shore fishing, seals, and eggs & birds gathered from the islands’ large penguin, albatross, and gannet colonies.

Tir de Tuatha (Land of the People) [originally by Vincent N. Darlage, and then modified by myself] <BACK TO TOP>
Tir de Tuatha is a land of woods, druids, and high barbarians. Druids are the lawmakers & judges. This land is not truly unified & there is no one single leader, however, many of
the Tir de Tuatha’s tribes will most certainly unite against a common foe.
The primary language is Tuathan, which is almost identical to Gaelic. Authentic Celtic names are required for Tuathan characters. Several are given in the Celtic Handbook.
Honor is very dear to the Tuathan people; a man’s reputation is worth more to him than his life. Reputation is a mixture of courage, honesty, integrity, loyalty, and physical
prowess.
Government: Autocracy
Capital: Baile Lismore
Population: 14,975 residents
Religions: Tir de Tuatha Pantheon
Imports: Iron, Precious Metals
Exports: Timber, Mercenaries, Herbs, Coal, Peat, Cattle
Although Tir de Tuatha has no unified government, the de facto capital of these lands is here. This is the largest city, and even features stone walls atop the earthen mounds that
surround the city. As Baile Lismore grows, a larger circle of earthworks are built, resulting in a city that, from above, seems like several concentric circles of earth and stone, with
the oldest part of the city in the center, going out to the newest. This growing city is home to 14,975 persons.
The lifestyles of the peasantry vary greatly, dictated more by the richness of the land than by anything else. Sheepherders along the foothills of the mountains live very differently
from farmers on the plains. Typically, farming villages in Tir de Tuatha are formed of small, square wooden houses. Their plows are primitive, not even turning the soil, so land
depletion puts entire villages on the move every few years. Villagers in South Tir de Tuatha tend to create larger, round stone structures with thatched roofs that reach nearly to the
ground. They also have gardens & farms, but also keep a great deal of livestock. Livestock farmers share the buildings, keeping each other fed (and warm). Tir de Tuatha peasants
keep many common animals, including small cattle, pigs, and geese. Wild boars are apparently hunted, possibly as a rite of manhood. They also tend more exotic animals such as
chickens, recently introduced, and bees for both their wax & honey The Tir de Tuatha farmers grow barley, oats, and beans. They grow flax & tend to sheep for their clothing. Of
course, the Tuathan’s nobility & the druids live a somewhat better life. Wines are imported for the nobility, for instance, a luxury the common folk do not enjoy. In all fairness, Tir
de Tuatha nobility do not live a carefree, glamorous life. They are warlords & military men.
Towns are mostly comprised of huts surrounded by walls of mounded earth. Other important sites are the stone circles that seem to litter the forests. Stone circles seem to
proliferate here, perhaps because the people of Tir de Tuatha respect the circles & don’t tear them down.
Baile Carnew: 9,766 people live in this huge northern Tuathan city. It is famous for its “wicker-man” sacrifices, where captives from wars are piled into a huge wicker structure &
then set ablaze by the druids.
Baile Cuimhne: 9,992 people live in Baile Cuimhne, which is another major trading town for Tir de Tuatha and is the home of the mystic Rhibyn y Culwch.
Baile Guinglain: This city hosts the largest bazaar in all of Tir de Tuatha. Instituted by King Gwrach over a hundred years ago (after a trip to Zakhara), this bazaar is renowned for
the oddities it brings in for sale & trade. Even genies from Zakhara stop in from time to time. 10,497 people populate this bizarre Tuathan city.
Baile Herla: Known primarily for its distinctive manufacturing style of steel weapons, Baile Herla is a craftsman town. Populated by 10,359 people. It is currently at war with
Baile Guinglain.
Baile Sithchean: Another northern Tuathan city, this one is currently embroiled in a war against giants. This city is also renowned for the stone circle that circumscribes the city.
Whenever the city grows, the stones somehow move (unseen by any) so that the city never grows beyond its boundaries. 9,869 people (mostly halflings) live here. Many Tuathan
halfling clans reside here, and is the only known place in Tir de Tuatha that hosts non-humans. These halflings tattoo or paint themselves to look more terrifying in battle, and live
in partially subterranean houses with turf roofs & walls of unmortared stone.
Baile Sluagh: Caves under this Tuathan city make terrible howling sounds when the wind picks up, sounding like the Host of the Dead. This city is host to 9,401 persons.
Baile Morgan: 10,060 people reside in this city along the Bay of Tuatha. Ships are built here, as are wagons & other devices of transport.
Baile Taranis: This city is home to 10,056 people. The mineral springs here are especially sacred to the Tuathan people, some saying they have mystical effects on any that bathe
within them.
Most of Tir de Tuatha is forest, woods, and the like. Peat bogs dot northern Tir de Tuatha. Many river systems cut through the land. There are more magical places in Tir de Tuatha
than there are magical spells & magical items. Magical islands abound, as do magical lakes, springs, and wells. Stone circles, most of which are predate the Tir de Tuatha people,
are important sites for the Tir de Tuatha people.
The Bay of Tuatha: This body of water separates Tir de Tuatha into northern & southern halves. Southern Tir de Tuatha is much more settled & civilized while northern Tir de
Tuatha is considerably less settled & haunted by more monsters.
Lochs de Tuatha: Also called the great lakes of Tir de Tuatha, these four great lakes are all joined together by thin channels. They are located in hilly, forested terrain in northern
Tir de Tuatha. These lakes are murky & deep, and seem to hold monsters of all sorts, including the Each Uisge (a water-horse that haunts lochs & appears like a sleek pony,
offering its back to anyone to be ridden. It then plunges back into the water with its prey).
Inver River: Rivers abound in Tir de Tuatha, but Inver is an important trade route for Baile Lismore.
Tir de Tuatha’s population is approximately 2,096,225 persons, which include the following: 80,000 residents live in 8 cities; 103,750 residents live in 20 towns; 1,830,000
residents live in 3,200 villages; 67,500 residents are isolated or itinerant. The average distance between villages is 4 miles. The average distance between towns is 42 miles. The



average distance between cities is 78 miles. There are approximately 82 standing fortifications in Tir de Tuatha - 56 castles are in active use, 26 castles are ruined or abandoned; 61
castles are located in settled areas, and 21 castles are located in remote areas, unsettled areas, or wilderness.
Circular stone patterns often help map out the patterns of constellations, the moon, sun, and seasons. For any culture that relies on agriculture, such knowledge is vital. Stones are
often erected in circular patterns in honor of particular local gods or goddesses. Simpler standing stones are often not placed in a pattern at all. Those in earlier times mark the
burial places of important personages. Now, they are employed to mark sites of important events or boundaries between tribes & villages.
Tir de Tuatha’s priests can create formations of standing stones in order to intensify their magic. The ceremonies during the creation of a ring of standing stones makes them
highly magical places where lesser mortals fear to tread. The creation of standing stones is a lengthy process that requires many priests. There must be at least 50 levels of priests
or druids who worship at least four (4) different gods. One of these priests must be at least a 10th level worshipper of Belenus in order to have the all-important enchant stones
spell. The site must have stones available & be at least 5 miles from any other existing standing stones. All of the priests must spend an entire month assembling the stones &
attending ceremonies, the enchant stones spell must be cast at the end of each week & again at the end of construction. If the priests are interrupted in any way during that time, the
enchantment fails & they must start again. During creation, the standing stones site must be dedicated to 1 sphere of spells forever (for instance, divination). Once created, the
magic of the standing stones is permanent. The actual physical parameters of the standing stones are fairly loose. The exact size & number of the stones is unimportant for game
purposes they are arranged at creation to follow the seasons, stars, constellations, suns, moons, or whatever. It is only important that they be arranged in a series of circular
patterns. Since they are generally between 10 & 30 meters across, standing stones are some of the largest magical items around. Once created, ceremonies can take place at the site
to cast spells within its assigned sphere. The total of priest levels involved in the ceremony can be used as a direct multiplier to any of the following: range, duration, or area of
effect. As an example, if 50 priest levels are involved in a ceremony at standing stones to cast an animate object spell, they could either multiply the range by 50 (to 1500 yards),
the duration by 50 (to 50 rounds/level), or the area of effect by 50 (50ft3 /level). One of the priests must actually cast the spell to be amplified by the standing stones, and his is the
base from which all other information is extrapolated.
From their very beginnings, the Tuathans have been a warrior people. Their penchant for conflict is well known even to the scholars of our time. And when not fighting against an
outside threat, the Tuathan tribes are perfectly willing to fight one another. The Tuathans are masters of the two-horse chariot. Virtually all tribal chieftains are buried with their
chariot, though horses are apparently too valuable to bury with their owner. Many other Tuathans warriors have mounts, as well. Tuathans warriors often go into battle naked
except for a torc, a hoop of bronze gold worn about the neck. They fight with spear & sword, and occasionally with helmet & shield. Scholars credit the individual Tuathan warrior
with tremendous skill & bravery. Tuathan warriors take great pleasure in cutting the heads of their fallen enemies. These heads are then worn from a belt or attached to a chariot. It
is the Tuathan belief that the head holds certain magical properties after life; many Tir de Tuatha structures have skulls built right into them to ward off evil or bring luck.
Heroic Gifts
Not all characters are equal. In Tuathan tradition, a hero is born with certain gifts that make him or her stand out from a crowd. Sometimes these birth gifts are an advantage, and
sometimes they can bring about the character’s ultimate doom. Frequently they can be both a blessing & a curse in the same story.
Character Gifts D20
A die roll of 1 is Bad Luck. The player may pick one type of die (d6, d8, d10, d12, or d20). Anytime that die is rolled for or against the PC, a -1 penalty is applied to the die roll.
A die roll of 2 is a Blood Feud. His family is currently involved in a feud with an NPC family.
A die roll of 3 is Kinless. In Tir de Tuatha, a man without kin is said to be headless. A kinless character has no one to protect him, stand witness for him, or avenge wrongs done to
him. NPC’s will likely show less respect for the character, and feel less compunction about insulting, abusing, or attacking him, since they know they won’t be risking a feud with
the character’s family.
A die roll of 4 is Ugly. The character is ugly or disfigured in some way (-2 penalty to Charisma & may gain an uncomplimentary nickname). The player may choose the precise
nature of the ugliness or disfigurement, subject to the DM’s approval.
A die roll of 5 is a Geas. The character is born with some magical prohibition or compulsion & will suffer terribly bad luck if this is every violated. A PC who breaks his geas is
cursed forever & suffers a -2 penalty to all die rolls.
Rolls of 6 to 12 mean No Gift.
A die roll of 13 is Courage. The character is noted for fearlessness, and gains a +1 bonus against fear based attacks.
A die roll of 14 means Good Luck. Pick a single die, and get a +1 bonus whenever it is rolled for or against the PC.
A die roll of 15 is Handsome, a +2 to Charisma
A die roll of 16 is Status. He is either nobility, or aes dana.
A die roll of 17 is mixed blood. He has a trace of Sidhe (elven) or Formorian (giant) blood. The DM will determine what this means for the character.
A die roll of 18 is Riastarthae, the warp-frenzy. This is the ability to go berserk in battle 1/day. This is identical to the Barbarian Rage. If the character is already a Barbarian, he
can do it 1 additional time per day.
A die roll of 19 is Seer, the gift of prophecy.
A die roll of 20 and the character has Magical Affinity.
Religion & Superstition in Tir de Tuatha
The Tuathans worship the Celtic gods (also called Aes Sidhe). These include (but are not limited to): Arawn (God of the Dead), Cairbre (God of Music), Daghdha (The Good God),
Danaan (The Mother), Dianchet (God of Healing), Goibniu (God of Smithwork), Lugh of the Long Arm, Mannanan Mac Lir (God of the Sea), Morrigan (Goddess of War), Nuada
of the Silver Arm, Oghma (God of Knowledge). Tuathan PCs do not pick a single deity as their patron; they worship all of them, calling upon specific deities for specific problems.
For the Tuathan, religion is inseparable from the world around them, and just about every feature of the landscape was imbued with some sacred significance. Bogs are evil. Fires
caused by lightning are sacred. There is not a mountain, tree, river, or spring that does not have its own spirit. The unknown lurks at each step; it is unwise to tread carelessly, for
fear of offending the gods.
Rivers are almost always considered to be female, and are particularly venerated. Of course, the most sacred part of any river is the source (usually a spring), where the waters are
seen to emerge mysteriously from the ground. Springs are credited with great healing powers. Swords, shields, and helmets are frequently cast into rivers & other bodies of water
as offerings to deities. Even the casting of coins into wells & springs derives from this custom.
The Tuatha have 4 great festivals: Imbolg, Beltane, Lughnasad, and Samhain. These festivals mark the beginning of seasons, relate to the fertility of the earth & livestock, aimed at
ensuring growth & continuity of life. Bonfires are lit in spring to simulate sunlight, and to encourage warmth in the autumn. The Tuathan years begins with Samhain, celebrated on
the Autumnal Equinox. The festival runs for 3 nights (the Tuatha reckon time in nights rather than days). The middle of the night before the equinox (essentially New Year’s Eve)
is a time of flux & transition, when the boundaries between the natural world & the supernatural Otherworld became fluid & humans were advised to stay indoors to avoid
mischievous gods & spirits.
Imbolg marks the start of spring & celebrates the birth of new livestock, particularly lambs. The great festival of light Beltane celebrates the coming of summer, which is
celebrated with bonfires, singing, and dancing, celebrating the return of the sun’s heat. The harvest festivals of Lughnasad, which last a month, featured games held annually at
Baile Lismore.
Sacrifice is a big part of Tuathan religion. The druids sacrifice bulls, oxen, and even humans. On the rare occasion when a High King is instituted in Tir de Tuatha, the ritual
involves a white bull that is slaughtered. The druid consumes some of the bull’s blood & flesh before going to sleep wrapped in the animal’s hide. The dreams he had during this
ritual are said to indicate whether or not the correct person had been chosen.
The Tuatha sacrifice any living creatures they capture in war, and they do not keep the plunder of battle for themselves, but dedicate it all to the gods.
New Spells & Magic Items
Torc of the Gods
The torc of the gods was created by Goibhniu himself & is only bestowed upon the most brave warriors of the tribes. The torc allows the wearer to shape change or polymorph
others at will, for any duration desired. The torc is forged of rare metals & has a gem set into the front.
Enchant Stones (Enchantment)
Level: Cleric 6 / Druid 5 Range: Touch Components: V, S, M Duration: Permanent  Casting Time: 1 week
Area of Effect: Special Saving Throw: None
This highly specialized spell is only available to priests who worship Belenus & who have attained 10th level. Their god, who will allow them to use it to create an area of standing
stones once per year, bestows it upon them. The spell takes an entire week to prepare & cast. Any interruption will negate its effects & force the priest to start over. If a year passes
& a priest with this spell fails to create a set of standing stones, this (and all of the priest’s other spells) is taken back by the disappointed Belenus, never to be bestowed again. The
material component for this spell is a small stone quarried from the same place as the stones for a standing stones site. They must already be placed in position.



Frenzy of the Tuatha (Enchantment/Charm)
Level: Cleric/Druid 3 Range: 15’ Components: V, S, M Duration: 10 rounds/level Casting Time: 1
Area of Effect: Special Saving Throw: None
This 3rd level priest spell allows the Tuathan priests to drive their armies into a battle frenzy before combat. The spell affects 20HD of creatures per casting (usually ten 2nd level
Tuathan warriors). For its duration, the frenzy of the Tuatha spell allows those affected to never check morale, gives them a +1 to all saving throws & attack rolls, and allows them
to move 50% more than their normal distance without penalty. The spell also forces those affected to immediately charge the closest enemy forces & engage them in combat,
whether this is a wise tactical decision or not. Warriors under a frenzy of the Tuatha spell do not require leadership, but those who come out of the spell without a leader in sight
will rout back to their own lines or some other point of safety. The material component for this spell is a tiny chariot wheel & a spark created with flint and steel.

Uluru <BACK TO TOP>
This is a long isolated continent, poorly known or unknown to the other civilizations - Zakharan, Kara-Tur, Bharatan, and Faerûnish - until now. It is a vast, arid land of few rivers,
with crocodile-infested swamps on its northern portion, small forested portions in its southeastern & southwestern sections, and desert everywhere else. There are, from what can
be seen from the coast, few large mountains, certainly nothing snow-capped.
The wildlife is unlike anything else on Toril. The mammals are strange, in that they have pouches, and some are said to lay eggs! Strange, two-legged hopping creatures are the
main plant eater, something the natives call kangaroos. Large flightless birds - emus - speed across what the natives call the outback. Other strange creatures include thylacines,
which are pouched wolf-like creatures; wombats, which range in size from groundhogs to rhinos & eat a variety of foods; wallabies, which are smaller kangaroos; goannas, which
are large hunting four-legged land lizards ranging from a few feet to bigger than a horse in size; and the willandra, which resembles a lion in appearance & habits.
The natives, who call themselves in a term roughly meaning “People of the Dreamtime”, are very primitive, far more so than anywhere else known so far on this planet. They live
in large family groupings that one might call tribes, but they are not even as organized as that, as there really is not even a tribal leader.
These “tribes” - examples include the Gunwinggu, Murinbata, Gidjingali, Anbara, and Djanggawal - live off the land, hunting, fishing, gathering, harvesting of native millet, and
even some “firestick” farming of yams & taro roots, much as in the islands (there are no domesticated animals other than dogs known as dingos). They seem very much in tune
with the land & there’s evidence that they’re proficient druids & rangers, as they see themselves as stewards of the land. Using such unusual weapons as boomerangs, they’re adept
hunters.
These “Aborigines” seem skittish but rarely hostile to visitors, and seem fascinated by their technology & customs. They also appear quick to adopt new words they find useful or
interesting.
These basically stone-age people do apparently engage in trade with other groups, though this seems to be not trade entirely in the sense of classic supply & demand, but include
elements of ritual gift-giving as well. There is a small amount of trade carried on with maritime merchants from other parts of Toril; the main items were stone & wood tools &
weapons, ochre (pigments used for cosmetics, body & artifact decoration, and cave painting), pipeclay (for cave paintings), charcoal (for cave paintings), spinifex gum, shells, and
a type of native tobacco called pituri. Little trade in food except the trepang or beche-de-mer (a type of shellfish of good flavor), but much exchange of stories, myths, dances, and
songs. They seemed to greatly desire tools, utensils, nails, trinkets, and cloth. There seems little the natives can trade that would bring in much money from other places and the
natives as far as can be determined lack or do not use any precious metal or gemstone.
With much available land in Maztica, Kara-Tur, and even Faerûn itself, it would not seem Uluru would be an attractive place to colonize, given its remoteness, arid climate, and
apparent lack of natural food sources. The possibility exists of course, as always, that Uluru has mineral resources; other than stone quarries & ochre mines, the Aborigines are not
a mining people.
The Aborigines tell of one possible race that shares the continent with them, but based on native rumors many are unsure if they exist or not. Often depicted in their cave paintings,
these spirits are called mimi. The mimi are, according to the Aborigines, stick-like creatures, and are usually depicted in their art in lively movement, running, dancing, or hunting.
They are said to be so thin & light that they hunt only in still weather, for fear of being broken by the wind, but they possess very keen sight & hearing. When an Aborigines comes
near one (they say) they run quickly to a rock & blow upon it; the rock obediently opens & closes behind them. Sometimes medicine men claim to have glimpsed a mimi, but many
an outsider has failed to find one. Some speculate that maybe they are elves, or some type of faerie, or maybe they don’t actually exist.
Zakhara <BACK TO TOP>
Far to the south, beyond the fabled lands of Halruaa & Luiren, of Durpar & Var the Golden, is a very different world, as alien as Maztica & as powerful as Kara-Tur. Located on
the far side of the Great Sea, it is a hot, dry land of deserts & rocky mountains, its great cities bugging the coastlines for trade & water. It is a land of magic unknown in the north,
of powerful monsters & more-powerful rulers. It is known as Zakhara (Zah-KARR-ah), the Burning World, the Land of Fate.
Zakharan culture at first blush seems to be related to that of the Empires of the Sands or the desert tribes of Anauroch, and indeed there may be a long-distant connection, magical
or otherwise. But the Land of Fate is a solid, unified culture unsullied by what the inhabitants laughingly call the Barbarian North. Its gods are unified into a single pantheon, and
its leaders call heavily upon genies to solve every problem that confronts them. Items such as djinn rings & flying carpets that are infrequently encountered in the Realms are
rumored to be sold on the open market in Zakhara, and every person born to that land is said to be royalty. The distance the tales have traveled may distort the truth of such claims.
Zakhara, like Kara-Tur, is separated from Faerûn by a great empty expanse, such that those who brave the Great Sea are most often adventurers & merchants who seek the new, the
novel, and the profitable. The traveler should be warned, however, that Zakharans are firm in their belief that they are much, much more advanced & civilized than any other
people, and treat others accordingly.

Faerûn’s civilizations range from the ancient & magical kingdoms of the South to the savage frontier lands where the rule of law extends only as far as a warrior’s sword arm.
Humans dominate the land but a sizable number of elves, dwarves, halflings, & gnomes dwell on & under it as well. The land holds an even greater number of fell races - goblins,
orcs, ogres, drow, illithids, and beholders - to challenge the rule of humankind & its allies. And then, there are dragons - great beasts of tremendous power with their own hidden
agendas.
In short, Faerûn is a hotbed of activity for the adventurous, ranging from icebound Sossal to the Steamy jungles of Chult, from metropolitan Waterdeep to the secret cities of Thay.
It is home to hundreds of heroes, adventurers, rogues, sages, freebooters, and idealists. It is a land of adventure.

The Underdark <BACK TO TOP>
The wildest frontier in the Realms is not reached by moving in a cardinal direction, such as north or south. The most dangerous frontier in Faerûn is reached by going down.
The lands of the Realms are riddled with geological uplifts, sinkholes, caverns, lava tubes, smoke holes, and fault lines. Add to this a millennium of delving by dwarves & other
ancient races, and another world lurks hidden beneath one’s feet. This is the world of the Underdark. The Underdark is huge, sprawling, and for the most part unmapped &
undiscovered. It is possible (it is said) to walk from the Spine of the World to Calimshan, and from there to Unther, without once drawing a breath of surface air. Great empires
have risen & fallen deep within the earth without the surface-dwellers having the slightest inkling of their birth or passing. And the Underdark is inhabited by nations of mind
flayers, aboleths, kuo-toans, myconids, and other creatures of the darkling plain. The best known of the Underdark races is the drow, for they maintain their relationship with the
surface through raids & outposts. Only 500 years ago, Shadowdale was a drow surface outpost, and reports of drow raiding parties are still common. The best known of the drow
cities is fabled Menzoberranzan, reputed to lie beneath the Savage Frontier, but there are others: Eryndlyn, which lies beneath the High Moor; Sshamath, in the Far Hills; and
Llurth Dreier in the Shaar. The oldest drow city, Bhaerynden, was destroyed in a civil war, the cavern it occupied falling in to form the Great Rift now occupied by dwarves. The
drow are not the only individuals within these dark tunnels, and races & peoples undiscovered & much deadlier than they await the incautious traveler & the foolhardy adventurer.

Time in the Realms <BACK TO TOP>
Faerûn’s days are 24 hours long, divided into night & day by the rising & setting sun. In southern lands such as Halruaa, the length of the night does not vary much with the
season, and 12 hours of light & 12 hours of dark is the rule year-round. In the north, the days are markedly longer in summer & shorter in winter. Midwinter day in Silverymoon
sees little more than 8 hours of daylight, and Midsummer almost 16.
Timepieces are very rare, and most people break up the day into 10 large slices - dawn, morning, highsun (or noon), afternoon, dusk, sunset, evening, midnight, moondark (or
night’s heart), and night’s end. These customary divisions are only approximations, and one person’s late afternoon might be another’s early dusk. Local customs dictate the
general length of each portion of the day. Each of these customary periods lasts anywhere from 1-4 hours, so highsun is generally accounted to be noon & an hour or so on either
side. Few Faerûnians have cause to measure an hour (or any length of time shorter than a day) with any great precision. People are accustomed to gauging time by intuition, the
movement of the sun, and the activity around them. In large cities, the tolling of temple bells replaces the more casual accounting of the day’s passage. Several major faiths attempt
to measure time more accurately. The priests of Gond treasure their mechanical clocks & delight in sounding them for all to hear. Lathanderians assign acolytes to watch sundials,
carefully adjusted by years of observation of the sun’s movements in the sky. Traditionally, the hours are numbered 1-12 twice, and the bells sound once for each hour on the hour.
“Twelve bells” is virtually interchangeable with “midnight” or “highsun” depending on context.



The following calendar is common enough to apply to all regions within the Realms. The year consists of 365 days: 12 months of exactly 30 days each (due to the single moon &
its followers), plus 5 days that fall between months. These days are special occasions. Leap year is retained purely for social convenience, and provides a 6th special day that is used
as the basis for long-term agreements & such contracts & activities. Months are subdivided into three 10-day periods. These are known variously as eves, tendays, weeks, or rides
throughout the Realms. Although the months that comprise a year are standardized, the system of dating years varies from place to place. Usually, years are numbered from an
event of great political or religious significance. Each nation or region has cultures with unique histories, and thus, different reckonings. The system of naming the months is
named for its inventor, the long-dead wizard Harptos of Kaalinth, and is in use throughout the North. The Calendar of Harptos is summarized in the table below. Each month’s
name is followed by a colloquial description of that month, plus the roughly corresponding month of the Gregorian calendar. Special days are listed when they occur between
months, and appear in italic type. Each special day is described in the Special Calendar Days section, below.

Name Colloquial Description Gregorian Month
Hammer Deepwinter January

--Midwinter--
Alturiak The Claw of Winter, or the Claws of the Cold February

Ches Of the Sunsets March
Tarsakh Of the Storms April

--Greengrass--
Mirtul The Melting May

Kythorn The Time of Flowers June
Flamerule Summertide July

--Midsummer--
Eleasias Highsun August
Eleint The Fading September

--Higharvestide--
Marpenoth Leafall October

Uktar The Rotting November
--The Feast of the Moon--

Nightal The Drawing Down December

Special Calendar Days:
Midwinter: Known officially in Cormyr as the High Festival of Winter. It is a feast
where, traditionally, the local lords of the land plan the year ahead, make and renew
alliances, and send gifts of goodwill. To the common folk throughout the Realms, this
is Deadwinter Day, the midpoint of the worst of the cold.
Greengrass: The official beginning of spring, a day of relaxation. Flowers that have
been carefully grown in the inner rooms of the keeps and temples during the winter are
blessed and cast out upon the snow to bring rich growth in the season ahead.
Midsummer: Called Midsummer Night or the Long Night, this is a time of feasting,
music & love. In a ceremony performed in some lands, unwed maidens are set free in
the woods & “hunted” by their would-be suitors throughout the night. Betrothals are
traditionally made this night. It is very rare indeed for the weather to be bad during
this night - such is considered a very bad omen, thought to foretell famine or plague.
Highharvestide: Heralds the coming of fall & the harvest. It is a feast that often
continues for the length of the harvest so that food is always on hand for those coming
in from the fields. There is much traveling about on the heels of the feast, as
merchants, court emissaries, and pilgrims make speed before the worst of the mud
arrives & the rain freezes in the snow.

The Feast of the Moon: Also called Moonfest, the last great festival of the year. It marks the arrival of winter & is also the day when the dead are honored. Graves are blessed, the
Ritual of Remembrance is performed, and tales of the doings of those now gone are told far into the night. Much is said of heroes & treasure & lost cities underground.
Wars, by the way, are often but not always fought after the harvest is done, continuing as late as the weather permits. The bulk of the fighting takes place in the month of Uktar,
and the ironic practicality of the Feast of the Moon is readily apparent.
Shieldmeet: Once every 4 years, another day is added to the year in the manner of February 29 in the Gregorian calendar. This day is part of no month & follows Midsummer
Night & is known as Shieldmeet. It’s a day of open council between nobles & people, a day for the making & renewing of pacts, oaths & agreements. It’s a day for tournaments,
tests & trials for those wishing to advance in battle fame or clerical standing, for entertainment of all types, particularly theatrical, and for dueling.
Marking the Years
Years (winters) are referred to by names, each name consistent across the Realms. Each kingdom/city-state numbers years differently, usually to measure the reign of a dynasty or
the current monarch, or since the founding of the country. The result is a hodgepodge of overlapping numbers that serve to confuse the ordinary person and frustrate the sage. The
widespread differing year dates include the following:
Dalereckoning (DR): Dalereckoning is taken from the year that humans were first permitted by the Elven Court to settle in the more open regions of the forests. The info within
this text is accurate to the close of 1367 DR. In some texts, primarily those which do not have direct ties to Dales history, Dalereckoning is called Freeman’s Reckoning (FR).
Cormyr Reckoning (CR): Cormyr Reckoning begins at the foundation of House Obarskyr, the dynasty that still rules that land. The information in this text is accurate to the close
of 1342 CR. The 25-year gap between Cormyr Reckoning & Dalereckoning has caused much of the confusion regarding elder days. Timelines & calendars of the period often use
DR designators, but place the founding of Cormyr at 1 DR instead of 26 DR. This is understandable given that the 2 reckonings are from 2 nearby parties & spread by a third (the
merchants of Sembia), but it causes learned sages to slam their heads violently against their desks trying to figure things out.
Northreckoning (NR): Used in the City of Waterdeep, Northreckoning dates from the year Ahghairon became the first Lord of Waterdeep. The information within this text is
accurate to 335 NR. A more archaic system called Waterdeep Years (WY) dates from the supposed first use of Waterdeep as a trading post. Now largely abandoned except in
ancient texts, the current year would be 2455 WY.
Dragon Years (DY): Dragon Years is an ancient form of counting in dragon generations of 200 years each. There are 10 cycles of 200 years to a color, and each two-millennium
color is named after a type of dragon. This reckoning is long-since abandoned, such that it is uncertain whether the current year is 145 or 147 of the Adult Red Dragon.
Mulhorand Calendar (MC): One of the oldest calendars in use in the Realms, this ancient scheme of record-keeping dates from the founding of Skuld, the City of Shadows,
reputedly by a Mulhorandi god. This tome is accurate to the year 3501 MC.
The Roll of Years
The wide variety of competing & often conflicting calendars causes no end of pain to the historian & the sage. Most use as their recording device the Roll of Years, a system by
which each year has its own personal name. More recently a new reckoning has arrived based upon the world-shaking events of the Time of Troubles, called Present Reckoning.
Names for the years are known collectively as the Roll of Years, as they are drawn from the predictions written down under that title by the famous Lost Sage, Augathra the Mad,
with a few additions by the great seer Alaundo. The Roll is a long one; here is the relevant portion of it.

The Year of the Harp (1355 DR) The Year of the Tankard (1370 DR) The Year of Blue Fire (1385 DR)
The Year of the Worm (1356 DR) The Year of the Unstrung Harp (1371 DR) The Year of the Halflings’ Lament (1386 DR)
The Year of the Prince (1357 DR) The Year of Wild Magic (1372 DR) The Year of the Emerald Ermine (1387 DR)
The Year of Shadows (1358 DR) The Year of Rogue Dragons (1373 DR) The Year of the Tanarukka (1388 DR)
The Year of the Serpent (1359 DR) The Year of Lightning Storms (1374 DR) The Year of the Forgiving Foes (1389 DR)
The Year of the Turret (1360 DR) The Year of Risen Elfkin (1375 DR) The Year of the Walking Man (1390 DR)
The Year of the Maidens (1361 DR) The Year of the Bent Blade (1376 DR) The Year of the Wrathful Eye (1391 DR)
The Year of the Helm (1362 DR) The Year of the Haunting (1377 DR, the year just beginning) The Year of the Scroll (1392 DR)
The Year of the Wyvern (1363 DR) The Year of the Cauldron (1378 DR) The Year of the Ring (1393 DR)
The Year of the Wave (1364 DR) The Year of the Lost Keep (1379 DR) The Year of Deaths Unmourned (1394 DR)
The Year of the Sword (1365 DR) The Year of the Blazing Hand (1380 DR) The Year of Silent Death (1395 DR)
The Year of the Staff (1366 DR) The Year of the Starving (1381 DR) The Year of the Secret (1396 DR)
The Year of the Shield (1367 DR) The Year of the Black Blazon (1382 DR) The Year of the Quill (1397 DR)
The Year of the Banner (1368 DR) The Year of the Vindicated Warrior (1383 DR) The Year of the Voyage (1398 DR)
The Year of the Gauntlet (1369 DR) The Year of Three Streams Blooded (1384 DR) The Year of the Fallen Friends (1399 DR)

Present Reckoning (PR)
In an attempt to get a handle on the various number systems in use, a new type of reckoning has been implemented with the approval of such worthies as Khelben Arunsun of
Waterdeep & Vangerdahast of Cormyr and carried abroad by the Harpers. All year-dates trace back to the Time of Troubles as Year 0. It is currently 19 PR. Times before the Time
of Troubles are listed with a negative number (the founding of the Standing Stone in 1 DR would be -1358 PR, the creation of Cormyr -1333 PR). Whether this nascent system of
timekeeping becomes popular in the Realms is unknown, though Elminster has noted “You have to give a new system a generation or two to hash itself out. At least let it get into
double digits”.

Languages of the Realms <BACK TO TOP>
The languages used by the people of the Realms are numerous & diverse. Knowledge of the language that a people use can give some insight into the psyche of these people.
Additionally, there are issues such as common & root languages that need to be addressed. This document sets out to list the languages used in the Realms. Though not exhaustive,
it is certainly thorough. In many cases, the area where the language is used is the only info given. In other cases, some limited info has been given about a language to illuminate a
certain deserving aspect. This is not to imply that one language is better than another, just that most campaigns will get more use out of some languages than others. Most people



north & east of the Sea of Fallen Stars are semiliterate; that is, they know enough of the written language to get by in their daily lives. The fact that written language is not
universally understood accounts for many of the specialized sigils & runes within the Realms, as well as the popularity of bards. Literacy is most common among the upper &
more professional classes. It is also assumed to be common among most adventuring companies, and considered as much a survival skill as trapping or swimming. Westgate,
southern Sembia, and perhaps Hillsfar in the Heartlands & Waterdeep on the Sword Coast are predominantly literate areas. Elsewhere one must “trust to your tongue”, as
wayfarers say.
In game terms, the DM may choose to make understanding the written versions of languages automatic for those who can speak them - if you can speak Common you may read &
write Common as well. This is the easiest approach to language within the Realms, though not particularly accurate. In reality, reading or writing one of the 5 languages should be
counted as a separate language proficiency from speaking the same tongue. As for everything else - sentient races, rulers, gods, and year-numbering systems - there is a plethora of
linguistic variety in the Realms. There are racial languages & regional dialects, professional symbols & secret tongues. There are 5 “universal” written languages, and as many
differing individual languages as there are those to speak them.
Common Languages
From a stand point to ease the basic communication problems of the Realms, “common” languages have developed as a thrown together mishmash of words & structure that can
communicate basic meaning & intents. They serve primarily as a trade language, with little ability to communicate any thing like emotion, feeling or desire.
Human Languages
Common (Human)
Almost all intelligent creatures one might encounter can understand & speak common (a simple trade language incapable of expressing complex ideas, but sufficient to secure
lodging & make most business transactions, spoken with little variance all across the known Realms), although they may pretend not to. From region to region, Common may have
different accents & slightly different vocabularies as other local human & non-human tongues influence it. While a native of Thay will be able to communicate with a denizen of
Baldur’s Gate, each will be aware of the other’s ridiculous accent. The written common tongue, which is presented in these writing as English, is a descendent of Thorass, the
original trade language. Most individuals use runes for conveying information. Derived from assorted portions of Draconian, Bocchi, Krenite, Cattani & Thorass.
Akalan
A common language in the counties of Dambrath, Durpar, Estagund & Var the Golden. Some Takanesti influences have seeped in over the years in Dambrath resulting in a
somewhat whispery, wheezing accent. Also occasionally seen in Ulgarth.
Alzhedo
Calimshan. Seems to be derived from the language spoken by the inhabitants of the elemental plane of air. Soft, lilting language. Very easy on the ears.
Basta
The men of the frozen land of Sossal use this language.
Bedine
The nomads of Anauroch call this collection of babbling syllables a language. Just about everybody else calls it noise.
Bocchi
A language of exacting meaning & strict grammar used in the Sword Coast & the Western Heartlands. Some passing similarity to Larik is present.
Cattani
Sespech, Turmish, Chessenta, Chondath, Unther & Mulhorand use this language as a bond that links all their common heritages. It is descended from Rauric, just as Mulhorandi &
Untheric are, but condenses & simplifies meanings as well as eliminate the pictograms for the more easily used characters common throughout the realms.
Chesso
A sharp, easily understood, loud language used by the inhabitants of Chessenta. A very useful battlefield language because it is still discernable at great distances. Written language
uses a set of characters unique in the Realms.
Cultami
There are so many widely varying dialects of this language spoken by the natives of the Chult that there is great difficult communicating even between tribes. The result is
invariably war. Good for talking about plants, animals & rain, but lacks concepts like metal, county, or magic.
Dalespeak
A clear, concise, choppy tongue suiting the folk of the Dalelands quite well. Not very eloquent. Appears to be a boiled down & softened variant of Draconian.
Draconian
A guttural, although smoothly flowing human tongue common throughout the Heartlands. Principally spoken in Cormyr, Sembia, Impiltur, Thesk, Aglarond, and Altumbel.
Fusilest
A guttural, yet lilting language that is very difficult to learn by non-natives. Oriented towards oceans, warfare & agrarian life, but capable of rousing emotions when needed.
Although it is used in the North as well as the Northmen of the Northern Moonshae Isles, it does not have forty words for snow.
Halruan
A language derived from Netherese. Very complex & not easily learned by non-native speakers. Used exclusively in Halruaa.
High Shou
This is a language spoken in various dialects throughout Kara-Tur.
Kinquest
Sharp, exacting language spoken by the inhabitants of Ulgarth. Not commonly used outside that county. (Think Latin)
Krenite
Thay, Ashanath, Narfell, Damara, and Vaasa use this language. It is a language with simple grammar & a vast vocabulary. It can also be used to give exact meaning, or to insinuate
with double meanings. Very useful for threats & intrigue.
Jhandar
Common in the lands surrounding the Moon Sea, this soft, whispering language is heard nearly everywhere from the lips of Zhent assassins. This language is renown for the ability
to easily deliver vulgar insults & curses as well as eloquent dressing downs of subordinates.
Lantani
A pirate & sailor derived language spoken exclusively in Lantan. Seems to be an extension & enhancement of an early dialect of the Thieves’ Cant with new words & grammar
added to make it easier to discuss everyday affairs. Replete with jargon.
Larik
A language of a wide range of pitch & tone used by the Ffolk of the Southern Moonshae Isles. Shares some vocabulary with Bocchi, but has much relaxed & simplified grammar.
Good for expressing & evoking emotions. Preferred language of bards. Seems to have evolved from Bocchi.
Midani
Zakharan (south, beyond the great sea) common. Very similar to the real world languages of Swahili & Arabic. Spoken in Durpar, Estagund & Var the Golden frequently.
Mulhorandi (Mulani)
Mulhorand. Preserves much of the mother tongue (Rauric). Is an inflected language with many verb tenses & cases; word order is relatively unimportant. It is often thick & slow
compared to other languages. Mulhorandi writing consists of complicated picture-glyphs. (Think ancient Egyptian)
Nexalan (Maztica)
This is a language spoken in parts of Maztica.
Rasheen (Rasheemi)
A lilting language with complex syntax & grammar, rarely known by anyone outside of Rashemen.
Relantaur
Amn, Tethyr, Calimshan. This language is capable of exact meanings, but has very informal grammar & a plethora of adjectives & adverbs with similar meanings.
Ruathlek
Ruathlek, the “secret language” or magical script of illusionists, is rarely found in the Realms. Illusionists themselves are fairly rare in the North - but Waterdeep is known to hold
at least one library of books in that dweomer-guarded tongue. It has been surmised that this written secret language of the illusionists is derived from the use of magical runes.
Illusionists only have access to this language upon choosing their class. It may be learned by others, but does not confer the ability to cast magical spells.
Sheldan



A babbling tongue with influences from Cattani & Chesso that is used by the herdsman & fisherman of Threskel. Written form is in a primitive, oversimplified set of pictograms,
similar to those used in Mulhorand, but with much more general meanings leading easily to misunderstanding.
Thorass
Also known as Auld Common, Thorass is the ancient written trade tongue & universal language of the long-ago Realms. It is often found in tombs, underground ways, and ancient
habitations & is still in use among the scribes of the southern noble courts. It is the ancestor of the common tongue. This language was used primarily for documents & trading
records, as well as histories, and as such did not achieve common usage. An inscription in Thorass translates directly into Common, although it usually uses a stilted & archaic
form of phrasing & vocabulary. Very common language in Amn.
Untheric
Unther. Secondary language to Cattani in Chessenta. Shares same roots as Mulhorandi, but has evolved over the centuries. Uses runes entirely different from Mulhorandi. Runes
are syllable-glyphs rather than word glyphs that Mulhorandi uses. Bore some influence in the development of Thorass.
Uthgardt
The Uthgardt Barbarians of the frozen north speak this language exclusively. Very few outsiders are familiar with this tongue.
Dead Languages
Anauric
Language of Anauria, richest of the lost kingdoms.
Asramic
Language of Asram, second richest of the lost kingdoms.
Hlondathian
Language of Hlodath, the most northern of the three lost kingdoms.
Netherese
Language of the lost kingdom of Netheril. Bears similarity to many elfin languages with added, subtle & duplicate meanings. Very good language with which to discuss magic.
Rauric
Language of the ancient humans in the areas now in and about Mulhorand and Unther.
Elfin Languages
The elfin dialects & the areas they are used include: Silvanesti (Fair) South High Forest; Qualenesti (High) North High Forest; Kagonesti (Wild & Wood) Aglarond, southwest
Elven Court; Dargonesti (Great Sea) Shining Sea; Dimernesti (Fallen Star) Sea of Fallen Stars; Lyranesti (Moon) East Elven Court & the High Forest; Cudynesti (Gold)
principally in Evermeet, trace settlements in Rawlinswood. Regal Elfin is the primary language of Evermeet.
Common (Elfin)
An elfin trade language, principally spoken by humans wishing to trade with elves. It is derived from some of the more archaic parts of Silvanesti, Qualinesti, Lyranesti &
Cudynesti. The elves make no efforts to modify this trade languages as it suits their needs.
Regal Elfin
Regal Elfin is the language of the Elfin Court & the language used most often between elves of differing clans or tribes. It tends to be quite formal, though not cumbersome. This
language combines the best aspects of the elfin dialects into a smoothly flowing, easily recognized language. Regal Elfin can communicate with all other elfin dialects, but is not
limited when the other speakers are using Regal Elfin as well.
Espruar (special)
These are Silver Elfin (Moon Elf) Runes, a runic language in which most elves of the Realms render messages either in common or their native language. Like Dethek, all elfin
languages (not common elfin though) are the same when written. A beautiful script alphabet, Espruar (ES-prue-AR) often covers elven jewelry & monuments in ornate designs.
Espruar is rarely committed to paper, but when permanent records are required, it is pressed into metal in the dwarven fashion. Elven histories are rare, since most of the elves that
experienced the historical events that would be in them are still alive.
D’Nesti (Aquatic)
Though some aquatic elves spend most of their time high & dry, most inhabit the depths & shallows of the waters. As the spoken tongue does not carry well underwater, the
aquatic elves have developed a language combining body motion with sounds derived from Regal Elfin, its parent tongue, to convey meaning.
Where a dry elf would say something like “I am going to the house”, an aquatic elf would say his name while making gestures to indication movement & then house. Because of
this non-verbal streamlining, aquatic elves sometimes have difficulty expressing themselves to their cousins.
Migonesti (Grey)
The grey elves have been out by the Frozen Forest for so long, they have become their own independent quasi-nation. Their language has diverged from Regal Elfin so much that
is incompatible. The language itself is sharp & harsh to be easily understood over the howling winds.
Takanesti (Dark)
The drow use this language that has evolved to their underground environment into a usually soft, whispering spoken language. A variety of facial expressions & hand or body
motions have been given meanings enabling drow to communicate in complete silence. The drow, alas, are nearly everywhere in Underdark.
Dwarven Languages
Common (Dwarvish) / High Dwarvish
Like Elfin common & Regal Elfin, Dwarf common & High Dwarvish are used to communicate between trading partners & all dwarves respectively. All Dwarvish tongues are very
loud, booming languages that can carry for great distances underground. High Dwarvish can be used to communicate in any dwarf dialect. The mountain dwarf dialect is known as
Urthek. The hill dwarf dialect is known as Mithek. Aspects of these two dialects compose the common tongue.
Dethek (special)
Runic method of recording dwarvish speech. Interestingly enough, all dwarvish dialects are identical in written form (excluding dwarf common). Dwarves seldom write on that
which can perish. Rarely, they stamp or inscribe runes on metal sheets and bind those together to make books, but stone is their usual medium: stone walls in caverns, stone
buildings, pillars or standing stones - even cairns. Most often, they write on tablets called runestones in the common tongue.
A typical runestone is flat and diamond-shaped, about an inch thick, and made of granite or some other very hard rock. The face of the stone is inscribed with Dethek runes in a
ring or spiral around the edge, and the center normally contains a picture. Some runestones have pictures in relief & are used as seals or can be pressed into wet mud to serve as
temporary trail markers underground.
To a dwarf, all runestones bear some sort of message. Most are covered with Dethek runic script, which translates directly into dwarvish or common. The runes of this script are
simple & made up of straight lines for ease in cutting them into stone. No punctuation can be shown in Dethek, but sentences are usually separated by script slash marks, words are
separated by spaces, and capital letters have a line drawn above them. Numbers that are enclosed in boxes are dates, day preceding year by convention. There are collective
symbols or characters for identifying peoples (clans or tribes) or races. If any runes are painted, names of beings & places are commonly picked out in red, while the rest of the text
is colored black or left as unadorned grooves.
Derro (Dark)
These dark diggers have developed their own language & runes that serves them particularly well. The also use a series of hand signals that allows them to communicate basic
meanings silently.
Gnomish Languages
Gnomish
Gnomes usually speak the language of their neighbors, be they dwarves or elves or humans. Gnomes do not feel the need to reinvent something that someone else has provided for
them. For purposes of conveying scientific or engineering knowledge, gnomes have a universal language of science. It cannot communicate emotionally or eloquently, but it
certainly can be exacting of quantities and methodology.
Halfling Languages
Halfling
Halflings are far too busy to bother with a language of their own. They use human tongues mostly, though will use the language of their neighbors in any case.



Monster Languages
Auld Wyrmish
Auld wyrmish is the ancestral language of all dragons, and the tongue that they use when communicating with each other across species lines. In addition, each dragon sub-species
have their own tongue derived from auld wyrmish. These tongues may be treated as separate languages, though a knowledge of auld wyrmish will serve the traveler well.
Dolphin, Whale, Will-o-Wisp
While these creatures have a common language among themselves, the nature of the language is undetectable by humans - dolphins use sounds higher than human hearing, whales
use sounds lower than human hearing, and will-o-wisps use intensities of their own lights.
Giant Common
Giant common is actually a language all giants use everyday. Particular dialects might have certain words or expressions not seen in other dialects, but all dialects share identical
grammar & basic vocabulary. With differing dialects, treat as “new” languages. The various dialects are Cloud Giant, Fire Giant, Forest Giant, Frost Giant, Hill Giant, Mountain
Giant, Stone Giant, Storm Giant and Water Giant
Troll
Trolls speak in a variety of tongues, consisting of corrupted & debauched phrases & loan words from other languages. Speaking troll refers only to the dialect of the Trollbark
Forest & High Moors. Beyond this (say, in the Great Gray Land of Thar), the speaker might as well be talking in Midani.
Undercommon
Undercommon is the trade language of the Underdark. It differs fundamentally from the common used on the surface & uses sentence structure & loan holds from the races
beneath the earth.
Were-Tongues of Lycanthropy
Each type of lycanthrope has its own native tongue that is shared by the others of its breed. Each were-tongue must be learned separately, and cannot be used with lycanthropes of
different breeds. In other words, a person speaking were-tiger cannot communicate with a were-bear.
Also (but not limited to): Aarakocra, Beholder, Bugbear, Bullywug, Centaur, Firenewt, Gargoyle, Genie, Giant Eagle, Goblin, Gnoll, Harpy, Hobgoblin, Jermlaine, Ki-Rin,
Koalinth, Kobold, Korred, Kuo-Toan, Lammasu, Lizard Man, Locathah, Merman, Minotaur, Morkoth, Muckdweller, Nixie, Nymph, Orc, Ogre, Ogre Magi, Otyugh, Owlbear,
Pegasus, Pixie, Remorhaz, Sahuagin, Satyr, Sphinx, Sprite, Sylph, Tasloi, Thri-Kreen, Treant, Triton, Troglodyte, Umber Hulk, Unicorn, Urd, Wemic, Yuan-Ti
Two Final Notes: Druids & thieves have their own private languages, which they do not share with individuals outside their community. They cannot be learned by an outsider but
are available to individuals who are druids & thieves (this is similar to the illusionists’ use of Ruathlek).
Finally, some creatures can communicate with animals or plants, and some spells grant the same abilities. This does not mean that these beings have a language or intelligence,
merely that communication is made possible on a deep, almost empathic level. Such communication may not be taken as a starting language.

Races in the Realms <BACK TO TOP>
The Realms are home to a myriad number of sentient races, most of which are in direct competition with each other for land, food & survival. Humankind is the most successful of
the major races in Faerûn, but the race’s supreme position is by no means a sure & secure one. Humans share their position with other older, generally benevolent races: dwarves,
elves (and human-elf hybrids), halflings, and gnomes. Yet humans & the other elder races are regularly threatened by goblins of all descriptions, underwater & underground races,
and most importantly, the powerful & dangerous dragons.
Humankind
The most populous & strongest of the major races of the Realms, humans are considered the dominant race in Faerûn. Humankind in Faerûn comes in all shapes, sizes, and colors.
Individuals sometimes show the height of the halflings, the stockiness of the dwarf, or the slenderness of the elf, yet remain completely human. Human skin color ranges from the
pale, almost translucent Lantanese to the dusky, dark-eyed natives of Unther, with all shades in between.
The concept of sub-races, common in other races such as halflings & elves, does not exist in humankind. All nationalities & races of humans can interbreed without difficulty, and
their children, unlike the elves, will have traits of either or both parents. After a time, any isolated group of humans tends to establish its own traits, which may change in a few
generations with the introduction of new settlers or invaders. This easy assimilation may account for the success of the race over others.
Humankind is also one of the most aggressive of the major races, approaching the goblins in ferocity & the dwarves in its single-minded drive when aroused to battle. At any time
in the North, some group of humans, often with non-human allies, is fighting some other group (usually of humans & non-human allies). Dwarves think that humans battle
indiscriminately among themselves because their lives are so short & therefore meaningless. The elves think they are aggressive because humanity has not yet figured out how to
communicate properly.
Humankind has a spoken & written language that is accepted as Realmspeak & Tradetongue even between nonhumans as a form of common language (and is known casually as
common). Humans have developed the idea of money beyond the dwarven conception of raw ore accumulated into a maze of different systems & coinage. They have generated art
& literature & commentary by the ton-load, as well as raised the practice of slaughtering a foe to an art form & a science.
Humanity’s greatest advantage is its persistence & potential. No other race has as many special opportunities to increase in power & ability & sees them through. Most of the
powerful & wise in the Realms are humans (as are most of the petty-minded & cruel). Within their own race, humans seem to provide equal chances to both males & females.
While the tendency in many societies is for women to occupy a domestic role, there is little resistance to a powerful female leader or proficient wizardess, should a woman choose
such a position as her goal in life.
Humankind’s attitudes range from the beatific to the diabolic, and its numbers include clerics of good faiths, pirates, traders, kings, beggars, slaves, mages, heroes, cowards,
fishermen, and mercenaries. Humanity’s abilities are limitless, and the question has been asked by some that when this race finally gets all the quirks out of its system & gets
moving, will there be any room left for the other races of the Realms?
Dragons
Considered as individuals, dragons are the most dangerous creatures of the Realms. A dragon in full fury may level an entire city, and one at play may even destroy a party of
brave knights. These creatures vary in size & capabilities, but are generally huge winged reptiles that can spit acid, cold, fire, or other fell creations.
Dragons come in 2 main types. The chromatic dragons have scales resembling enameled armor - usually red, green, black, white, or blue. The chromatic dragons are usually dark-
hearted wretches devoted in equal parts to their own feeding, wealth, and the suffering of others. The metallic dragons have scales that shimmer like coins, and are generally
classified as gold, silver, copper, bronze, and brass. These creatures tend toward good & neutral alignments, or at least seem more disposed to talk to humans than to devour them
straightaway (though if threatened, they will do so quickly & without remorse). Such a listing is not all-inclusive, and there are reports from a number of sages of yellow, brown,
purple, gemstone, and steel-colored dragons found along with more common types.
Dragons in the earliest days were the rulers of Faerûn between the Inner Sea & Sword Coast, and though they are now few (well, fewer), their individual power remains great.
With the coming of elves & humans, the dragons retreated to the North. Though it is rare, some elder wyrm of the race still occasionally comes down from the North or arouses
itself from its decades-long sleep in some forgotten dale & terrorizes those it encounters.
Rarer still is one of the most deadly occurrences in the Realms, a flight of dragons. At such a time, great numbers of chromatic wyrms of all ages descend from the North to rain
destruction down on all they encounter. The last such flight was over 11 years ago, in the Year of the Worm. Dragons of all shapes & sizes came down from the lands beyond Thar
into the area of the Moonsea, the Dales, and Cormyr. The destruction was extensive, almost ruining Phlan, damaging Zhentil Keep & the Citadel of the Raven, and causing the
death of Sylune, the Witch of Shadowdale, The most destructive of the wyrms were killed by powerful wizards & brave warriors, but a great many more took refuge in the
mountain fastness of the Storm Horns, the Thunder Peaks, and the Desertsmouth Mountains, and continue to this day to raid outlying villages & travelers.
Finally, there seems to be a 300-year cycle called the Rage of Dragons, at the peak of which all dragonkind is affected. The ancient kingdoms of Anauria & Hlondath may have
been victims of this form of attack. Not enough information is available on the Rage of Dragons, and no one looks forward to collecting more.
This most recent flight of dragons is widely held to be the work of the Cult of the Dragon, a mysterious group of people said to have devised strange magical arts that give them
mastery over evil dragonkind. Other sages believe it to be some sort of ritual or cyclic behavior on the part of evil dragons, rather than a concerted attack.
Among both good & evil dragons, there is a code of honor that allows dragon combat without resulting in death. Such combat involves ritual battle with feints & pulled blows,
each side demonstrating the damage it could have inflicted. This is the source of the legendary subdual of dragons, where the brave hero gives the dragon a hard swat on the snout
& the beast rolls over & surrenders. In reality such subdual combat is the product of a stated challenge (in auld wyrmish, an archaic dragon tongue) with the proper forms &
appearances observed. Individual dragons may agree to such combat with humans, though they do not pull their attacks when fighting non-dragons in this fashion. It should also be
noted that since the Time of Troubles, there is no recorded instance of a dragon agreeing to such combat or surrendering in this fashion to a mortal creature.
As a general rule for dealing with dragons, intelligence & good manners are the best weapons. Being able to identify the creature & its tendencies are half the battle, as this
information is the foundation for good preparation (after all, that ring of fire resistance is of little value if the dragon turns out to have green scales instead of red). Dragons are also



very aware of their long-standing prestige & great wisdom & are thus easily flattered. A glib-tongued warrior may be able to make a deadly attack (or better yet make a clever
escape) when fighting a proud & vain dragon.
In summary, dragons are intelligent, deadly, powerful, and wise. Many have spellcasting abilities in addition to their other attacks. Once they ruled this land, and only through the
determined actions & increasing numbers of the other races were they driven north. Treat them with caution.
Dwarves
The dwarves of Faerûn are a short, stocky people who seem to be a part of the earth itself, ranging in shade & hue from a rich earth-red to a granite-stone gray. Dour & with a
strong distrust towards magic beyond that which a magical axe can lend, they appear to others as a withdrawn, moody people.
Dwarves come in a wide variety of hair, skin, and eye colors, regardless of their origin. The designations of mountain, hill, and jungle dwarves are fairly artificial, and more a
matter of taste, closer to those humans who like the sea & those who prefer the high country. Both dwarven males & females have beards, though the females usually (but not
always) shave.
Dwarven Life: Dwarves remain deeply tied to their roots & their sense of family & nobility. Dwarven nobles have declined in number with their race, and so are treated with
respect by all, despite any long-running feuds that may develop between the dwarven kings. Loyalty & perseverance are considered dwarven virtues, and very common among the
wanderers (see below). For this reason dwarven adventurers are often welcomed into adventure companies as a source of stability, solid reason, and battle prowess.
Shield Dwarves: The dwarves are a people whose numbers in the North have dwindled with the passing years. Their overall population has been declining since the days when the
dragons controlled the lands of Cormyr & the Sunrise Mountains still spouted flames & steam. Among the dwarves, these northern dwarves are known as mountain dwarves to
show their home terrain, or shield dwarves to reflect their battle prowess & history.
The reason for the numeric decline of these dwarves is twofold. For ages the dwarves have engaged in interspecies wars that bordered on genocide. Their primary foes were orcs &
goblins, which sought out the same caverns & mines the dwarves considered their homes. In ancient days a live orc was competition both for treasure & for living space, and
dwarven armies fought & died to protect & expand their realms. Unlike the goblin races, however, the dwarves were slow to recover their losses, and in time their numbers have
diminished so that in another millennium the dwarf may join the duergahydra & the mornhound in extinction in the Realms.
This sense of racial loss hits all dwarves, and particularly shield dwarves, deeply, and they tend be melancholy & defeatist. They often throw themselves into their work, be it
crafting blades or seeking adventure. The last vocation is extremely popular with the few younger dwarves of the Realms, as the thinking is that if their dour dwarven gods have
dealt a poor hand to the race, the best one can do is perform great deeds, so that the race is remembered in wondrous tales if not in descendents.
The Hidden: The northern, mountain-dwelling dwarves also tend to divide themselves by behavior into 2 categories: the hidden & wanderers. The hidden are a reflection of the
shield dwarven sense of their loss & danger as a race. A majority of shield dwarves (and of dwarves in general) can be classified as part of the hidden. The hidden are reclusive &
remain secretive about their homelands. Because of this, the small kingdoms of the dwarves are known about only in a general fashion. For example, the dwarves of the Far Hills
travel to Easting for trade, yet no one knows if they are one community or several, and how they are ruled. More common are those dwarves who identify their home as some long-
abandoned or enemy-occupied hold, such as the dwarves that were of Hammer Hall, or those of the Iron House, who had been driven out of the mines of Tethyamar.
Wanderers: Another type of shield dwarf that has been on the increase is the dwarf that seeks the company of humans in their towns & cities. Most adventuring dwarves come
from this background, and are conversant in human styles & customs without abandoning their own heritage. It has been hazarded (but not voiced around dwarves) that they enjoy
being around other creatures more short-lived than they. From such roving shield dwarves come tales of adventuring dwarves, who enjoy the company of humans & even settle in
their cities. Such dwarves are known among their peoples as the wanderers.
Gold Dwarves: As the race of dwarves dwindles in the North, one great dwarven kingdom still thrives to the far South. There the earth is rent in a great chasm that could swallow
the nation of Cormyr. Located on the rim of that chasm are the towers of the city of Eartheart, and within the walls of that chasm is carved the huge dwarven nation of Underhome.
These southern dwarves are said to be very different from their northern cousins - prouder, haughtier, and more energetic. These dwarves are called gold dwarves or hill dwarves,
the former name showing their wealth, the latter the terrain they are more comfortable with.
Wild Dwarves: Shield dwarves (both wanderers & the hidden) & gold dwarves dominate the dwarven population of the Realms. There are stories, though, of a savage dwarven
offshoot in the jungles of Chult, known as wild dwarves or jungle dwarves, but they have been little seen beyond the borders of that great wood. Wild dwarves are said to be
tattooed, bloodthirsty savages, but this may be an exaggeration.
Duergar: Finally, deep beneath the surface of the earth dwells a race of twisted dwarf-like creatures called the duergar. Surface world dwarves view these creatures with a hatred
that exceeds that of the elves for the drow. The dwarves deny any true kinship with this race, despite evidence to the contrary.
Elves & the Elven Nations
The elves are one of the major races of the Realms, and once ruled large sections of the Realms after the time of the dragons & before the coming of humankind. Now the majority
of these long-lived beings have retreated from the onslaught of humankind, seeking quieter forests, and their numbers in the Realms are a fraction of those even 1000 years ago.
The elves of the Forgotten Realms are of human height, but much more slender. Their fingers & hands are half-again as long as a human’s, and delicately tapered, and their bones
are light & surprisingly sturdy. Elven faces are thinner & more serene, and elven ears, as are ears in half a hundred known worlds, are pointed.
There are 5 known elven sub-races in the Realms, and four of them live in relative harmony. Crossbreeding is possible between the sub-races, but in the case of the elves, the child
will either take after the male or female parent’s race. There are no drow-moon elf mongrels, and the child of such an unlikely union would have either all the traits of a dark elf or
of a moon elf. The sub-races are:
Gold Elves: Gold elves are also called sunrise elves or high elves, and have bronze skin & hair of copper, black, or golden blond. Their eyes are golden, silver, or black. Gold elves
tend to be recognized as the most civilized of the elven sub-races & the most aloof from humankind & the other races. The majority of the native elves of Evermeet are gold elves,
though the royal family consists of moon elves.
Moon Elves: Moon elves are also called silver or gray elves, and are much paler than gold elves, with faces of bleached white tinged with blue. Moon elves usually have hair of
silver-white, black, or blue, though all reported colors normally found in humans & elves may be found in this race. Their eyes are blue or green, and have gold flecks. They tend
to tolerate humankind the most of the elven sub-races, and the majority of adventuring elves & half-elves are of moon elf descent.
Wild Elves: Wild elves are called green elves, forest elves, and wood elves, and are reclusive & distrusting of non-elves, in particular humankind. Wild elves of the Realms tend to
be copperish in hue with tinctures of green. Their hair tends toward browns & blacks, with occasional blondes & copper-colored natives. Their eyes green, brown, or hazel. They
tend to be the least organized of the elven peoples, and while there is no elven nation made up entirely of wild elves, there are wild elves in every other elven nation & on
Evermeet.
Sea Elves: Sea elves, also called aquatic or water elves, are divided into 2 further divisions: those of the Great Sea (including all its salt-water domains such as the Shining Sea &
Sea of Swords), and those of the Sea of Fallen Stars. Great Sea elves are radiant in different shades of deep greens, with irregular patches of brown striped through their bodies.
Fallen Star sea elves are various shades of blue, with white patches & stripes. Both have the full variety of eye & hair colors found in all the elven peoples & have webbed feet &
hands & the ability to breathe water.
Dark Elves: Dark elves, also called drow (pronounced to rhyme with now or how) or night elves, comprise the most sinister & evil segment of the elven race, as if this sub-race
seems to balance the tranquility & goodness of their cousins with unrepentant maliciousness & evil. Drow have black skin that resembles nothing so much as polished obsidian,
pale eyes (often mistaken for solid white), and hair of stark white. The variation in coloration present in the other elven sub-races is missing here. Most of this fell race has been
driven underground, and it members are shunned by the other elven sub-races. (See also the Underdark Races section.)
Elven Life: The elves call their own race Tel’Quessir, which translates as the people. Strangers, in particular non-elven strangers, are generally placed under the category
N’Tel’Quess, or not-people. Most elves treat the not-people with respect & politeness, as a host would a stumbling child, though the drow fiercely enslave any who are not of their
race & consider the other elven sub-races N’Tel’Quess.
Hereditary noble houses that have held control of their nations for generations generally rule the elves (and given the nature & long life of elves, the rule of a wise king may exceed
the history of a human nation). Elven rule is autocratic & absolute, and it is the theology & philosophy of the elves, which prevents abuse of such complete power. The coronals
(monarchs of the Elven Court) make their pronouncements rarely, preferring to remain outside the normal course of their subjects’ lives. However, once a decision is made &
pronounced by a coronal - whether to declare war or retreat to Evermeet - it is followed by the bulk of the population.
The Retreat: The oddest phenomenon of elven life (to human observers) is the Retreat, which is viewed as a lemming-like drive to sail to the farthest west, beyond the sea. In the
case of the elves of the Realms, the reason is not some biological drive, but rather the decision of the leaders of the elven nations to withdraw to less hostile lands. Such a decision
was made after years (human generations) of thought, discussion, and meditation. Once made, it is irrevocable.
In the case of the recently voided Elven Court, the decision to retreat was made some 500 years after deliberation began. In the Year of Moonfall (1344 DR), the Pronouncement of
Retreat passed from elf to elf, and they began to quietly evacuate their homelands along the Inner Sea. While for humans the disappearance of the Elven Court is regarded as a
sudden vacuum in the heart of the Realms, for the Elven Court itself it was as inevitable (and as important) as a merchant moving his shop farther down the street to increase the
distance from a competitor.



The elves in Retreat usually make for Evermeet across the sea or Evereska on the edge of the Great Sand Sea of Anauroch. Those who reach Evermeet swear their fealty to Queen
Amlaruil, who is that domain’s monarch. Long ago the elven nation of Evermeet made the decision to fight those humans (and members of other races) who came to her shores,
and as a result Evermeet is both the strongest sea power in the Realms, and a haven for the other elves in Retreat. Those who choose not to abandon the Realms entirely join the
community at Evereska & seek to help defend Evereska’s new colony in the Greycloak Hills.
Those elves on the Sword Coast & with easy access to the sea make the passage to Evermeet by boat, protected by the Navy of the Queen. How those farther inland cross is not
known, for none see their passage out of the world of humankind. Great magics & extra-dimensional gates are assumed to be used, though there have been tales of great butterflies
carrying some elven nobles westward.
The Former Elven Nations: The former elven nations of the Realms include Illefarn, where Waterdeep now rises from the seacoast; Askavar, which is now called the Wood of
Sharp Teeth, and the Elven Court, which once ruled Cormanthor, the forest country that ran from Cormyr to the Moonsea. Current elven nations include Evermeet in its seaward
seclusion & Evereska (located in a mountain valley) with its colony in the Greycloak Hills. In addition there are scattered groups of elves found throughout the realms including
wild elves, groups without noble rulers, and those who are comfortable with the human population (usually younger elves). The drow are not welcome among the elven nations &
so have their own lairs in the Underdark…
Adventuring Elves: Adventuring elves are usually moon elves, though there are wild & gold elves as well found among humankind’s adventuring companies. Sea elves & drow are
much rarer in the surface world, but there are notable exceptions.
The Goblin Races
The goblin races include all creatures such as kobolds, goblins, orcs, and hobgoblins. Some sages extend the definition to ogres, bugbears, trolls, and half-orcs. Regardless of their
defined content, the goblin races are by & large uncivilized bands of sentient creatures that prey on other beings, raiding & pillaging when they can, stealing quietly when they
can’t. There has never been a great goblin nation or orcish empire, though all the goblin races have been used as servants, lackeys, and dragon-fodder for other more powerful
individuals.
The goblin races have existed in the Realms as long as the elves, for elven histories have mention of the various creatures as brutish invaders harassing the borders of their realms.
The goblin races have been involved in genocidal wars with dwarves over their mountain peaks & with humans over the lowlands. Usually the goblin races have been repulsed or
crushed, but there are still many ancient dwarven halls in orcish hands.
The goblin races are generally under-organized & under-equipped, and would have been wiped out several times over were it not for their rapid breeding cycle and high self-
preservation instinct. Faced with overwhelming odds, most members of a goblin race waver & retreat, and for this the tag cowardly is usually added to the collection of epithets
that are used to describe them.
The goblin races tend to be cruel, evil, and malicious, aping humankind in dress & title, but with a slant towards harm as opposed to help. In a rough travesty of Cormyr, a king &
royal court govern the greatest orcish citadels of the Desertsmouth Mountains. Similarly, those goblins living beyond the range of the Lords of Waterdeep tend to have lords who
rule in disguise in the manner of the Lords of Waterdeep. Such kingdoms are pale shadows of human empires in that they are little more than a handful of encampments or castles
ruled by brute force.
Some members of these races, particularly among the half-orcs & ogres, brave the well-deserved hostile attitude of the rest of the world toward their ancestry in order to seek to
make an honest or good living, but these are exceptions to the general character of these savage creatures. Caution is urged when encountering them in the wild.
Gnomes
The gnomes of Faerûn are a small, friendly race of humanoid creatures common in most regions of the Realms. They are smaller & less stocky than dwarves, and are thought to be
distant relatives of dwarves (though only gnomish men have beards).
The faces of gnomes, regardless of age, are lined as if with centuries of smiles & frowns, giving these people the impression of being carved from wood. Their natural coloring,
from a light ash color to maple to the color of varnished & buffed oak, increases the tendency to think of gnomes as a woods folk - when they are thought of at all.
The gnomes are called the forgotten folk of the Realms, for despite the fact they are an everyday sight in major cities & have good-sized communities of their own, they seem
unbothered by the world & similarly only rarely become involved with it. Gnomes have no history beyond the memory of the eldest clan member & the songs of legend. They have
never developed their own written tongue, acquiring the written language of those they live among for everyday use. Unlike the elves, they have no millennial heritage, and unlike
the dwarves, no death-knell tomorrow. As a result, they tend to take life as it comes, one day at a time.
Gnomes are among the most common-sense beings of a world filled with all manner of magical things. Their natural tendency towards illusioncraft has given them wisdom to look
beyond the fancy trappings of speech & appearance to find out what is really there instead of making them craftier & cunning. Gnomes value their families first, then whatever
other relatives they encounter, then other gnomes, then the world, in that order.
Gnomes have no sub-races, but since the Time of Troubles a different sort of gnome has appeared, coming primarily from the South. These gnomes are particularly interested in
craft & artifice, including all manner of sciences & invention. This new breed of gnome is relatively rare, but counts among its numbers primarily younger gnomes who venerate
the god Gond Wonderbringer (who resembles a gnome in their version of the faith). Such gnomes are currently found as apprentices to smiths, craftsmen, and wizards, and are
eager to learn as much about the world around them as possible. What they will do with this knowledge is as yet undetermined, but given the legendary wisdom of the gnomes,
everyday humans have little to fear.

The Half-Elven Peoples
Half-elves are a mixture of human & elf, and occupy the middle ground between the two. They are stockier than elves but thinner than humans & may or may not show the
distinctive elven pointed ears. They still have the slender & finely chiseled facial features of the elven faces. It is possible for a half-elf to pass as human or elf for brief periods, but
usually such duplicity is discovered.
Half-elves are not a true race, but rather the product of the union of human & elf, and as such they have no national or racial heritage other than that of the area & family they have
been brought up in. A half-elf that has been raised in the Elven Court thinks like an elf; while one from Aglarond thinks like a human, for the elven people have been long bred into
the general population there.
As a result of their hybrid heritage, half-elves tend to be individualistic & with outlooks & behaviors varying greatly from person to person. Many are adventurers by nature, in that
they are seeking their own niche in a world where (to their eyes) they belong truly to neither major culture.
Half-elves take on some of the features of their elven sub-race:
Moon half-elves tend to be pale with just a touch of blue around the ears & at the chin.
Gold half-elves tend to have bronzed skin.
Wild half-elves are very rare & tend to have copperish skin tinged with green.
Sea half-elves tend to be a blend of the flesh-tones of their human & elven parents. For instance the child of a Lantan merchant & a Great Sea elf is likely to be a light green.
Drow half-elves are very rare & tend to be dusky-colored with silver or white hair & the eye colors found in humans.
Regardless of origin, half-elves have a universal set of common abilities. A drow half-elf does not gain additional drow powers, or a sea half-elf water-breathing ability (save at the
decision of the DM).
Half-elves may mate & breed, but will always produce the offspring of the other parent (a half-elf-elf pairing will produce elven children, while a half-elf-human pairing will result
in human children). Second generation half-elves only result if 2 half-elves marry.
Halflings
Halflings are the smallest of the major races, and to observe their communities outside cities, the most numerous (and growing). They tend to resemble small street urchins, wise
beyond their years. The halflings of the Forgotten Realms have a light covering of hairy down over most of their bodies that is most noticeable on the backs of their hands & the
tops of their bare feet. Often their faces are bare, though there are more than a few full-bearded halflings as well.
The halfling people have a saying: “First there were dragons, then dwarves, then elves, then humans. Then it’s Our Turn!” This attitude that all things will turn out to their benefit
(and be served up to them on a silver platter) is typical of the halfling mindset - cocksure, confident, and with more than a streak of larceny to it.
A halfling’s appearance, similar to that of a small human child, belies the fact that this is a race with the same basic needs as any other. Halflings live in many of the same areas as
humankind & may be considered a competitor. Yet rather than being overtly hostile, halflings have a smug, far-sighted attitude that these lumbering giants (human beings) will
eventually leave, destroy themselves, or give themselves up, and that which remains will be theirs.
This is not to say that halflings as a race or as individuals are evil, for they would do nothing to harm another unless harm had been inflicted on them first. But the tendency for
them to take advantage is strong. Many a human thieves’ guild has as its master thief a small, child-like creature who can sneak into & out of areas that larger folk can’t manage.
Halflings are delighted by the concept of money, which they consider a human invention that redeems the race. They enjoy gathering bunches of it, but unlike the dwarves with
their ancient hordes, they see no point in keeping it, and fritter it away on gifts, parties, and purchases. Money is a way of keeping score on how well one is doing against the world
& all its clumsy, lumbering races.



Halflings come in all the same skin colors & with the same variety of hair & eye color as humans. They tend to respect their families as groups not to steal from (though borrowing
is permitted), and they show a strong loyalty to friends & those who have stood up for them. There seem to be only minor differences between the three major sub-races of
halfling: hairfeet, tallfellow, and stout. The sub-races mix easily with each other & with other races.
Halflings excel at roguish tasks, and those who apply themselves in this area find their talents welcome among adventuring companies & thieves’ guilds. As a result, halflings are
as well traveled & knowledgeable about the world as humankind, if not more so. The crux of their knowledge is centered on immediate goals & gratification, for it is not as
important for a halfling to know whom the local lord is as much as to scope out the bill of fare at the local tavern.
To the far South, there is said to be a nation of halflings called Luiren, whose inhabitants have pointy ears. Considering the fact that most of the other dominant races of the Inner
Sea came originally from the South, and the stated (if joking) halfling intentions to eventually dominate all other races, the idea of a halfling nation is somewhat disturbing.
The Giants
The giants of the Realms have always been a secondary race, involved in battling that that was on top at the moment. Their earliest appearances are in tales in which they
contended with dragons for the control of the North, a battle that they usually lost though their weakening of the dragons may have eased the influx of elves & dwarves. In battling
with the dwarves for their mountain homes, they again came off a poor second, as dwarven size & fighting techniques were of great benefit in fighting giants, and are to this day.
Then came the arrival of humankind in the North, pushing those giant communities that survived further back.
At present the giants are a collection of broken nations & shattered dreams, their long history overshadowed by modern events & newcomer races. They still are their strongest in
the mountains of Faerûn, particularly in the North & the Cold Lands, thriving in those territories that others have shunned.
The occasional giant may be found in Waterdeep or Cormyr, but the bulk are still viewed as savage, brutal, and not particularly bright. This is untrue, since they are battlewise,
lore-filled, and capable with both weapons & craft. Their power is often shown through their leadership capabilities, as giants are increasingly becoming leaders of groups of other
less developed races, such as goblin tribes or orc holts.
The Underdark Races
Not all of the Realms is above ground. Beneath its surface, labyrinthine tunnels snake & coil through natural caverns & tunnels made by races long dead, and nations long toppled.
This is the Underdark, a region as deadly as any surface swamp or mountain fastness.
In this land of eternal night a number of races thrive. Some have been driven to these lands by outside forces; some have a dislike of light, and some simply prefer the security,
which the surrounding walls hold. Their variety is legion, and their influence is felt throughout the Realms, as they often boil out of their hidey-holes to raid the surface lands. They
include, but are not limited to:
The Drow: The dark elves are by & large the best known, most organized, and most powerful race beneath the surface of the earth. Communities of drow rule the lands beneath the
North & the Moonsea, and smaller nations may be found throughout the Realms. Their best-known nation is the underground city-state of Menzoberranzan, home to a variety of
scheming, evil families & their spawn & slaves. Drow in the past have even dominated the surface lands around their lairs, most recently holding the lands around & now
comprising Shadowdale in the years following the fall of Myth Drannor.
The Duergar: The outcast sub-race of the dwarves seeks to burrow deeper than their cousins & unlock the greater evils that lie within the earth. Unlike the drow & goblins, duergar
are not comfortable on the surface & never venture forth. It is assumed that much of the deepest construction of the Underdark is done by these gray dwarves. Like their surface
cousins, the duergar are dying out from competition & low birthrate. They often sell their services & loyalty to more powerful creatures in exchange for wealth & a form of
protection.
The Goblin Races: The goblin races are not a major factor in the Underdark, save as servitors & slaves of more powerful races. Instead, they occupy those regions of the caverns
closest to the surface, where they serve as a first level of defense beneath the land.
The Illithids: These creatures, whose heads resemble a cephalopod, are also known as mind flayers. They have deadly powers of the mind, and live in great fortresses carved out of
the living rock. Independent & scheming, the illithids rarely enter into long-standing alliances with others of their race, let alone other races, and such alliances are broken when it
suits them.
The Beholders: Individually these creatures are as deadly as any dragon, and they often carve out large territories in the caverns of the Underdark and in desolate areas of the
surface. They are uncomfortable with others of their race, and usually establish themselves as the chieftain of a disparate group of races (having removed any previous chieftains
with their disintegrator rays). Beholders have integrated well with evil humans, such that they can be found beneath many major human cities, in the service of groups like the
Zhentarim Black Network.
Other Races
The Realms is filled with sentient creatures of all descriptions, and the above listing is not exclusive. There are lizard men prowling the swamps, myconids patrolling haunted
caverns, and centaurs and satyrs deep within the woods where even the elves go not. Deep beneath the seas, mermen, tritons, and sahuagin clash, and in the mountains, aarakocra
challenge the dwarves for their halls & dragons for their lairs.
All of these races (and more) provide an example of the diversity of life in the Realms, and the great variety of threats they hold for the traveler, the merchant, and the explorer.
While humankind is the most visibly successful of the races, that perch is by no means secure, and many races, old and new, may have a say in whether humans survive or pass
from greatness like the elves, dwarves, and dragons before them.

Character Classes in the Realms <BACK TO TOP>
Adventurers are known by their many skills. Warriors, wizards, priests, rogues & all the subclasses, kits & varieties found within each of these major classifications allow PCs a
wide array of career choices & differing ways to increase their power. The Realms holds promise for each of these breeds of adventurer, as well as dangers & challenges.
Fighters
The services of trained warriors are in constant demand in the Realms, owing to the large number of hostile creatures (including other humans) to be found in the world.
Fighters & their sub-groupings tend to gravitate to certain positions & responsibilities, including:
Local militias, including police patrols, sentries, palace guards, and watchmen. In times of hostilities, such women & men as these serve as foot troops in battle. Such positions are
usually low paying & hold little status, as in the battlefield such troops are often used to soften enemy attacks with “acceptable losses”. However, it is here that most heroic
warriors make their start, serving with these groups to protect their homes, with the survivors moving on to greater things.
Mercenary companies engage in fighting for a price. These pay better than militias, but have the disadvantage that local rulers/employers usually give mercenary companies the
most difficult positions or tasks, as they are professionals paid for their experience.
Trail guards have the advantage of good benefits & travel with the disadvantage that such fighters must fight not only to protect their own lives but the property of others. Some of
the smaller traders offer high wages but deduct any losses they incur from those wages.
Raiders are fighters who perform acts of banditry & piracy. The disadvantage of this lifestyle is that these fighters do not normally operate in civilized areas & may be hunted
down by more law-abiding groups.
Bodyguards & other protection opportunities offer low pay at relatively little risk.
Leadership possibilities are available at high level for fighter types, as their abilities are generally understood by the populace (as opposed to those of wizards & priests), allowing a
measure of trust.
Gladiators & professional fighters are a rare occurrence in the North, though some debauched regions do set up such matches, usually between slaves or prisoners & monsters. The
older realms to the south, including Amn, Calimshan, and Unther, have established gladiatorial guilds.
Adventuring companies offer the highest return in advancement & money, as well as allowing warriors a great degree of independence, The disadvantages of these operations are
the great deal of personal risk fighters are placed in & the essential need for cooperation with others.
Rangers
Rangers are specialized breed of warrior, suited to a wilderness existence while still retaining more of the trappings & station of society. Individuals who become rangers are
normally from the civilized agricultural areas of the Realms, as opposed to its wilderness areas.
Rangers are a phenomenon primarily confined to the North; in particular that region north & west of the Sea of Fallen Stars called the Heartlands. Occasionally rangers hail from
Amn or Chondath, but a ranger farther south is as rare as sympathy from a beholder. This may be due to the fact that rangers function best in those regions that are still being
developed & explored by civilized humankind, and as such have little to do in those regions chat have been settled & ruled (at least in name) for centuries.
Due to their low numbers, regional restrictions, and tendency to perform along the lines of moral good, rangers are both very individualistic & clannish. A ranger can often be
found on his/her own or in a company of druids or adventurers, where wilderness skills are useful. As well, when rangers meet they often exchange names & gossip on the latest
doings of others of their type. While not a political or social force, rangers comprise a finely wrought network of information, and it is this network that makes them a natural part
of the group known as the Harpers. Not all rangers are Harpers (but many are) & the Harpers recruit further from the ranks of rangers only on the recommendation of rangers
within the Harpers.



Paladins
Paladins are fighters of a higher calling than most common warriors are. They fight for a strongly held moral & ethical code, and are held to exacting standards in all their actions.
Failure to live up to moral & ethical alignment results in their downfall & the stripping of all special abilities granted by the paladin class. There is no specific paladin’s code, no
set of do’s & don’ts by which paladins are graded on a pass/fail basis. The closest thing to such a code is “Quentin’s Monograph”, a short treatise on the nature of alignment &
paladinhood by a retired paladin. In addition to flowery descriptions of early endeavors & practical advice on the care of weapons & animals, the monograph summarizes what it
calls the Paladin’s Virtues. The listing is not all-inclusive, and every paladin grades & emphasizes these virtues based on his/her own personal ethos & religious background.
Paladins may obey all these virtues to the letter & still lose their special status, or flout one virtue in the name of another & still retain paladinhood. In this fashion, a paladin may
exist outside an organized hierarchy or even lead rebellions & wars against unjust or evil causes. It is possible under these virtues that 1 paladin may even fight another, both
seeking to defend a different paladin’s virtue or interpretation of all of them.
Paladins in the Realms, like priests, are devoted to a particular deity. The most common paladin deities are those which embody action, decision, watchfulness, and wisdom. Torm
& Tyr are both popular deities for paladins, as is Ilmater, who stresses the need to suffer to attain one’s goals. All these gods are good & lawful in their basic alignment.
Paladins also serve deities who present themselves as being good but not necessarily lawful & lawful but not necessarily good. These include Azuth & Helm, who are lawful &
neutral in their outlook, and Mystra, Deneir, Lathander, and Milil, who are good & neutral. Chauntea & Mielikki are also neutral & good, but tend to attract more druids & rangers
than paladins, though there are exceptions.
The standard Paladin’s virtues are:
. An organized approach brings the most good for all. . Laws exist to bring prosperity to those under them
. Unjust laws must be overturned or changed in a reasonable & positive fashion . People rule; laws help.
. Cause the most good through the least harm. . Protect the weak.
. Goodness is not a natural state, but must be fought for to be attained & maintained. . Lead by example.
. Let your deeds speak your intentions. . Goodness radiates from the heart.
. Give others your mercy, but keep your wits about you.
Wizards
In many races, certain individuals have the ability to channel the ambient magical energies of the world to produce a desired effect. In the Forgotten Realms, this ability is called
magic, or the Art, and the Realms are home to large number of the Art’s practitioners.
All manner of spellcasters people the Realms, and though universities & magical schools exist, the great majority of spellcasters still learn their skills in the time-honored fashion:
by apprenticeship to a higher-level mage. After years of what seem to the student to be arduous & unpleasant chores, the tutoring mage will begin instruction in the easiest cantrips,
later moving on to the fat spells, and presenting the apprentice with his or her first spell book. Upon learning the basics, the young wizard usually journeys out to gain some real-
life experience in his or her craft. Some go no further in their development, seeking other safer pursuits, and some perish in their adventures. Those that survive return to their
former masters or to others of greater skill to learn greater magics & to share what they have discovered.
The universities of magic function using this same principle on a larger scale; they house many wizards and sages with various specialties. They are not large operations, including
maybe a dozen students at most and 3 or 4 sages with any true magical ability, but they are a change from the previous one-on-one relationship of mage and apprentice. These
schools are almost nonexistent in the North, appearing only in the past 20 winters, and their first students are just now making their name in the Realms at large. Such colleges are
said to be more common (and much larger) in the South, particularly in such magical lands as Nimbral & Halruaa. In the North, the failed experiment of a large university is
recorded in the toppled stones of a ruined magical college outside Beregost. Magic colleges in the North tend to be low key where they exist at all.
Practitioners of the Art are found in most walks of life, and there are former mages among the merchant class and courtiers. Many make their living at magic, either as court
wizards, adventurers, or sages (the last being the least well paid or recognized). Often they devote long periods of time to producing magical items. When they adventure, they are
looking both for money to fund their researches, for magical items to understand and comprehend, and for books to expand the scope of their learning.
Wizards develop a signature rune that they use to identify their belongings, sign as their name, and warn others. As a mage gains in power, more individuals recognize the rune &
connect it with a mighty individual, not to be trifled with. Since some runes are connected with magical spells, the use of signature runes reinforces the tendency of ordinary people
to shy away from such magically marked items.
A mage may develop a signature rune at any time, though it should not be altered once created, to avoid confusion. This rune is used in all spells that require writing, including
symbol-type spells, and non-magically to indicate property or for messages. In a world where the majority of the people speak but do not read a common language, such runes are
important to instruct the unknowing and to warn the cautious.
Mages relearn their spells daily from spell books, and usually maintain two sets of the texts - a traveling set for use in the wilderness, and a larger, more complete set at or near
their home. Such books are very important; many specialized books that were once wizard’s tomes are highly valued for the original spells therein.
The Curse of the Mage Runes
A powerful (level 10+) mage’s sigil is protected by the Trifold Curse of Mystra, a curse which afflicts those (magician or not) who willfully copy the sigil of a known mage in
order to deceive. The offender must make 3 ability checks - one against Strength, one against Intelligence, and one against Charisma.
If the Strength check is failed, the offender loses 1 point of Strength permanently, and 1-4 hit points permanently,
If the Intelligence check is failed, the offender loses 1 point of Intelligence permanently, and is feebleminded (as per the spell, no saving throw).
If the Charisma check is failed, the offender loses 1 point of Charisma permanently, and a glowing apparition (thought to be Azuth in his mortal form) follows the offender around,
pointing & shouting, “Falsely done!” This apparition stays with the offender from several days to 2 months, and can cast a real cloud over formal dinner parties (as Zeboaster the
Blunt discovered when pulling a prank in the presence of Vangerdahast of Cormyr). It also alerts all beings encountered as to the offender’s perfidy.
Specialist Wizards
Some mages are specialist wizards, concentrating their work in a particular direction & devoting themselves to a particular school of magic. A school differs from a college &
university in that it is a particular type of study as opposed to a physical location. Wizards specializing in illusion/phantasm magic are said to belong the school of illusion, whether
they operate in the lands of Thay or in the jungles of Chult.
Specialist mages have always existed in the Realms, but their numbers (save for the illusionists) were never great previous to the Time of Troubles. Most of the old guard wizards
like Khelben & Elminster are non-specialized mages. Since the Time of Troubles, the number of specialist wizards has increased, and these wizards have differing attitudes from
their elders. The result of this magical gap in ages has yet to be resolved.
Abjurers: These wizards specialize in abjuration spells, and are concerned with wards & protection spells. Their general attitude is that in a dangerous world, the first order of
business is to stay alive & whole. Abjurers prefer green & brown in their clothing. Only humans can be abjurers.
Conjurers: Conjurers are specialists in conjuration/summoning magics, and believe that to be a successful mage, all you need is to be able to call into being allies, lackeys, or
powerful servants to work your will. Conjurers tend to be flashy in both dress & attitude. Humans & half-elves can be conjurers.
Diviners: These cautious wizards specialize in the divination school, particularly those spells of higher than 3rd level (known as the greater divinations). They are careful, cautious
planners, bookish & literal in their outlook, as they are directed toward the gathering & verification of information. Their dress & manners are conservative & modest. Humans,
elves, and half-elves can be diviners.
Enchanters: Enchanter specialist wizards hold a dual role. They imbue their magics into static objects, but also use their enchantment/charm spells to influence & control others. As
a result, they are as a class very self-confident & tend to think of themselves superior, even to other mages. Enchanters are social creatures & tend to dress stylishly. They are most
comfortable in cities, which provide a wide circle of admirers (and subjects for their charms). Humans, elves, and half-elves can be enchanters.
Illusionists: Illusionists are devoted to one of the eldest specialty wizard schools, concentrating on the powers of illusion & phantasm. As a group they tend to be secretive, even to
the point of having their own written language, Ruathlek, derived from their magical writings. They dress in simple grays & browns, perhaps with an accent of color or a gemstone.
Only humans & gnomes can be illusionists; of the two, the gnomish illusionists are the more civil & friendly.
Invokers: Invokers are those mages who specialize in the invocation & evocation schools of magic. Capable of calling matter & effects such as lightning & fire out of thin air, they
are used to possessing power & commanding the respect (or at least fear) of those around them. Self-confident to the point of cockiness, invokers prefer bright primary colors in
their dress. Only humans can be invokers.
Necromancers: Necromancers are a two-sided coin. Some are interested in necromancy from its healing & restorative aspect in relation to the human body, while others (the better-
known half) concentrate their work on the dead & undead. As a result, the school is separated into 2 camps, one white, the other black. White necromancers are healers, work with
local churches, and are in general good aligned. Black necromancers are secretive to the point of obsession, vengeful, and often black-hearted. Their dress tends to match their
outlook. Only humans can be necromancers.



Transmuters: Transmuters, the masters of the alteration school of magic are, as a rule, creative experimenters, and explorers who are never happy with the way things are, but
rather intensely intrigued by the way things could yet be. Their garb is cut for comfort, as opposed to fashion or camouflage. Humans & half-elves may be transmuters.
Priests
Priests are those individuals capable of directing energies derived from particular entities known properly in the Realms as powers, though often referred to as deities or gods. All
priests belong to faiths that venerate these powers & advocate their aims & goals.
The peoples of the Realms tend to be generally tolerant of all faiths, such that in larger cities there are temple districts of various faiths of dissimilar alignments & goals existing
side by side. Faiths & temples maintain varying levels of influence in the local government, and only in a few cases is there a state religion. An example is the island nation of
Lantan, whose strange inhabitants are almost all worshippers of Gond. Even so, there are shrines to other deities on Lantan, though they exist primarily to serve foreign visitors.
Priests in the Realms are divided into 2 types: the standard, generalist cleric, who has set abilities common to all churches regardless of faith, and the specialty priest, who has
special abilities granted by the power in question. Many of the major faiths of the Realms have specialty priests, but the most common such priest encountered is the druid.
Priests can also be divided into 2 groups within their faith’s organization, though members of one group easily & often cross into the other group. Hierarchy-bound priests are
those who are usually tied down to a specific location, such as a temple, shrine, or monastery, and work primarily to the good of that location, the church, and the community,
though not necessarily in that order. Mission priests are at-large agents entrusted to wander the length & breadth of the Realms spreading the basic tenets & beliefs of their faith.
Many of the priests found in adventuring parties, working alongside merchants or in mercenary companies are mission priests. However, the line is a fuzzy one, such that a
specialty priest who has spent his life in the hierarchy may suddenly decide, for the good of his order, to engage in a quest for an artifact, gather a group of like-minded
adventurers, and set off as a mission priest. Similarly, a cleric who has spent her life in adventuring companies, may determine to retire to a temple to use the experience she has
gained to teach others, and enter the church hierarchy in that fashion.
Most faiths are fairly loose with such restrictions, only requiring that a priest get the approval of a superior (or of the power being venerated, if the priest is of matriarch or
patriarch level) before joining or leaving the hierarchy. In a similar fashion, priests have no required dress code or raiment outside of the garb required for ceremonies. In general,
priests dress in the colors of their order (usually those of their holy symbol) & wear some obvious symbol of their faith on their person. Priests of Tymora will tend towards grays
& wear a silver disk either on a neck-chain or affixed to a circlet, while priests of Tempus will wear helms (or metal skullcaps) & display Tempus’ symbol (the fiery sword on the
crimson field) on their shields.
Druids
Druids, the most common type of specialty priest, tend to worship outside of standard temple complexes, and instead wander the land, collecting into loosely affiliated circles
throughout the Realms. The term circle serves to illustrate the unending cycles of natural processes, and to emphasize that no one creature is intrinsically superior to another. These
druid circles fill the same requirements as church hierarchies do within the clerical faiths, but are much smaller. Among druids the distinction between the hierarchy-bound priest
& the mission priest becomes almost meaningless because of the loose nature of circles & the roving tendencies of druids who are the caretakers of large regions.
In the northern Realms from the Sword Coast to Impiltur, druids in lightly settled areas have tended to gather in small groups, often with rangers & other allies, for mutual
protection, defense of key areas or resources, and in order to accomplish their common goals more easily. These groups, usually consisting of 12 or fewer druids & 20 or fewer
others, vary widely in prominence & working relationships. In some, the druids live together in a woodland grove & in others, they are widely scattered, with other group members
serving as go-betweens. In some groups the druids & rangers deal with each other as equals, and in others, those who work with them revere the druids.
In the Realms at large, these circles make up a network of communication & aid among those who venerate Chauntea & similar powers, such as Mielikki & Eldath. In general, the
druids of the Realms seek balance between the needs of people (especially civilized peoples) & the needs of the natural world at the expense of neither.
While druids are relatively weak in the Dalelands at the moment, they have several major areas of power, including the Border Forest, the Gulthmere Forest, and, in particular, the
Moonshaes. In the latter, the druids are worshippers of a good uncommon in the rest of the Realms, the Earthmother, and this faith is both native & unique to the area.
Druids of the same circle may worship different deities, though in general, druids of the same circle tend to worship the same god. Common powers venerated by druids are Eldath,
Silvanus, Chauntea (in places), and the elemental lords, in particular Grumbar & Kossuth (earth & flame, respectively). PC druids do not begin the game as members of a circle,
but may form such circles if they find other druids & either accept them or are accepted into their ranks.
Great & grand druids are singular beings, & there is only 1 such individual for a 500-mile area about the abode of a great or grand druid. Each is entrusted with the organization &
protection of the circles & other druidic shrines within that domain. The precise borders of a great druid’s domain are nebulous at best, but there are 3 major regions within Faerûn.
The first & eldest is on the southern shores of the Sea of Fallen Stars, and includes the Gulthmere Forest & the Chondalwood. The second is located in the scattered remains of
ancient Cormanthor, ranging from Cormyr to the Moonsea, and includes the ancient territories of the Elven Court. The third is located in the North. It is based in the High Forest
but includes all other forests and woods in the area. Druids are also active in the Moonshaes & the forests surrounding the Great Dale, but it is unknown at this time if their
organization includes great & grand druids.
When a druid reaches sufficient level to advance in rank, she or he is expected to seek & challenge another druid of his or her position. A sign will be sent by the power the druid
worships indicating the location of the druid sought, unless the first druid knows the second druid’s location already. At high levels, this is the only method of advancement for
these specialty priests.
Rogues
As more people gather in large cities, more individuals who prey on large collections of humankind gather as well. Chief of those are scavengers who seek their profession by
stealing from others. These are the rogues of the Realms. Their allegiance is to themselves & a handful of allies (at best), and their intentions are not always for the good of their
prey. In the wilds, their behavior is often useful & beneficial to the group, but in the larger cities, their acts usually spell trouble, and most lawful towns have laws against such
activities.
Despite such laws, thieves & thievery are common. Most major cities have a number of thieves’ dens competing with each other in stealing & theft. A few cities (such as Zhentil
Keep) have an organized group of rogues (a guild) controlling all such activity & some even operate from a building in broad daylight. Most thieves’ dens are secret gathering
spots, often located beneath a city, and they change as guards & lawful groups discover them.
The city of Waterdeep once was home to the most powerful guild of thieves in the North. The Lords of Waterdeep smashed that guild, forcing its leaders to flee the city. Those
leaders are now the Shadow Thieves of Amn. Rogues of all types still operate in Waterdeep but they’re broken into innumerable small groups or operate alone. The Lords & their
agents smashed the most recent attempt at organization (headed by a beholder named Xanathar).
The most common respite for rogues is what they call the “honest trade” - adventuring. While adventuring, roguish abilities may be used & indeed lionized in song & legend, when
what a rogue is doing is almost the same as his or her in-town activities. The only difference is that instead of stealing from a lord’s manor, they’re burglarizing a lich’s tomb.
Many thieves take to this life, adhering to a code that keeps them out of trouble in civilized areas but keeps them in gold. Some leaders of important organizations are of this type.
Their fellow guild members trust the cash box with such individuals in the city, but keep an eye on them in the wild for pocketed gems & magical items that find their way into
their high-topped boots.
Bards
Bards have been called rogues with a better biographer, and indeed, they have many of the abilities & tendencies of their ill-reputed cousins, yet are in the main more welcome
throughout the Realms than their roguish fellows. That level of trust operates mainly on the social level, though, for while a landed lord may invite a bard into his home for dinner,
he will inevitably count his silverware afterward.
Bards have a number of skills that make them singularly valuable in the Realms. They are wanderers by nature, and carry new items, information, gossip, tales, warnings, and other
bits of knowledge from place to place. Further, it is the bard’s nature to share this information, as opposed to hoarding it for his or her own good (something wizards are regularly
accused of doing). The arrival of a famous bard is the subject of everything from mild discussion in larger cities to celebration in isolated villages. Bards are often rewarded with
both food & shelter, and also pick up new tales & legends to relate elsewhere.
Bards can be of any alignment, though some part of their morality or ethos must be neutral. There are evil bards in the Realms, though their nature is not always apparent - garden-
variety rogues are usually assumed to be of evil (or at least greedy) intent, but bards are generally presumed to be beneficent (or at least neutral). Many evil bards profit under this
assumption.
Contributing to the reputation of bards as forces for good is the existence of a primarily good-aligned secret organization - the Harpers. The Harpers include druids, mages, priests,
and rangers in addition to bards, but the group’s musical background & the predominance of bards in such numbers among its ranks account for its appearance as a bardic society.
Membership in the Harpers is limited & by invitation only, so that not every bard is a member of this group, though to the forces of evil it often seems so.
Most bards are independent by choice & by nature, owing nothing to any except their traveling companions. Not all bards are musicians (some are rumormongers or poets), and
not all musicians are bards, though musical background is definitely useful in bardic society. Of old there were bardic colleges in the Realms, but they have long since been
abandoned, save for a few names & ancient stories.



Musical Instruments of the Realms
For bards to be effective, they must be conversant with their tools. The Realms have a number of alternative names for many common instruments, and also feature instruments
that are unique.
Birdpipe: A set of panpipes. Hand Drum: A double-headed drum.
Songhorn: A recorder. Tantan: A tambourine.
Yarting: A guitar. Zulkoon: A complex and semi-portable pump-organ.
Longhorn: A Faerûn flute. Thelarr: Also called the whistlecane, this is a simple reed instrument.
Tocken: A set of carved, oval, open-ended bells, played like a xylophone. Shawm: A double-reed instrument, the ancestor of the oboe and bassoon.
Wargong: Also called a shieldgong, the wargong is often made of the shields of one’s vanquished foes. It is played with mallets.
Glaur: A short, flared, and curved horn that resembles a cornucopia, and is fitted with valves (those without valves are known as gloons).
In addition, such devices as the trumpet, the signal horn, the harp, the dulcimer, the lyre, and the mandolin are commonly found in the Realms. Players who wish to introduce the
bagpipe do so at their own risk.
Preferred Character Class Regions
Class Preferred Regions
Barbarian Chult, the Hordelands, the Moonshaes, Narfell, the Nelanther Isles, the North, Rashemen, Vaasa, the Western Heartlands
Bard Amn, Chessenta, Cormyr, the Dalelands, the Dragon Coast, Evermeet, Luiren, Impiltur, the Moonshaes, Silverymoon, Tethyr, Thesk, Unther, the Vast, Waterdeep,

and Western Heartlands
Cleric None preferred
Druid Aglarond, the Chondalwood, Chult, the Great Dale, the High Forest, the Moonshaes, the North, the Vast, the Vilhon Reach, the Western Heartlands
Fighter Aglarond, Amn, Anauroch, Calimshan, Chessenta, Chult, Cormyr, the Dalelands, Damara, the Dragon Coast, Evermeet, Luiren, the Hordelands, Impiltur, the Lake of

Steam, Lantan, the Moonsea, the Moonshaes, Mulhorand, Narfell, Nelanther Isles, the North, Rashemen, Sembia, the Shaar, Silverymoon, Tashalar, Tethyr, Thay,
Unther, Vaasa, the Vast, the Vilhon Reach, Waterdeep, the Western Heartlands

Monk Amn, Calimshan, Damara, Lake of Steam, Mulhorand, Silverymoon
Paladin Cormyr, the Dalelands, Damara, Luiren, Impiltur, Mulhorand, Silverymoon, Tethyr, Waterdeep
Ranger Aglarond, the Chondalwood, Chult, the Dalelands, Damara, Evermeet, the Great Dale, Lawren, The High Forest, the Hordelands, Lake of Steam, Narfell, the North,

Rashemen, the Shaar, Silverymoon, Tashalar, Vaasa, the Vilhon Reach, the Western Heartlands
Rogue Amn, Anauroch, Calimshan, the Dragon Coast, Evermeet, Luiren, Impiltur, the Lake of Steam, Lantan, the Moonsea, the Moonshaes, Mulhorand, Narfell, the

Nelanther Isles, Sembia, the Shaar, Tashalar, Thesk, Unther, Vaasa, the Vast, Waterdeep, the Western Heartlands
Wizard Calimshan, Chessenta, Cormyr, Damara, Evermeet, Halruaa, the Lake of Steam, Mulhorand, Rashemen, Sembia, Silverymoon, Tethyr, Thay, Unther, Waterdeep,

Western Heartlands

Where Do I Come From?
This pair of tables may help to answer that question. By Class & Race it tells where in the Forgotten Realms your character would be Common (+) or Very unusual (-). No entry
means possible, @ means Homeland. What about Clerics? A bit more complicated since you have to figure out where your God’s Temple is. Use common sense: Racial Gods
follow racial locations, large cities are likely to have temples to all the major deities. Table 1 also gives some indication what parts of Medieval Earth some parts of Faerun loosely
resemble.
Table 1. By Class

Faerûn Region Resembles Barbarian Bard Druid Fighter Monk Paladin Ranger Rogue Wizard
Aglarond + + + - +

Amtar Forest
Amn Spain/Portugal + + + +

Baldur’s Gate + + + +
Calimshan Turkey + + +
Chessenta Greece + + +

Chondalwood + + +
Chult Africa + + +

Cormyr England/France + + +
Dalelands + + + + +
Damara Germany + + + +

Dragon’s Reach + + + +
Evermeet Elf/Atlantis + + + + +
Evereska

Great Dale + +
High Forest + + +
Hordelands Mongols + +

Icewind Dale Nordic + + +
Impiltur + + +

Isle of Lantan Gnomes + +
Lake of Steam + + + +

Luiren Halfling + + + + +
Methwood
Moonsea + +

Moonshae Isles Celtic + + + + +
Mulhorand Egypt + + + +

Narfel + + +
Nalgit +

The North Nordic + + +
Rashamen Russia + + +

Sembia + + +
Shaar Dwarves (Great Rift) + +

Silverymoon + + + +
Silver Marches

Tethyr Morocco + + + +
Thay Egypt + +
Thesk + +
Unther + + +
Vaasa Babylon + +
Vast + + + +

Vilhon’s Reach + +
Waterdeep + + + + +

Western Heartlands + + + + + +



Table 2. By Race
Dwarf Elf

Shield Gold Moon Sun Wild Wood Gnome Half
Elf

Half
Orc Halfling Human

Aglarond +
Amtar Forest +

Amn + +
Baldur’s Gate +

Calimshan +
Chessenta + +

Chondalwood - - @ - -
Chult + +

Cormyr + +
Dalelands + + + + +
Damara + + +

Dragon’s Reach
Evermeet - - + + - - - -
Evereska - - @ @ - - - -

Great Dale + +
High Forest + + +
Hordelands +

Icewind Dale +
Impiltur + +

Isle of Lantan - - - - - - @ - - - -
Lake of Steam +

Dwarf Elf
Shield Gold Moon Sun Wild Wood Gnome Half

Elf
Half
Orc Halfling Human

Luiren - - - - - - - - - @ -
Methwood +
Moonsea + +

Moonshae Isles +
Narfel
Nalgit

The North + + + + + +
Rashamen +

Shaar @2 +
Silverymoon @1 + + + +

Silver Marches +
Tethyr +
Thay +
Thesk +
Unther +
Vaasa + +
Vast +

Vilhon’s Reach +3
Waterdeep +

Western Heartlands + + + + + +

1: Citadel Adbar, NE of Silverymoon
2: Great Rift
3: Giant’s Rim, West of Vilhon’s Reach

Names in the Realms <BACK TO TOP>
Faerûn is vast. Among humans alone, it’s inhabitants bear literally thousands upon thousands of names. Some folk have no surnames, others have a common clan name, and others
have a “son/daughter of” appellation. In Tharsult, Tashalar, and the Border Kingdoms, the word “sar” is much used. It means “of the blood of”, and denotes a famous ancestor - or
falsely claimed ancestor - so that a farmer might be “Baer sar Thardizar”, after the famous warlord of centuries ago.
Older usage such as “of the” & the name of a trade or place (such as Ruthrar o’ the Forge & Sammert o’ the Hollow) are falling out of favor & are now rarely heard. Only wizards
& the most haughty adventurers use personal achievements in their names, such as Dastrin of the Three Thunders or Belgaert of the Deadly Stand, and this, too, is dying out.
Occupations can be seen within names, however: Tel is an old word for “works at” or “works with”, forar once meant traveler or peddler, belder was a guard or warrior on patrol,
turnskull was a digger, and turnstone a miller.
Naming systems vary widely in the Realms, with many local customs being commonly followed. PCs may hold one- or two-part names, nicknames, titles, or pseudonyms their
entire career. General guidelines on naming are as follows.
Common Humanity: The greater bulk of humanity takes a single name, such as Doust or Mourngrym. A secondary name is added if there’s confusion, either from profession
(Doust the Fighter), location (Doust of Shadowdale), or lineage (the latter in particular if some legendary figure was in the family line, such as Doust, Grandson of Miniber the
Sage). In addition, a name may be added for a physical condition, such as “Blackmane” or “Firehair”, or for some legendary or extraordinary event. Young children are given a pet
name or diminutive that is sometimes retained, but more often than not dropped upon adulthood. A wedded couple sometimes takes a common name, which may be his or hers
(particularly when dealing with nobility) or be a new name entirely. In the course of a lifetime, average humans can take & discard several surnames, keeping their given names
throughout.
Human Nobles & Gentry: Noble & landed individuals tend to retain the family name, a name usually derived from the individual who established the family’s fame, position, or
prowess. Such names are retained even after the nobility has fallen from grace or power. Again, special additional names for events or appearances are common.
Human Wizards: Mages tend to eschew long titles & names, and the general feeling is that a wizard’s fame should precede him or her, such that a single mention of the name is
sufficient, and no one would doubt the speaker was referring to anyone else but the genuine article. For example, there may well be an Elminster the Barber or an Elminster of
Waterdeep, but a reference to Elminster (or the even more modest “Elminster the Sage”) refers to the advisor without peer who resides in Shadowdale.
Human Priests: Identifications of the faiths of the realms are usually included in a name, supplanting any family or noble names. Amaster, a cleric of Tymora, can be referred to
as Amaster of Tymora without incident. In higher church circles & matters involving leaders of particular temples or faiths, the full title is important, such as Asgaroth of Tempus,
Patriarch of Baldur’s Gate.
The names given here are by language, since areas sharing a common tongue tend to use the same names.
Aglarondan: Male: Aelthas, Courynn, Folcoerr, Gaedynn, Mourgram, Sealmyd, Yuiredd. Female: Blaera, Courynna, Lynneth, Maera, Mourna, Wydda. Surnames: Aengrilor, Dulsaer,
Gelebraes, Jacerryl, Telstaerr, Uthelienn.
Alzhedo: Male: Aseir, Bardeid, Haseid, Khemed, Mehmen, Sudeiman, Zasher. Female: Atala, Ceidil, Hama, Jasmal, Meilil, Seipora, Yasheira. Surnames: Basha, Dumein, Jassan, Khalid,
Mostana, Pashar, Rein.
Chessentan: Male: Aeron, Daelric, Eurid, Nicos, Oriseus, Pharaxes, Thersos, Xandos. Female: Ariadne, Cylla, Eriale, Halonya, Idriane, Mera, Numestra, Sinylla. Surnames: Aporos, Corynian,
Heldeion, Morieth, Nathos, Sphaerideion, Zora.
Chondathan: Male: Darvin, Dorn, Evendur, Gorstag, Grim, Helm, Malark, Morn, Randal, Stedd. Female: Arveene, Esvele, Jhessail, Kerri, Lureene, Miri, Rowan, Shandri, Tessele. Surnames:
Amblecrown, Buckman, Dundragon, Evenwood, Greycastle, Tallstag.
Chultan: Male: Atuar, Kwalu, Losi, Mezoar, Nsi, Osaw, Selu, Weshtek. Female: Azuil, Chuil, Fipya, Isi, Lorit, Mainu, Sana, Tefnek. Surnames: None.
Damaran: Male: Bor, Fodel, Glar, Grigor, Igan, Ivor, Kosef, Mival, Orel, Pavel, Sergor. Female: Alethra, Kara, Katernin, Mara, Natali, Olma, Tana, Zora. Surnames: Bersk, Chernin, Dotsk,
Kulenov, Marsk, Nemetsk, Shemov, Starag.
Dambrathan: Male: Aethelmed, Houn, Rhivaun, Umbril, Waervyn, Xaemar, Zeltaebar. Female: Chourm, Glouris, Maeve, Hayaera, Sevaera, Xaemarra, Zraela. Surnames: Calaumystar,
Lharaendo, Mristar, Talaudrym, Wyndael.
Durpari: Male: Charva, Duma, Hukir, Jama, Kilimut, Oskut, Pradir, Rajaput, Sikhil. Female: Apret, Bask, Erilet, Fanul, Hist, Mokat, Nismet, Ril, Tiket. Surnames: Beszrizma, Datharathi,
Melpurvatta, Nalambar, Saqarastar, Tiliputakas.
Halruaan: Male: Aldym, Chand, Hostegym, Meleghost, Presmer, Sandrue, Tehost, Uregaunt. Female: Aithe, Alaethe, Chalan, Oloma, Phaele, Sarade, Vosthyl. Surnames: Avhoste, Darants,
Gedreghost, Maurmeril, Stamaraster, Zorastryl.
Lantanese: Male: Eberc, Fodoric, Koger, Lambrae, Midoc, Norbert, Samber, Tibidoc. Female: Avilda, Bersace, Charissa, Melsany, Phaerilda, Ravace, Umbrasy. Surnames: Angalstrane,
Decirc, Lamstrand, SeKorc, SeLangstra, SeMilderie.
Illuskan: Male: Ander, Blath, Bran, Frath, Geth, Lander, Luth, Malcer, Stor, Taman, Urth. Female: Amafrey, Betha, Cefrey, Kethra, Mara, Olga, Silifrey, Westra. Surnames: Brightwood,
Helder, Hornraven, Lackman, Stonar, Stormwind, Windrivver.
Mulhorand: Male: Aoth, Bareris, Ehput-Ki, Kethoth, Mumed, Ramas, So-Kehur, Thazar-De, Urhur. Female: Arizima, Chathi, Nephis, Nulara, Murithi, Sefris, Thola, Umara, Zolis. Surnames:
Ankhalab, Anskuld, Fezim, Hahpet, Nathandem, Sepret, Uuthrakt.
Rashemi: Male: Borovik, Faurgar, Jandar, Kanithar, Madislak, Ralmevik, Shaumar, Vladislak. Female: Fyevarra, Hulmarra, Immith, Imzel, Navarra, Shevarra, Tammith, Yuldra. Surnames:
Chergoba, Dyernina, Iltazyara, Murnyethara, Stayanoga, Ulmokina.
Shaaran: Male: Awar, Cohis, Damota, Gewar, Hapaw, Laskaw, Moktar, Senesaw, Tokhis. Female: Anet, Bes, Dahvet, Faqem, Idim, Lenet, Moqem, Neghet, Sihvet. Surnames: Cor Marak,
Hiaw Harr, Laumee Harr, Moq Qo Harr, Taw Harr, Woraw Tarak.
Tashalan: Male: Angwe, Damai, Gharbei, Indo, Masambe, Morife, Ngongwe, Sepoto. Female: Ayesha, Bhula, Lashela, Intiagi, Mashai, Shevaya, Shesara, Ushula. Surnames: Damarathe,
Ghomposo, Ishivin, Jalamba, Konge, Maingwe, Wasatho.
Turmic: Male: Anton, Diero, Marcon, Fieron, Rimardo, Romero, Salazar, Umbero. Female: Balama, Dona, Faila, Jalana, Luisa, Marta, Quara, Selise, Vonda. Surnames: Agosto, Astorio,
Calabra, Domine, Falone, Marivaldi, Piszcar, Ramondo.



Uluik: Male: Aklar, Hilur, Liruk, Namiir, Selmik, Tirmuk, Uknar, Wariik. Female: Chamuk, Iirkik, Kagiik, Lelchik, Nirval, Talchuk, Valiir, Wenvik. Surnames: None.
Untheric: Male: Azzedar, Chadrezzan, Gibbur, Horat, Kassur, Numer, Samar, Ungred. Female: Chadra, Ilzza, Jezzara, Marune, Saldashune, Xuthra, Zeldara. Surnames: Seldom used,
patronymics preferred.
Elves & Half-Elves: The People have family names that they tend to translate back into common as nicknames, so that there are families of Strongbows or Starglows in the world.
Such family names are important in that elven siblings can be hundreds of years apart in age. Half-elves take elven or human naming fashions, depending on where they were
raised, and may change back & forth several times in the human fashion.
Male: Aravilar, Faelar, Mourn, Nym, Orlpar, Saevel, Respen, Rhistel, Taeghen. Female: Amra, Hacathra, Imizael, Jastra, Jhaumrithe, Quamara, Talindra, Vestele. Surnames:
Amalith, Braegen, Calaudra, Eveningfall, Laelithar, Moondown, Tarnruth.
Drow: Male: Alak, Drizzt, Ilmryn, Merinid, Pharaun, Rizzen, Tebryn, Zaknafein. Female: Akordia, Chalithra, Eclavdra, Jhaelrnya, Nedylene, Qilué, SiNafay, Vlondril. Surnames:
Abaeir, Coloara, Glannath, Illistyn, Pharn, Seerear, Vrinn, Xiltya.
Dwarves; Dwarves have a very strong sense of their past & the heroes in their families. They may carry only a first name, followed by the qualifier of heritage. The lowest
dwarves attach themselves to their state or hold, such as Monger of the Iron House. Dwarves with a dwarf of renown in their heritage may use the appellation “son of” or
“grandson of” (or “daul” or “grandaul” for females) such as Thelarn, son of Mongoth. Beyond two generations, the phrase “blood of” is used, but only for the greatest dwarven
leaders, as in Nor, blood of Ghellin, King-in-Exile of the Iron House.
Male: Barundar, Dorn, Joyin, Khondar, Roryn, Storn, Thorik, Wulgar. Female: Belmara, Dorna, Joylin, Kiira, Sambril, Tace, Umil. Surnames: Bladebite, Crownshield,
Gordrivver, Horn, Skulldark, Stoneshield.
Gnomes: These quiet people use both given & surnames, and maintain long-standing family ties, such that a third name, for location, may be necessary. For example, outside of
his homeland, Wysdor Sandminer may have to be known as Wysdor Sandminer, of the Sandminers of Arabel to avoid constant discussions with other gnomes who may or may not
be close relations.
Male: Burgell, Colmarr, Dorgan, Falrinn, Halbrinn, Orlamm, Rondell, Stolig. Female: Calanddra, Eriss, Iyiss, Jaree, Lissa, Meree, Nathee, Zelazadda. Surnames: Blackrock,
Blimth, Greatorm, Rivenstone, Tavartarr, Uvarkk, Whitehorn.
Halflings: Halflings are similar to the gnomes in the fact that they use both given & surnames, but both those names may change over time & be over appended with nicknames
for adventures, physical abilities, and pet or diminutive names. In addition, the original names may be lost behind a maze of pseudonyms & false backgrounds. For example, the
halfling Corkitron Allinamuck chose both first & last names (his parents were named Burrows), and goes by the diminutive Corky & the nickname “High Roll”.
Male: Blazanar, Corkaury, Dalabrae, Halandar, Ombert, Roberc, Thiraury, Wilimac. Female: Aloniira, Calathra, Deldiira, Melinden, Olpara, Rosinden, Tara, Weninda. Surnames:
Aumble, Bramblefoot, Dardragon, Hardingdale, Merrymar, Starnhap.
Half-Orcs: A half-orc typically chooses a name that helps him make the impression that he wants to make. If he wants to fit in among humans, he chooses a human name. If he
wants to intimidate others, he chooses a guttural orc name. A half-orc who has been raised entirely by humans has a human given name, but he may choose another name once he’s
away from his hometown. Some half-orcs, of course, aren’t quite bright enough to choose a name this carefully.
Male: Dench, Feng, Gell, Henk, Holg, Imsh, Keth, Ront, Shump, and Thokk. Female: Baggi, Emen, Engong, Myev, Neega, Ovak, Ownka, Shautha, Vola, and Volen.
Other Races: Most of the other races make do with a single name & further clarification as needed (a centaur named Aldophus may be called Aldophus the Roan, for example).
Orcs & goblins: They tend to use proper names only when they need to, the rest of the time using a native word that translates as “Hey, you!” in everyday speech. A true speaker
of the orcish tongue can put a great deal of venom behind the word, such that fights can start in bars at its mention.
Orc: Male: Besk, Durth, Fang, Gothog, Harl, Kesk, Orrusk, Tharag, Thog, Ugurth. Female: Betharra, Creske, Edarreske, Duvaega, Neske, Orvaega, Varra, Yeskarra. Surnames:
Dummik, Horthor, Lammar, Sormuzhik, Turnskull, Ulkrunnar, Zorgar.
Portals & the Forgotten Realms <BACK TO TOP>
Magic portals link many places across Toril. A portal is simply a permanent teleportation effect that safely whisks its user to a predetermined place. Most portals lead from one
place on Toril to another, but a few lead to other planes or other celestial bodies in the skies of Toril.
Qualities of Portals
Hundreds of archmages, high priests, secret circles, monstrous races, and dark cabals had a hand in creating the multitude of hidden doorways riddling Faerûn. Magic of this sort is
unusually durable, and often survives centuries - or millennia - after its creators have vanished into history or lost any use for their handiwork. Accordingly, the workings of portals
are mysterious and unpredictable. Each one is built for a reason, but all too often these reasons are lost when the creator passes into history or obscurity. Portals share some
common features & qualities. All portals are two-dimensional areas, usually a circle with a radius of up to 15’, but sometimes square, rectangular, or another shape. The portal
itself is intangible & invisible. Portals often come in pairs or networks. A single portal is a one-way trip. There must be a matching portal at the destination to return. Some portals
are attuned to several potential destinations, each one equipped with a matching portal. But most are simply two-way doors between one point & another far distant. Once created,
a portal cannot be moved.
Detecting Portals
An archway or frame of some kind usually marks a portal’s location so it can be found when needed & so that creatures don’t blunder into it accidentally. Detect magic can reveal
a portal’s magical aura. If the portal is currently functioning (ready to transport creatures), it has a strong aura. If the portal is not currently able to transport creatures (usually
because it has a limited number of uses, and they are currently exhausted), it has a weak aura. Strong or weak, a portal radiates transmutation magic. The analyze portal spell can
reveal even more about a portal.
Portal Operation
Creatures who touch or pass through the area of the portal are instantly teleported to the locale the portal’s builder has specified. (The teleportation effect is similar to teleport
without error cast by a 17th level caster, except that interplanar travel is possible.) It is not possible to poke one’s head through a portal to see what’s on the other side. A portal can
only transport creatures that can fit through the portal’s physical dimensions. If a solid object blocks the destination, the portal does not function. Creatures, however, do not block
portals. If a creature already occupies the area where a portal leads, the user is instead transported to a suitable location as close as possible to the original destination. A suitable
location has a surface strong enough to support the user & enough space to hold the user. Unattended objects cannot pass through a portal. For example, a character can carry any
number of arrows through a portal, but he cannot fire an arrow through a portal. An unattended object that hits a portal simple bounces off. Unless the builder has preset some
limit, any number of creatures can pass through a portal each round. A creature using a portal can take along up to 810lbs of gear. In this case, gear is anything a creature carries or
touches. If 2 or more creatures touch the same piece of equipment, it counts against both creatures’ weight limits.
Keyed Portals
Portal builders often restrict access to their creations by setting conditions for their use. Special conditions for triggering a portal can be based on the possession of the portal key,
the creature’s name, identity, or alignment, but otherwise must be based on observable actions or qualities. Intangibles such as level, class, Hit Dice, or hit points don’t qualify. A
keyed portal remains active for 1 full round. Any creature that touches the activated portal in the same round also can use the portal, even if such creatures don’t have a key
themselves. Many portal keys are rare & unusual objects that the creature using the portal must carry. Some portals are keyed to work only at a particular time, such as sunrise,
sunset, the full moon, or midnight. Spells can serve as portal keys, as can the channeling of positive or negative energy. When the portal is the target of the specified spell or within
the spell’s area or touched by its effect, the spell is absorbed & the portal is activated. Any form of the spell works to activate the portal, including spell-like effects of creatures or
magic items & spells from scrolls.
Sealing Portals
A portal cannot be destroyed by physical means or by spell effects that destroy objects (such as disintegrate). A successful targeted dispel magic (as cast by 17th level mage) causes
a portal to become nonfunctional for 1d4 rounds. Mordenkainen’s disjunction destroys a portal unless it makes a Mind save (as a 14th level character, i.e. 4 or greater). The spell
gate seal locks a portal & prevents its operation.

Unusual Portals
Things are never certain in the many lands of Faerûn, and portals are not always entirely reliable. Portal makers have created through design or mischance portals with many
insidious and dangerous characteristics.
Random Portals
These portals can only be activated at random times. They may or may not require a key for activation when they are working. A fairly common random pattern is a portal that
works until 1d6+6 creatures use it, then shuts down for 1d6 days. Other patterns are possible.



Variable Portals
These portals are hazardous in the extreme for those who are unfamiliar with their quirks. Creatures using these portals are transported to any one of several preset locations. The
destination sequence may follow a set pattern or may be random. Some variable portals have keys that allow users to choose a specific destination served by the portal. Others
function by transporting users to a default location - an inescapable dungeon, the innards of a volcano, or some particularly hostile outer plane - unless the user presents the proper key.
Creature-Only Portals
These portals transport only the creatures that use them, not the creatures’ clothing and equipment. Such portals are often used defensively to render intruders vulnerable after they
use the portals. A rare and more difficult variation on this type of portal transports creatures to one area and their equipment to another.
Malfunctioning Portals
Their makers generally create the other types of unusual portals through careful effort. Malfunctioning portals, on the other hand, are almost always unintended. Over the centuries,
prodigious forces have swept over Toril, profoundly affecting magic. Because of decades (or centuries or millennia) of magical wear and tear or the strength of the cataclysmic
forces to which they have been exposed, many ancient dweomers have gone slowly away. Portals are no exception. A malfunctioning portal is usually at least one hundred years
old, but many are far older. Using one can have many different results. Roll once on the table below each time a malfunctioning portal is activated. If such a portal functions
continuously, the effect indicated lasts 1d10 rounds and anyone using the portal during that time is subject to that effect.
Portal Malfunction

d100 Effect
01-05 The portal does not function, but draws magical power from the user in an attempt to power itself. The user is affected as though struck by a targeted dispel effect of a dispel magic

spell cast at 17th level.
06-10 The portal does not function, but draws magical power from the user’s items in an attempt to power itself. A random number of items (1d10) are struck by an effect similar to a

targeted dispel magic cast at 17th level. To determine which items are affected, use the following list (in order of priority): 1-Shield; 2-Armor; 3-Magic Helmet; 4-Item in hand
(including weapon, wand, etc.); 5-Magic cloak; 6-Stowed or sheathed weapon; 7-Magic bracers; 8-Magic clothing; 9-Magic jewelry (including rings); 10-Anything else. Successful
dispelling suppresses permanent magic items for 1d4 rounds. Charged or limited-use items lose 1d4 charges or uses as if they had been used to no effect and are suppressed for the
same number of rounds (if still magical).

11-20 The portal does not function. The user (and all within 10’, not weighing more than 425lbs) is hurled away towards any target within 170’. The user is entitled to a Magic save to
negate the effect & takes 1d6 points of damage if hurled against a solid surface.

21-25 The portal does not function. Instead, a wave of negative (50%) or positive energy (50%) emanates from the portal in a 30’ radius. Negative energy acts just like an inflict serious
wounds cast at 17th level (Body save for half damage). Positive energy acts just like a cure serious wounds cast at 17th level.

26-40 The portal functions, but it sends the user to the wrong destination. To determine where the user ends up, roll 1d20+80. A result of 81-92 sends you to a similar area. That is, you
wind up in an area that’s visually or thematically similar to the target area. A wizard heading for her home laboratory might wind up in another wizard’s laboratory or in an alchemy
supply shop that has many of the same tools & implements as in her laboratory. Generally, you appear in the closest similar place, but you could conceivably wind up somewhere
else across the globe. On a result of 93-100, you suffer a mishap. You & anyone else with you have gotten “scrambled”. You each take 1d10 points of damage, and you re-roll
1d20+80. Each time a mishap occurs, the characters take more damage & must re-roll.

41-50 Nothing happens. The portal does not function.
51-100 The portal functions normally.




